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Introduction

CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction1
Students and academics are increasingly on the move. In past decades there was a
tremendous expansion in their international mobility. In the period between 1998 and
2017, the total number of international students worldwide rose from 2 million to 5,3
million.2 The share of international students3 is especially high at the more advanced
levels of education, such as Master’s and PhD programs (OECD, 2019).
The growth of international student mobility and its consequences can be analyzed on
different levels. One important factor is the large expansion in general participation
rates in global higher education. In OECD countries, for instance, young adults’
enrollment in higher education increased from 35 per cent in 2008 to 44 per cent
in 2018, partly thanks to the availability of loans and scholarships. For this growing
number of students, studying abroad is a way to access better-quality education and
to improve their employability and social mobility (Altbach et al., 2009; OECD, 2019).
Another development that is often seen as fueling international student mobility is
‘the global race for talent’ (Shachar, 2006) or ‘competition for talent’ (Kuvik, 2015;
Mosneaga, 2014). ‘The global race for talent’ is a political-ideological concept that is
used to refer to various countries’ efforts to attract international students and highskilled migrants.4 On the one hand, this demand is driven by universities that compete
with each other to attract international students as a source of income in the context
of decreasing state funding (Robertson, 2013). On the other hand, many Western
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This dissertation includes small parts and two respondent quotes from the previously published article: Zijlstra, J. (2020) Stepwise student migration: a trajectory analysis of Iranians
moving from Turkey to Europe and North America. Geographical Research, 58(4), 403–415.
This study preceded the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020–2021 that seriously affected the lives
and mobility of students and academics around the world. For an overview of how the
pandemic affected policies for international students and the global race for talent in five
popular destination countries, see De Lange (2020).
Although this study provides an integrated analysis of the mobility patterns of
students, PhD candidates and early-career academics (Bilecen & van Mol, 2017), for reasons
of clarity and simplicity I will often refer to ‘students’ and ‘international student mobility’
in the remainder of this study.
The term ‘global race for talent’ is widely used in the policies and discourses of several core
countries as well as of the EU. In this study, the concept is seen as influencing policies of (supra)
national governments, universities and companies that affect the mobility and employment
of international students and academics. It is, however, difficult to pinpoint any exact relations
between policies influenced by this concept and the actual mobility of individuals, whether
there is an actual competition or ‘race’ and how this plays out in practice. Similarly, it is difficult
to distinguish between the mobility of ‘talent’ and high-skilled migration more generally. Only
a few studies have investigated the influence of the global race for talent on the mobility of
people more thoroughly and critically (see, for instance, Brown & Tannock, 2009; Kuvik, 2015;
Yeoh & Eng, 2008). Please see Chapter 2 for a more elaborate discussion.
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countries have come to see international students as young prospective migrants who
can replace their ageing workforce and contribute to their country’s economic and
technological development, particularly in science and engineering. As a result, the
permanent immigration of international students is encouraged, particularly by former
settler nations such as Canada and Australia as well as, recently, by non-traditional
immigration countries like the Netherlands (Hawthorne, 2008; Tremblay, 2005; Ziguras
& Law, 2006). What is presumed in the discourse on the ‘global race for talent’ and on
talent migration more generally, however, is that all individuals are able to participate
in it, regardless of their national origin or social background and can move wherever
and whenever they please. Discussions on the ‘global race for talent’ thus often ignore
possible migration restrictions (Kuvik, 2015; Yeoh & Huang, 2011).
This research focuses on the mobility of a particular category of students who
are suitable ‘candidates’ for the global race for talent but who also face mobility
restrictions based on their nationality. It zooms in on science and engineering
students from the Islamic Republic of Iran, a country with a peripheral position in
the world economy5 that is faced with severe economic and political sanctions by
Western countries. How do Iranians who aspire to study abroad deal with those
restrictions? Are they able to take advantage of opportunities provided within the
international system of higher education and the (academic) labor market? If so, are
there differences between Iranian students in their ability to move to other countries?
Although the literature that compares the mobility of different groups of
international students is limited, there is a growing number of studies that argues
that the expansion of higher education and international student mobility enlarges
inequalities between students and their access to educational institutions in different
countries. On a global level, it is well documented that the major movements of
international students gravitate from Asia to the US and other English-speaking
countries (OECD, 2019), thereby reinforcing the status and scientific development
of universities at the core of the world economy. Moreover, many students from
peripheral countries do not return home after graduation. Although these students
can serve as connectors between their home and their host country after graduation,
their prolonged residence in the host country might also exacerbate the disparities
in development between the core and the periphery (Altbach et al., 2009). On a

5

In this study the terminology of core, periphery and semi-periphery based on the World
Systems Theory of Wallerstein (1974) is used. This theory categorizes countries based on
their division of labor within the capitalist system. This model appears very apt to distinguish the movements of international students between groups of countries who differ in
their position in the world economy. While the US and the Netherlands are examples of
core countries, Iran is a peripheral country due to its complicated economic relations with
the rest of the world. Turkey is, for many researchers, a good example of a semi-peripheral
country as it connects the core and the periphery in terms of economy, trade and migration.
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more individual level, research has shown that international mobility is usually
reserved for students from more advantageous backgrounds who have access to
greater economic, social and cultural capital (Findlay et al., 2012; Lin Sin, 2009;
Waters, 2012). This means that students from peripheral countries and with less
advantageous backgrounds who aspire to study abroad might either not be able to
do so or may have to resort to countries that are considered lower in their destination
hierarchy.6 This development might then reinforce or even exacerbate inequalities
between countries and among international students.
This research goes deeper into this question by focusing on the capability of Iranian
science and engineering students to move to core study destinations and the
obstacles and opportunities which they face while trying to do so. It analyzes how
inequalities embedded in the system of global higher education and student mobility
play themselves out in the trajectories of students from peripheral countries who
aspire to study in core countries.
This study employs the method of trajectory analysis. This means that Iranian science
and engineering students were followed over a longer period of time and to different
countries. Their trajectories were then analysed in order to see how the participants
use resources (capital) to navigate global structures and migration policies. The
study shows how migration restrictions for students from the periphery, who want to
move to traditionally popular countries, contribute to the popularity of alternative
destinations in the core – such as the Netherlands – and to the emergence of regional
education hubs in the semi-periphery like Turkey (Jöns & Hoyler, 2013). Many students
initially see these countries as second-choice destinations and/or as a stepping-stone
towards a country at the top of their destination hierarchy (Kondakçı et al., 2018),
although a significant percentage of the students eventually choose to stay on. This
means that ‘hierarchical relations between national systems of higher education
are being transformed through various forms of transnational networks and flows
of people, knowledge and resources that increasingly complicate the identification
of core, semi-peripheral and peripheral regions in the knowledge economy’ (Jöns &
Hoyler, 2013, p. 53).

6
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A destination hierarchy as a personally and socially constructed ranking of countries that
(student) migrants would like to live and work in. They are usually structured on the basis of
the capital that migrants need in order to migrate to each destination. Stepwise migrants
try to climb this hierarchy ladder in different phases, starting with the most accessible
destination (Paul, 2011; van Hear, 2014). See Chapter 3 for a more extended discussion on
destination hierarchies.
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1.2	Iranian science and engineering students between
periphery and core
This research focuses on 70 students and early-career academics from the Islamic
Republic of Iran who move to different countries for the purposes of study and
research in science and engineering. Many participants initially wanted to study in
the US, which traditionally occupies the top position in Iranians’ destination hierarchy.
However, only a small number of the students moved to the US in a direct manner.
Faced with mobility restrictions and increased competition for university scholarships,
most participants eventually moved to the Netherlands or to neighboring Turkey,
hoping to use it as a stepping-stone to more popular destinations. However, while
some of the students made such a stepwise move, the majority remained in Turkey
or the Netherlands.7
This study goes deeper into the stepwise migration trajectories of students who
move between periphery and core. Stepwise migration is a strategy adopted by
migrants who aspire to move to a preferred country at the top of their destination
hierarchy but are not able or willing to move there in a direct fashion. Instead, these
students first move to an intermediate country and attempt to reach their preferred
destination in various stages (Paul, 2011). Stepwise migration usually occurs when
individuals attempt to move in a global system that is structured unevenly but that
also offers some opportunities for mobility. This study focuses on inequalities in
the global system of higher education, the academic labor market and students’
mobility capital. Iranian science and engineering students form an interesting case
in this respect, as their skills are in demand in the labor markets of core countries
although they are, simultaneously, a subject of political suspicion. Due to Iran’s
isolated position and tense political relations with most Western countries, Iranian
citizens have been confronted with severe mobility restrictions. Like countries such
as Sudan, Somalia and Afghanistan, there are only a very few countries to which
citizens from Iran can travel without a visa (Mau, 2010). Iran also experiences
economic and political sanctions from Western countries that were imposed both
after the 1979 Islamic Revolution and again in 2006, due to Iran’s alleged nuclear
activities (Mehrabi, 2014). These sanctions particularly affect the academic mobility
and careers of Iranian students in different fields of science and engineering, such as
material science and petrochemical engineering (Saiednia & Abdollahi, 2013). The
long-lasting economic downturn that results from these sanctions also encourages
7

The destination hierarchies and migration trajectories of the participants in this study do not
necessarily reflect those of all Iranian students and academics who move abroad. Currently
the top 10 most popular destinations for Iranian students also include Malaysia, the UK,
Canada, Italy and Germany (Nafari et al., 2017; Trines, 2017a). Chapter 5 reflects more on
how research participants were recruited and selected and which biases this might have
created.
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Iranian students to look for better opportunities through studying abroad although
it makes it difficult for them to afford tuition fees, especially for universities in core
countries (Nafari et al., 2017). On the other hand, Iran has a very young and highly
educated population and is home to several renowned universities. Moreover, it is
ranked fifth globally in terms of the numbers of science and engineering graduates
worldwide (Chaichian, 2012; Mehrabi, 2014). It is particularly the continued demand
for the skills of engineers in the US and Europe – which can be seen as part of the
‘global race for talent’ (Tremblay, 2005) – that sustains Iranians’ aspirations and
capabilities to go abroad and acts in tandem with sanctions and mobility restrictions
to complicate their direct migration processes.

1.3 Research questions
In order to provide a better understanding of the complex developments around
the mobility of Iranian science and engineering students to different countries, the
following two main research questions are posed:
• How are the migration trajectories of Iranian students and academics in science
and engineering shaped by opportunities and constraints within the system of
higher education and the (academic) labor market as well as migration policies?
• How are Iranian students and academics’ trajectories shaped and reshaped by the
academic, cultural, economic, social and mobility capital which they accumulate
before and during the migration process?
In order to answer these research questions, this study examines the chronological
and geographical patterns of participants’ personal trajectories and destination
hierarchies. Using a narrative method, it starts with a description of participants’
early educational trajectory in their home country of Iran and the elements in the
system of higher education, the labor market and the political context which lead
them to leave the country. It then looks at participants who chose to study in Turkey
and discusses the factors that attracted them to the country and influenced their
decision to stay or move stepwise from Turkey to other countries. It also describes
the differences between the students who moved stepwise and those who stayed in
Turkey based on the particular forms of capital which they accumulated at different
types of Turkish universities.
The study then continues with the trajectories of Iranian students who went to the
Netherlands. In the past decade, the Netherlands has attracted growing numbers
of Iranian (PhD) students. The number of Iranian Bachelor’s (BA) and Master’s (MA)
students doubled between 2007 and 2011, while Iranians form the second-largest
16
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group of non-European PhD candidates in the Netherlands. Iranians also have
very high stay-rates after graduation (Nuffic, 2012; Rud et al, 2015). The analysis
shows that the increasing appeal of the Netherlands is connected to its relative
geographical proximity to Iran and its flexible migration policies for the highly skilled.
This study concludes with a discussion of how visa policies in the US affect Iranians’
trajectories and the popularity of the US as a study destination.

1.4 Theoretical and methodological contributions
This study aims to fill several theoretical and methodological gaps in the literature
on international student mobility. It responds to the need to pay more attention
to the movements of students from and within the periphery and semi-periphery
(King & Raghuram, 2012; Riaño et al., 2018) and the role and attraction of regional
education hubs such as Turkey (Kondakçı et al., 2018). It thereby attempts to eschew
the Western orientation that has dominated most of the literature on international
student mobility thus far.
In addition to its geographical scope and focus, this study makes a theoretical
contribution by analyzing the extent to which student mobility between periphery
and core leads to a reproduction of inequalities. It looks at whether international
students from peripheral countries and with lower social backgrounds are also
able to move to and establish a career in core countries – for instance, through the
provision of scholarships. Surprisingly, the role of scholarships and paid positions
in international student and academic mobility has received little attention thus
far, let alone its relation to class reproduction. The mobility of Iranian students and
academics forms a very interesting case through which to examine these inequalities
between core and periphery. Iran can be considered a peripheral country due to its
isolated global position and strained relationships with Western core countries. Due
to their country’s economic situation, Iranian students and academics are heavily
dependent on scholarships from countries and universities abroad. Up until now,
there have been very few studies that focus on student migration from Iran. While
previous research has mostly focused on Iranians who left their country as refugees
(for example, Danış, 2006; Ghorashi, 2002; Jefroudi, 2014; Kelly, 2013; Koser-Akcapar,
2010; Mobasher, 2012) there have not been a lot of in-depth academic studies on
Iranian student mobility. Exceptions are formed by Nafari et al. (2017), who analyze
the decision-making process of Iranians wanting to study abroad, Karimi & Bucerius
(2018), who look at the cultural adaptation of Iranian students moving to Western
Europe, Torbat (2002) and Chaichian (2012), who analyze brain drain from Iran to
the US and Akis-Kalayıoğlu (2016) and Sadri & Chaichian (2018) on Iranian students
in Turkey.

17
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Another goal of this study is to enrich the concept of stepwise migration. While the
research of Anju Mary Paul (2011, 2015, 2017) on international domestic workers from
the Philippines and Indonesia has laid the groundwork for the concept of international
stepwise migration, it mainly views migrants’ stepwise strategies as an outcome of
their lack of capital and less so as an act of volition. This study demonstrates that
individuals also consciously and voluntarily choose to engage in stepwise trajectories
even when they could have moved directly to their preferred destination. A major
explanatory factor for this is individuals’ proximity preference, which will be explored
in subsequent chapters.
This study also attempts to advance Paul’s research on stepwise migration
methodologically. Although Paul interviewed stepwise migrants in various
intermediate and destination countries, she did not follow the same migrants’
pathways over a longer period of time. This makes it possible retrospectively to
classify migrants in their ‘final’ destination countries as stepwise but it cannot assess
whether migrants who intend to move will actually end up doing so (de Groot et al.,
2011; Lu, 1999). In order to address this methodological challenge, a mobile and
longitudinal research method – known as a ‘trajectory analysis’ – has been designed,
enabling the trajectories of the participants to be followed over an extended period
of time; in cases where the participants moved, they were also followed to other
countries. This enabled a comparison between students who took different routes
to various destinations and an analysis of the importance of temporality and various
forms of capital throughout their trajectories.
This research methodology follows Schapendonk et al.’s (2018) trajectory approach
whereby researchers engage in methods that cover multiple phases of migration
processes and take migrants’ trajectories as the central object of analysis. In so
doing, the researchers move beyond the simplistic single-origin/single-destination
model that still dominates migration research (Ahrens et al., 2014; Schwarz, 2018).
By applying the trajectory approach to the pathways of students and academics, this
research responds to King & Raghuram’s (2012) call for adopting more longitudinal
and multi-sited methods within research on international student mobility and
for ‘…following the students from their home countries to foreign universities and
beyond. “Beyond” could involve a return to the home country, staying on in the host
country, a move to a “new” country, or some sequenced combination of these’ (King
& Raghuram, 2012, p. 135). This intention to ‘follow’ students is particularly valuable
for research on mobile individuals who are engaged in complex processes of stepwise
migration: students might have preferences for moving onwards to certain countries
but their eventual trajectory is very difficult to predict (Schapendonk et al., 2018).

18
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1.5 Summing up and looking ahead: structure of the next chapters
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. The next chapter provides
an overview of the academic literature on student and academic mobility, with a
special focus on research that examines inequalities in both the geographical and
the social sense. Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical framework used for this
study, followed by a description of the methodology in Chapter 4 and the research
participants in Chapter 5. In Chapters 6 to 11, Iranian students’ trajectories are
described in an order that is chronological but also moves along the hierarchies
of destinations of most participants. Chapter 6 lays out participants’ social and
educational background in Iran while Chapter 7 focuses on their reasons for
migrating out of Iran. Chapter 8 describes the trajectories of the participants who
chose to study in Turkey, Chapter 9 deals with the participants who moved to the
Netherlands and Chapter 10 discusses the pathways of Iranians who moved to the
US. Chapter 11 concludes this thesis by summarizing the findings and discussing the
theoretical implications of this study.
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2

International student
mobility between
core and periphery:
is there a global
meritocracy?

CHAPTER 2

2.1 Introduction
This chapter maps out the research field of international student mobility, the
discourse on the ‘global race for talent’ and questions of social and geographical
inequality. The literature on international student mobility started to emerge in the
early 2000s and accelerated after 2010, concomitant with the rise in the numbers
of international students and academics (Waters, 2012). This literature is discussed
on two different levels: sociological and geographical. The sociological level is more
concerned with individuals’ social mobility through education. Does education
reproduce social differences between students or does it create more equal chances
for students from lower class backgrounds? The chapter then continues with a
discussion of what happens when students go abroad. The sociological perspective
thus evolves around who is able to go abroad for higher education in terms of social
class. The geographical perspective is more involved with the relationship between
education, class and spatial mobility and looks at broader processes on a global
scale (Brooks & Waters, 2011). For instance, what do we know about the movements
of international students from one country or region to another? The geographical
perspective is thus more concerned with the question of where mobile students go
to and how.
This chapter discusses sociological and geographical debates about the reproduction
of inequalities between students and contrasts these with the ideal of the global
meritocracy, commonly used in discourse surrounding the global race for talent
(Shachar, 2006). Global meritocracy implies that, as a result of globalization,
individuals are able to achieve social mobility on the basis of their knowledge and
skills, reducing the importance of social class and nationality.8 This chapter reviews
the literature on both perspectives to determine whether it is true that we are moving
towards an increasingly unequal or meritocratic global society. The discussion begins
with a more general overview of international student mobility and what drives both
students and universities to engage in it.

2.2	Driving factors and motivations behind international
student mobility
Students have become increasingly mobile over recent decades. Between 1998 and
2017, the total number of international students rose from 2 million to 5.3 million. In

8
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The concept of global meritocracy is an ideal, lacking any sociological or scientific basis.
It has even been established as a myth, especially in the context of neoliberal societies.
Nevertheless, the concept has been widely used by companies and governments participating in the global race for talent (Brown & Tannock, 2009).
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many OECD countries, the relative share of international students within the total
student population has also increased (OECD, 2019). There are several reasons
behind the rising numbers of international students worldwide. For a large part,
this increase should be seen in the context of the globalization of higher education.
Through advances in mobility (e.g. traveling) and connectivity (e.g. the Internet),
scientific communities and universities all over the world increasingly cooperate and
integrate with each other (Altbach, 2004). In some contexts, universities and (supra)
national governments strongly encourage the international mobility of students and
researchers – for instance, through exchange programs such as the European Union’s
Erasmus program (Ballatore & Stavrou, 2017).
The past few decades have also seen a rise in neoliberal policies. On the one hand,
this is visible through the increasing privatization of higher education, which has led to
the emergence of new, private universities; however, public universities experienced
a loss in state funding and gained greater financial responsibilities. On the other
hand, neoliberalism created the tendency to bring universities more in competition
with each other, on both a national and an international scale. These developments
have led to an increase in the recruitment of international students, not only because
they provide a much-needed revenue for universities but also because universities are
increasingly assessed on the basis of their attractiveness for international students
and their integration in international networks (Findlay et al., 2012; Kuvik, 2015). In
some contexts – particularly in Australia – this results in the emergence of genuine
‘education industries’ with their own marketing and recruitment strategies (Baas,
2010). Another important driving factor behind international student mobility is
related to the policies of (supra)national governments and universities that want to
attract international students in order to fill skills gaps and become competitive in
the global labor market. These efforts are often seen as part of the global race for
talent. Students’ recruitment is thereby closely intertwined with migration policies
that attract students to stay on and become high-skilled migrants (Findlay, 2011;
Mosneaga, 2014; Riaño et al., 2018; Tremblay, 2005).9
Taking the perspective of the demand-side, international students themselves
have various reasons to engage in mobility (Findlay, 2011). They study abroad to
obtain foreign degrees at more prestigious universities in order to advance their
labor-market position after returning home or to engage in the global labor market
(Baláž & Williams, 2004, or choose to immerse themselves in a foreign culture
and language to build up the cultural capital that allows them to acquire a more
cosmopolitan identity (Waters, 2006). A number of studies also emphasize more
personal motivations for international mobility, such as the possibilities to travel, the
pursuit of fun and happiness and the willingness to construct an individual biography

9

Please see Section 2.4 for a more extended discussion on the global race for talent.
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or life path. For some students, going abroad can be a way to escape pressure and
expectations at home and to prolong their youth and sense of freedom (King & RuizGelices, 2003; Waters et al., 2011).
Until now, however, much of the research on international student mobility has
focused on core destinations – such as the US, the UK and Canada – and their
attraction for relatively advantaged international students from countries like
Hong Kong, who are simultaneously the target of proactive recruitment campaigns
by universities (Baláž & Williams, 2004; Findlay et al., 2012; Waters, 2012). Much
less research has been done on students from peripheral countries and their
motivations to engage in international student mobility, although these can be of
an entirely different character. This means that most scholarship on this topic still
has a strong Western orientation (King & Raghuram, 2012; Kondakçı et al., 2018;
Perkins & Neumayer, 2014). Movements of students from the periphery often result
from a lack of education capacity in the home country, unequal access to education
at home and a desire for more political stability and better economic and labormarket opportunities elsewhere (Chankseliani, 2015; Lin Sin, 2009; OECD, 2019).
According to Kondakçı et al. (2018), students from peripheral countries are more
often confronted with political and economic turmoil in their home countries. They
therefore increasingly gravitate towards regional education hubs such as Turkey and
South Africa because of these countries’ affordable tuition fees, flexible visa regimes,
the possibilities to find a job and settle down after graduation and their cultural and
religious proximity to the home country.
Most students from peripheral countries who cannot afford to study in core
destinations are thus less susceptible to the marketing campaigns and the competition
between universities in core countries. Instead, these students are attracted by
scholarship opportunities that finance their international mobility (Kondakçı et al.,
2018). Information about such opportunities is often collected through informal social
networks. A good example of this is provided by Daniel (2014) on Peruvians opting to
study in neighboring Brazil. In the absence of marketing and recruitment campaigns
by universities, Peruvians’ choice to study in Brazil almost entirely depended on their
own social networks and the availability of scholarships provided by the Brazilian
government. In addition to state scholarships, one can expect there to be specific
scholarships in fields that are in high demand, such as science and technology. These
funding opportunities are particularly to be found at graduate level, where most
international mobility takes place (OECD, 2019). For many students from peripheral,
lower-income countries, such scholarships and funded academic positions are often
crucial in enabling them to study abroad (Altbach et al., 2009; Guth & Gill, 2008).
Section 2.4.2 will go deeper into the importance of scholarships for students from
less advantaged backgrounds.
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2.3 The link between education and class
The importance of scholarships in the mobility of students from the periphery
requires a closer look at the issue of social class. This section provides an overview
of sociological research on the relationship between education and social class. After
discussing the dominant general debates on the topic, the section zooms in on what
is known about the reproduction of social class in the Iranian educational system.
Finally, the study looks at what happens with social class when students engage in
international mobility.

2.3.1 The reproduction of social class through education
The link between education and social class is an important and well-studied one.
Individuals’ access to education highly affects their future chances on the labor
market and thereby their ability to maintain or improve their social status and
income. During the twentieth century, many countries saw how education – and
particularly higher education – developed from a domain exclusive to the elite, into
a public good that was accessible to large segments of the population. In the 1960s,
the US was one of the first countries to achieve mass higher education, followed by
Western Europe in the 1980s and East Asia in more recent decades (Altbach et al.,
2009). At the same time a dominant belief emerged that education works as the
‘great equalizer’ and eventually reduces social differences between individuals. In
practice this means that, if two persons achieve the same level of education, they
will also achieve a similar social position on the labor market. Extending access to
education to the lower classes of society, for instance through the extensive public
funding of education, can thus possibly reduce social inequalities.
While evidence for the ‘great equalizer’ argument has been found in only a few
societies, particularly in Sweden and the Netherlands, research suggests that in most
countries social background still determines individuals’ occupational outcomes and
that this effect extends into tertiary education. One explanation for this is the fact
that, although a larger segment of the population attains tertiary education, there is
also an element of credential inflation at work, meaning that the value of a tertiary
degree lowers once more individuals obtain such a degree. In addition, parents from
advantaged social backgrounds are usually able to take different measures to boost
their children’s educational success or to compensate for their failure in school. They
have more resources available to help their children access particular types of school
and guide their children with their schoolwork (Ballarino & Bernardi, 2016).
In the past, an extensive line of scholarship developed that looked more closely
into the reproduction of social background through education (Bourdieu, 1996;
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Bukodi & Goldthorpe, 2013; Hansen & Mastekaasa, 2006; Kraaykamp & van Eijck,
2010). On the one hand, parents’ economic resources can be a factor in reproducing
social differences because well-off parents are more able to pay entrance fees for
high-quality private education and extracurricular guidance, such as tutoring. The
importance of parents’ economic resources seems to have increased in recent years
due to the reduction of state funding for education in many countries, which turns
good-quality education into a commodity that can only be accessed by students
from more advantaged backgrounds (Brown & Tannock, 2009).
Many studies, especially those focusing on Western core countries, show that parents’
cultural capital is an even greater predictor of a child’s educational performance.
Bourdieu (1986) defines cultural capital as familiarity with the legitimate culture
of a society, whereby culture often refers to high-status cultural symbols, codes
and language. This familiarity can only be transmitted to children by families who
adhere to this dominant culture. Cultural capital comes in three different forms –
institutionalized, embodied and objectified – which is introduced below (a more
elaborate discussion of the concept will be provided in Chapter 3).
Institutionalized cultural capital is accrued through formal education, which means
that highly educated parents have higher levels of this type of capital. These parents
usually also have more knowledge about the education system, which they use to help
their child with homework and in navigating the school system (Lareau & Weininger,
2003). Objectified cultural capital refers to the cultural goods, such as books and
paintings, that the family owns. Embodied cultural capital is the product of a long
process of socialization and the embodiment of cultural habits, activities and taste
that are often transmitted unconsciously from parents to children – for instance, an
interest in reading and literature. Parents’ cultural capital has a strong effect on the
child’s educational career up until university level (Kraaykamp & van Eijck, 2010). Even
when nation states make education freely and equally accessible for the different
social groups – in other words, when parents’ economic resources should, in principle,
not matter – research shows that children from families with high levels of cultural
capital are more likely to continue with higher education compared to children from
families with lower levels of cultural capital (Hansen & Mastekaasa, 2006).

2.3.2 Educational (in)equalities in the Islamic Republic of Iran
Most research on cultural reproduction and the educational inequalities to which
it leads focuses on core countries – particularly Western Europe. So what is known
about the extent of equal opportunity in the educational system of a peripheral
country like Iran?
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When looking at education under the regime of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi –
who ruled the country between 1941 and 1979 – education was the prerogative of
the urban middle and higher classes in Iran up to the 1960s. In cities, the ratio of
enrolment in primary education was 79 per cent compared to 24 per cent in rural
areas. Many industrial workers and peasants were illiterate. This was one of the
motivations for the Shah to launch the White Revolution in 1963, which was an
attempt to transform Iran into a modern industrial economy. One of the areas of
reform was education. During the White Revolution, education was made compulsory
and free of charge for all children up to the age of 14 and many primary schools
were built in rural areas and staffed by teachers from the Literacy Corps who often
originated from the cities. The Literacy Corps consisted of young graduates (mostly
males) who, instead of military enrollment, were sent to rural areas to teach children
and illiterate adults. These teachers were also used to create more unity within the
Iranian population, amongst other ways by spreading the use of the Persian language
among ethnic minorities. This made the members of the Literacy Corps more aware
of the disparity between Iran’s rural and urban areas and the regime’s squandering of
money. Their discontent was one of the many factors that led to the 1979 revolution
(Sabahi, 2001). During this revolution, the regime of the Shah was overthrown and
a theocratic government based on conservative Islamic principles was installed
by cleric Ayatollah Khomeini. The new government also implemented a number of
changes in the education system. In addition to Islamizing and de-Westernizing the
school curriculum, efforts were made to expand education to the lower classes as
well (Kheiltash & Rust, 2008).
In terms of primary and secondary education, the Islamic regime succeeded in
creating enrolment rates of 98 per cent, which is high compared to Iran’s neighboring
countries (WES, 2013), although the average years of schooling (5.7 years) is quite
low compared to Europe, for instance. In terms of educational equality, as measured
by the education Gini coefficient,10 Iranian education has a coefficient of 0.50. This
means that Iran is less equal than countries known for their equal educational systems
such as Sweden and Canada but is very comparable to Arab countries and more
equal to education in neighboring Pakistan or India (Holsinger & Jacob, 2008).
In the period in which the protagonists of this study wanted to enroll at university,
the Iranian education system was dealing with demographic demands. Due to Iran’s
baby boom in the 1980s, enrolment in higher education more than tripled between
1999 and 2015 alone (WES, 2017). In terms of numbers, students in Iranian higher

10 The education Gini coefficient can be measured by constructing a Lorenz curve, whereby the
vertical axis represents the cumulative percentage of years of schooling and the horizontal
axis shows the cumulative percentage of the educational attainment of the population. The
education Gini coefficient ranges from 0 (equal) to 1 (inequal) (Holsinger & Jacob, 2008).
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education doubled from 1.4 million in 2000 to 2.8 million in 2007 (Altbach et al,
2009). In order to respond to these demographic pressures, the Iranian government
expanded access to higher education, largely through the establishment of (semi-)
private and long-distance learning institutions such as Islamic Azad University. This,
however, led to a lowering of academic standards in the (semi-)private sector and
made access to free and good-quality public education very competitive. Moreover,
efforts to expand Iranian higher education were disproportionally focused on
undergraduate education, at the expense of the quality and capacity of graduate
education (Master’s and PhD programs). This seriously limited students’ chances
of enrolling on Master’s programs in Iran, particularly those at high-ranking public
universities (WES, 2017).11
In Iran, access to public higher education at BA, MA and PhD level is arranged
through a centralized university entrance exam called the Concours. Despite the
religious character of a part of the exam, as well as the exemptions for persons
affiliated with the army and government, the Concours can nominally be considered
as a meritocratic tool with which to arrange access. However, competition during
the Concours is fierce. In 2011, the admittance rate for BA programs was 11 per
cent, compared with 6 per cent for MA programs and 4 per cent for PhD programs
(Chaichian, 2012; WES, 2017). This competition induces prospective students to start
preparing for the entrance exam years in advance and carries the risk of enlarging
inequalities, as students from privileged backgrounds might have better means
to access the best schools and/or additional tutoring classes that will boost their
performance during the Concours. Chapter 6, which deals with education in Iran, will
look more closely at the experiences that the Iranian participants in this study had
with the Concours and whether students from privileged backgrounds had better
results during the exam. This will also help to establish whether there is a link between
social class, educational achievement and students’ chances of going abroad for
higher education.

2.3.3 Does class reproduce itself across borders?
The preceding sections have provided evidence on the reproduction of social class
within the context of national education systems and gave some insights into the
extent of educational equality in Iran. The main issue in this study is to analyze what
happens to class differences when Iranian students engage in international mobility.
Does the reproduction of class differences in education also move across borders or

11 This is one of the reasons why almost all participants left Iran after their BA to do an MA
(55 per cent) or a PhD (37 per cent) abroad. Only a few participants in this study left Iran
after high school.
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does it diminish in the international arena, where disadvantaged students can seize
more meritocratic opportunities that boost their social mobility?
The debate on this topic is led by sociologists and geographers suggesting that
international student mobility tends to enlarge inequalities between students
of different social backgrounds and often even creates new forms of inequality
(Altbach et al., 2009; Ballatore & Stavrou, 2017; Bilecen & Van Mol, 2017; Findlay et
al., 2012; Mosneaga, 2014; Waters, 2012). They argue that going abroad for higher
education is often reserved for the more privileged students who have sufficient
economic resources and cultural capital to be mobile (Bahna, 2018; Findlay et al.,
2012; Mosneaga, 2014; Waters, 2012). According to Waters (2012), students who go
abroad are financially more secure and are materially and emotionally supported
by their families in their choice to be mobile. Most international students have highly
educated parents who have raised them in an environment that values education
and international experience. For instance, mobile students from the UK more often
attended private high schools that had an international outlook. At such schools
there was a higher proportion of students going abroad and teachers actively
helped with university applications in other countries. Considering the effects of
social background in the UK education system, ‘one would expect this effect to be
magnified for international student flows’ (Findlay et al., 2012, 119).
In addition, students who are internationally mobile are often experienced in travelling
or living abroad during childhood, which can be seen as a sign of transnational or
cosmopolitan cultural and social capital (Ballatore & Stavrou, 2017; Findlay et al.,
2012). This is also demonstrated by Don Weenink (2014), who conducted a survey
on high-school students’ intentions to study abroad. He found that students whose
parents engage in transnational activities have greater intentions to study abroad.
This transnational cultural capital is expressed through regular holidays abroad,
reading foreign newspapers and having an internationally dispersed social network.
Weenink stresses that the influence of transnational capital was more important
than students’ class background in their intention to study abroad, although most
students with high transnational cultural capital were from upper-class backgrounds.
The strong relation between the various forms of capital and students’ mobility has
led several scholars to conclude that studying abroad is a strategy employed by the
students and their families to reproduce their class advantage. As mentioned before,
the enormous expansion in higher education has led to an increase in the general
educational level of the population but also carries the risk of credential inflation
(Ballarino & Bernardi, 2016). Upper-middle- and upper-class families are particularly
concerned about this issue. Afraid of losing their competitive advantage on the labor
market, these students and their families try to distinguish themselves from students
from lower-class families who also gained access to higher education (Bahna, 2018;
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Waters, 2006). One of their strategies is to send their children to prestigious schools
and universities abroad. In this way, upper-class families prepare their children for
the global labor market and reproduce their class position within the global highskilled elite (Brown & Tannock, 2009).
Even when international mobility is not part of a deliberate strategy by individual
families, recent institutional developments have led to a strong encouragement
of international mobility during university education and may unintentionally
contribute to growing inequality between mobile and non-mobile students. One of
the clearest examples is the European Union’s Erasmus program, which has enabled
several million students to engage in short-term credit mobility. Ballatore & Stavrou
(2017) show that most students who participate in the Erasmus program come from
upper-middle-class backgrounds. For instance, UK students who participate have
comparatively higher levels of academic capital in terms of their grades and the
linearity of their high school and university career.
However, most studies on inequalities within international student mobility focus
either on the UK or on the mobility of students moving along the popular East–West
corridor, such as from China, Hong Kong or Singapore toward the UK, the US or
Canada. Much less is known about how inequalities are strengthened or created
in the mobility of students coming from peripheral countries (Chankseliani, 2015).
As is the case for (under)graduate students, there is also a strong expectation of
mobility for PhD students, postdoctoral researchers and other academics. For them,
mobility has started to be seen as crucial to career progression (Guth & Gill, 2008;
Kuvik, 2015). In some academic settings, it is no longer of such value when individuals
complete several academic degrees and programs at the same institution (Petzold
& Bucher, 2018). This poses the question as to whether the expectation of mobility
within academic careers also leads to greater inequalities. According to Bilecen
& van Mol (2017) the inequalities that already exist in national systems of higher
education are only intensified through international academic mobility. Even when
facilitated by scholarships or paid employment contracts, mobility still requires
huge personal and financial investment and is therefore not always possible or is
experienced differently by women, ethnic-minority members and those from the
lower social classes (Ackers, 2010; Guth & Gill, 2008; Lin Sin, 2009). Bilecen & van
Mol (2017) emphasize that it is important to analyze inequalities on different levels,
including employment situations at different career stages, and to study the mobility
process as a whole. In addition, Ballatore & Stavrou (2017) mention the importance
of the field of study on strengthening or weakening inequalities, as particular fields
of study can have different outcomes on the labor market.
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2.4 The global race for talent: is there a global meritocracy?
A second but less studied argument that can be extended to the study of international
student mobility is related to the global race for talent. The policies and ideas
connected to the global race for talent are presented as fostering the talents and
skills of individuals and enabling their migration to core countries, despite their social
background or origin. To what extent could policies related to the race for talent
offer equal opportunities for talented students from peripheral countries like Iran?
This section discusses the discourse surrounding the global race for talent. It then
goes deeper into the relationship between the global race for talent, (international)
education, social class and nationality.

2.4.1 Searching for the best and brightest
The term the ‘global race for talent’ became popular in the 1990s, both in policy
discourses, in the media and in research on migration and student mobility. However,
what does the term actually mean? According to Kuvik (2015), the global race for
talent is more a trendy catchphrase than a carefully defined concept. Nevertheless,
it has influenced the development of new policies by governments – for instance on
higher education and skilled migration – and by universities and companies.
The idea behind the global race for talent is that a nation’s route to economic
prosperity should be based on its development of a knowledge economy. Such
an economy increasingly depends upon the value of information and high-tech
knowledge to produce new goods and services, in contrast to agrarian and industrial
means of production. Information and knowledge are mainly invested in individuals,
however. The discourse on the knowledge economy asserts that the productivity of
an economy increases with the level of education and skills of its workforce (Kuvik,
2015). In order to build a knowledge economy, therefore, many OECD nations have
enlarged the access to higher education for their citizens and created high-skilled
jobs for the most ‘talented’ individuals (Brown & Tannock, 2009). However, again,
what is ‘talent’ exactly? According to Yeoh & Eng (2008, p. 235), talent is increasingly
seen ‘as a resource that adds value to the higher ends of the economic chain, as it
combines education, knowledge, skills and creativity’.
However, many nations and companies believe that there is not always enough or the
right kind of ‘talent’ within the borders of their own nation state. Increasingly, talent
is considered as a scarce good that also needs to be imported from abroad. This has
led to a discourse whereby attracting foreign talent is seen as a solution to ageing
populations and labor shortages in particular sectors of the economy. A halt on the
immigration of these skilled individuals is said to equal a halt on economic growth
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and prosperity (Brown & Tannock, 2009; Kuvik, 2015; Robertson, 2013). This is the
motivating reason behind the ‘race’ for foreign talents in, for instance, technology, IT,
innovation, health, business development, science and culture (Yeoh & Eng, 2008).12
The US is considered to have a leading position in the global race for talent because
of its advanced research facilities and longstanding attraction for skilled migrants
from the rest of the world. Moreover, immigration countries like Canada and Australia
introduced points-based systems for skilled migrants as early as the 1960s (Shachar,
2006). In the 1990s, many European nations started to engage themselves more
intensively in talent migration as well, by designing specific and selective policies to
attract more highly skilled migrants, especially in science and technology (Geddie,
2014; Kuvik, 2015; Shachar, 2006; Yanasmayan, 2018). International students form
an interesting target group in talent migration. They are highly qualified, received
their education in the host country, are already familiar with its language and culture
and thus can be easily absorbed into its labor market (Tremblay, 2005). International
students have thus become a new source of potential talent that nations now compete
for. In addition to attracting students through educational policies, many countries
have introduced special migration policies that attempt to retain talented students
after graduation (Geddie, 2014).
While there has been a lot of attention paid to the adjustment of migration policies
in different nations to accommodate the global race for talent (Geddie, 2014;
Mosneaga, 2014; Tremblay, 2005), few studies investigate how ‘competitive’ nations
actually are in the attraction of talented individuals from abroad. According to Kuvik
(2015), there are several reasons why countries’ competitiveness in attracting foreign
talent is difficult to assess or compare. First of all, there is little consensus on what
constitutes being competitive in terms of attracting skilled migrants. Secondly, there
is a general lack of data on skilled migration, a type of migration which can take
many forms and temporal dimensions. Thirdly, not only are individuals driven by
job opportunities or high wages but they also have more personal motivations to
move to a certain country, such as language or proximity to their home country. For
instance, Kuvik’s (2015) survey on the mobility preferences of 594 life scientists in 69
countries shows that the US is considered the leader in the global race for talent in
the life sciences. However, because of distance, most respondents from Europe prefer
to move to another country in Europe, while those respondents who were interested
in going to the US only wanted to move there for a short period. Does this make the
US less competitive in the global race for talent?

12 	 Please see Section 2.4.2 for a more elaborate discussion on the concept of ‘talent’ by Ashley
& Empson (2016) and how they disprove the illusion that there is a scarcity of talent in
companies or national labor markets.
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According to Kuvik (2015) it is impossible to rank countries based on their
competitiveness in attracting skilled migrants and to say who the ‘winners’ and ‘losers’
are. Comparisons between countries are difficult to make because there are many
factors and sectors involved, there is no consensus on which factors contribute to
competitiveness and some factors are difficult to measure. If we look at the US, for
instance, it may have the highest number of publications or patents in the world but
some claim that the US is also losing its advantage in attracting talent because it
cannot provide basic human security in social, economic and political terms (Florida,
2005a).
In an effort to achieve more analytical unity in research on the global race for talent,
Kuvik (2015) introduces a framework consisting of 4 Ps: productivity, people, place
and policy. Basically, countries who pay attention to all these different dimensions
are likely to be more successful in attracting skilled migrants. Although there is not
enough space here to discuss the whole framework, it is interesting to highlight the
dimensions of place and policy. Place, or perceptions of place, includes the quality
of life in a certain country (or city) in combination with working conditions. It also
takes geographic proximity into account. Policy – and particularly migration policy
– is also seen as influencing individuals’ mobility within the global race for talent.
If governments thus want to become successful in the race for talent, they should
design their policies keeping the career goals and personal motivations of skilled
migrants in mind. One of these personal motivations could be the possibility for a
person to move together with his or her spouse or to have the ability to travel easily
between home and host country. This might be an especially important concern for
skilled migrants from peripheral countries who generally experience more mobility
restrictions than migrants from core or semi-peripheral countries.
Unfortunately, it is outside the scope of this study to assess the competitiveness of
the countries involved (Turkey, the Netherlands and the US) on the basis of the 4P
framework. This would require a detailed analysis of one particular sector in each
of the three countries, while this study focuses on the movements of individuals from
various sectors between the different countries. What I take from this framework
is that there should be more focus on place and policies in the mobility of talented
individuals. With place I specifically refer to the proximity preference that many of
the participants in this study expressed and, with policies, I point to the flexibility of
migration policies. I believe that, on the particular dimension of migration policies for
skilled migrants from peripheral countries, it is possible to indicate which countries
are gaining or losing their advantage in the global race for talent.
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2.4.2 The link between ‘talent’ and class
Large corporations that try to attract high-skilled employees from abroad often
claim that their way of recruiting ‘talent’ reflects the ideal of the global meritocracy.
It is common to assert in their public communication that they aim to hire the best
employees, regardless of their background, age, gender or nationality. A similar
discourse is sometimes employed by national governments that design policies to
attract the most talented high-skilled migrants from around the globe. Even in the
academic literature, ‘talent workers’ were for a long time considered as hypermobile
elite subjects ‘who move effortlessly across frictionless global space’ (Yeoh & Huang,
2008). It is only recent that academic studies have started to see high-skilled migrants
‘as embodied bearers of culture, class, ethnicity and gender’ (ibid). So what do we
actually know about the importance of social background in the attraction of the ‘best
and brightest’ by core countries? Can we really speak of meritocracy in this context?
Perhaps it is first important to look critically at how nations, universities and
companies define ‘talent’. Employers and governments who see themselves as
involved in the global race for talent mostly associate talent with a high level of formal
education within fields that have particular market value, such as business, finance,
law, IT, science and engineering. Despite the expansion of higher education within
national contexts, they often assert that there is a scarcity of ‘talent’ or a shortage
of skills, which they use to justify the search for high-skilled migrants from other
countries (Brown & Tannock, 2009). Ashley & Empson (2016) argue that this scarcity of
talent is an illusion. Their study shows that elite corporations in the UK actually receive
a high number of eligible job applicants but identify ‘talent’ as something possessed
by graduates from a limited number of elite universities. A hidden assumption is that
such elite graduates not only have the necessary knowledge or skills but also the
right embodied cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1986). This makes the search for talent
very context-specific and non-transparent. This also brings us to the question of how
‘talent’ relates to social background, as children from elite backgrounds are more
often endowed with particular forms of embodied cultural capital. Unfortunately,
there is very little research that has investigated this link. One possible explanation
for this is the fact that governments and companies engaged in the race for talent
typically obscure the relation between talent and social class. Instead, they define
the race for talent as a competition based on merit:
….corporate and national policy debates are being framed around the
view that intense economic competition has sparked a ‘war for talent’,
accelerating the evolutionary path towards meritocratic societies, as
companies and governments seek to exploit the talents of the ‘brightest’ and
the ‘best’ regardless of nationality, gender, ethnicity or social background
(Brown & Tannock, 2009, p. 377).
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Nevertheless, it was difficult to find studies that look specifically at the issue of class
within talent migration. Authors who have written about student recruitment and
talent migration argue that students mainly originate from middle-class backgrounds
in emerging market economies such as China and India. Saxenian (2006) asserts that
successful transnational entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley do not usually originate from
higher class backgrounds but are, rather, ‘top engineering students from middleclass households’ in peripheral countries, emphasizing the importance of knowledge
13

and skills for their success in the US.

Ziguras & Law (2006), who investigated the

‘global skills race’ in Australia, also claim that most international students in Australia
come from middle-class backgrounds. Neither study goes deeper into the issue of
class, however. Ashley & Empson (2016) look more closely at the reproduction of class
in the race for talent in the recruitment practices of elite firms in the UK, although
their study is limited to ‘native’ students in the UK context. The authors claim that,
despite the discourse promoting diversity and social equality within the race for
talent, in practice UK firms still limit their recruitment to graduates of prestigious
universities. As such prestigious institutions are difficult to access for students from
less advantaged backgrounds, the race for talent among elite corporations in the UK
thus actually contributes to greater exclusion, making their adherence to diversity
and inclusion a matter of lip service.
This study also looks at the connection between students’ social class background
and their ability to obtain scholarships and funded academic positions for moving
abroad. This is a topic that has received surprisingly little attention as well. Especially
in fields where there is a high demand, such as science and engineering, one expects
there to be scholarships available to enable talented students from less advantaged
backgrounds and/or peripheral countries to study in a core country. This would
provide these students with opportunities to study abroad which they otherwise
would not have access to.
According to Altbach et al. (2009), although scholarships can go some way in
enlarging access to higher education, they cannot entirely reduce the effects of
class reproduction. Even students with fully funded academic positions still have
to be able to afford travel and relocation costs and often be able to cover a part of
their living and other costs. Not to mention the fact that less advantaged students
sometimes have to give up their (part-time) job in their home country, which possibly
contributed to the family’s income. Therefore, scholarships and funded positions may
not entirely remove some economic barriers and are likely to provide opportunities
only for middle-class students who have access to some form of economic capital.
There are, however, still questions to be asked about the significance of scholarships

13 Iranians are also famous for founding and leading numerous tech-based companies in
Silicon Valley, such as Google, Amazon, eBay, Twitter and Uber (Peisner, 2018).
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and funded positions for the ability of students from the periphery to become mobile.
To what extent do scholarships and funded academic positions mitigate the role of
social class in international student mobility?

2.5	Where does talent come from? The role of nationality in the
global race for talent
The preceding sections have provided a discussion on the importance of social-class
background in international student mobility. The current section looks at whether
students of all nationalities would be able to engage in the global race for talent.
As with the issue of class, nationality also does not receive much attention in the
discourse on the global race for talent. Nevertheless, there is an assumption that
nationality plays a negligible role in the global race for talent and that talented
individuals who (want to) participate in it are free to move around the world, choosing
the countries that value their talent and skills the most (Kuvik, 2015; Yeoh & Huang,
2011). This idea is based on the development of points-based systems in traditional
immigration countries like Canada and Australia in the 1960s, emulated by several
European nations in the 1990s. These points-based systems signified a change from
immigration selection on the basis of race (often favoring white Europeans) toward
selection on the basis of skills or ‘merit’, dropping national origin as a discriminatory
feature (Omidvar, 2015; Shachar, 2006). In the US, too, the 1965 Immigration
Nationality Act replaced the focus from nationality to skills and marked the start of
increased immigration from Asia and Latin America rather than Europe (Cohn, 2015).
These developments indicate that individuals of all nationalities who possess the
right kind of ‘talent’ are, in principle, able to move to core countries such as the US
and Canada, where they are able to contribute to the knowledge-based economy.
However, Richard Florida (2005b) reminds us that, although there were many Indians
and Chinese who successfully established start-ups in Silicon Valley, they still had
to move to (and often study in) the US to be able to do so, as scientific advantage
and patent production are still very much concentrated in the US. This means that
talented individuals from the semi-periphery have to migrate to the core in order
to innovate. According to Florida, therefore, the global race for talent is not a level
playing field because nationality, or the place where you were born, remains salient.
The role of nationality in talent migration became particularly evident during the
‘travel ban’ that was installed by US President Trump in 2017. This decree restricted
the inbound mobility of international students and other immigrants from seven
countries of origin which all happen to have a Muslim-majority population as well.
Various reports have indicated that the travel ban has sent out an unwelcome
message to prospective international students and caused a decline in the number
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of them applying to the US (ICEF, 2018a; ICEF 2019a; Redden, 2018). Some claim
that the travel ban damaged the position of the US in the global race for talent,
although this was to the advantage of countries such as Canada and Australia and
various European countries (Florida & Gans, 2017; ICEF, 2019b; Lu & Roy, 2017). In
recent years, Canada even started an aggressive marketing campaign to lure away
US skilled migrants by placing billboards in Silicon Valley stating that Canada is a
great place to work and has a more flexible visa regime than the US (GMAC, 2019).
The abovementioned developments, which are taking place in Canada and the US,
point to the important link between talent migration and the openness of migration
policies. While looking at the issue of permanent residency, there are several
indications that it is gaining more importance within talent migration. Although some
students and scholars have always stayed on in the host country after graduation
(Kim, 2009), in recent decades several study destinations in core countries have
actively encouraged the settlement of international students, especially in science
and technology (Robertson, 2013). Students form an interesting target group for
these countries as they can be easily absorbed into the labor market: they are highly
qualified, received their education in the host country and might already be familiar
with its language and culture (Tremblay, 2005). International students are also seen
as an ‘invisible’ source of migrants as they are often socially and culturally accepted
by the host population (Findlay, 2011).
This strong demand for international students has resulted in the emergence of
a new migration channel, whereby individuals – especially from the periphery –
strategically enter a country as an international student with the goal of finding a
job and obtaining permanent residence in the long term (Tremblay, 2005). Permanent
settlement in the traditional sense is not always students’ ultimate goal, however, as
many consider a passport from a core country as a tool to enhance their transnational
mobility between home and host country and towards third countries (Baas, 2010).
Students’ preference for destinations that offer flexible mobility options and access to
permanent residency will be explained as the ‘proximity preference’ later in this study.
This notion might be an important factor in why some claim that the US is gradually
losing its dominant position in the global race for talent (Florida & Gans, 2017).
Iran is a particular and interesting case when it comes to the link between
international student mobility and permanent residency. Due to the country’s
repressive political regime, Iran simultaneously produces movements of political
refugees and of students, while those Iranians leaving as students often do not want
to return. This is also because student migration out of Iran is often intricately linked
to political developments in the country. The presidency of Ahmadinejad (2005–2013)
and the severely suppressed student protests during the 2009 Green Movement, in
particular, led many young Iranians to leave their country (Chaichian, 2012). As a
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result, the number of Iranian students in the US almost tripled from approximately
3,000 students in 2008 to 8,800 students by 2013 (Ditto, 2014; Ortiz, 2014). At the
same time, President Ahmadinejad’s nuclear program increased Iran’s international
isolation and led to sanctions against the country which crushed the economy and
restrained Iran’s education and research environment (Mehrabi, 2014). It is partly due
to this political and economic situation that many Iranian students who go abroad
intend to obtain permanent residency in other countries and prefer not to return to
Iran (Pars Times, 2000; Trines, 2017b). This makes Iran’s ‘brain drain’14 one of the
highest and most persistent in the world (Chaichian, 2012; Torbat, 2002).
The preceding sections have shown that, despite implicit assumptions connected to
the global race for talent, the importance of nationality in talent migration cannot
be ignored. Thus, as Florida (2005b) states, the world is an uneven playing field and
individuals’ access to these places is still largely determined by their national origin.
On the other hand, it is also possible to observe changing configurations in global
talent migration, with countries like Canada gaining a competitive advantage over
the US by welcoming and offering flexible visa regimes for high-skilled migrants.
Thus, although countries involved in the global race for talent do not automatically
open all doors for everyone, talented individuals might still benefit from a competition
wherein countries fiercely outbid each other.

2.6 Uneven geographies in international student mobility
This paragraph offers a geographical perspective on the role of nationality in
international student mobility. It looks at how nationality, in combination with social
background, shapes the trajectories and destinations of international students. In
other words, to what extent does national origin define where international students
go to and how they go there?
According to the current geographical debate, the mobility of international students
around the world is a highly uneven process (Brown & Tannock, 2009; Findlay,
2011; Jöns & Hoyler, 2013; Perkins & Neumayer, 2014; Waters, 2012). Currently the
overwhelming majority of international students go to OECD countries, whereby
English-speaking destinations in the core strongly dominate the destination
hierarchy (Jöns & Hoyler, 2013). Just four English-speaking destinations – the US,
14 	 A
 lthough the term ‘brain drain’ is frequently used in academic papers on Iran (Chaichian,
2012; Torbat, 2002), this study does not employ this term. Speaking about brain drain carries the risk of categorizing countries as being simply ‘winners’ or ‘losers’. The reality is more
complex, for instance because of processes of brain circulation. Please see Ackers (2005),
Kuvik (2015) and Rizvi (2005) for discussions on brain drain among international students
and academics.
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the UK, Australia and Canada – receive 40 per cent of all international students
from OECD countries and partner countries,15 with the US as the top destination,
alone accounting for 22 per cent of all international students. The European Union
also receives a good share of students from other OECD countries, with France and
Germany dominating the list. When looking at source countries, more than half of
the international student population originates from non-OECD countries in Asia,
particularly from semi-peripheral countries such as China and India. Another large
part of the international student population consists of students from Europe who
typically move to another European country (OECD, 2019). This indicates that
more than half of all international student movements run from semi-peripheral
or peripheral countries towards the core. The remaining flows take place between
core countries or between peripheral countries, while there are almost no students
moving from the core to the periphery (Perkins & Neumayer, 2014). Global university
rankings are important in shaping international students’ movements although they
also reinforce existing inequalities between universities around the world, as the
highest-ranking universities are solely located in the core zones of the world economy
that conform to Anglo-American academic models (Jöns & Hoyler, 2013).
Another factor that contributes to uneven geographies in international student
mobility are the marketing and recruitment efforts of particular destinations in the
core. Findlay (2011) demonstrates that the UK and Australia receive relatively more
international students than the US because of their recruitment efforts focused on
China and India. He shows that international student mobility to the UK has been very
much supply-driven, as international students’ tuition fees not only finance higher
education but also new marketing efforts. This creates a vicious circle, resulting in
significant financial flows from the periphery to the core.
In addition, the movements of academic researchers also seem to run between
periphery and core. This is because individuals from peripheral countries are more
interested than their peers in core countries in building up an advanced academic
career. However, in order to do so, they often prefer to move to core countries
because of their better research facilities (Kuvik, 2015).
So what is known about the profiles of students engaged in international student
mobility? Considering the average tuition fees and living costs in popular core
destinations, most students able to move to these countries are likely to be more
privileged young people from emerging economies in East and South-East Asia
(Kondakçı et al., 2018). Endowed with sufficient economic capital, these students
seek out elite or high-status universities in destinations that maximize their cultural

15 	Among the OECD partner countries are Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and South Africa
(OECD, 2019)
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capital (Waters, 2006). The cultural capital connected with an international degree
goes beyond the acquisition of human capital, as it becomes more important where,
at which university and in which country you obtain a degree (Findlay et al., 2012).
Universities in core destinations, particularly in global cities such as London, take
advantage of this when recruiting international students (Findlay, 2011).
For most students from the periphery, studying in core countries can be a goal that
is hard to attain. This is confirmed by Perkins & Neumayer (2014), who carried out
a large-scale statistical analysis of global student mobilities. They found that a
large gap between the GDP of two countries deters student movement between
them, meaning that most students from economically underdeveloped countries
are unlikely to study in advanced economies. This does not mean, however, that
students from the periphery are immobile. Perkins & Neumayer (2014) state that
it is possible to see a difference between students from countries that they classify
as newly industrialized economies (NIEs) – such as China, India and Turkey – and
those from the least developed countries (LDCs), of which the majority are located
in sub-Saharan Africa. These types of country can respectively also be seen as
semi-peripheral and peripheral. The authors found that students from NIEs chose
study destinations on the basis of the quality of the universities and the expected
human and cultural capital they would gain with a degree from such an institution.
Geographic distance was less important for these students. In contrast, students
from LDCs went to countries that were quite similar or performed a bit better in
terms of economic development and preferably had a common language. Students
from LDCs were also more concerned with the costs of international education.
This means that they were more constrained by geographical distance and chose
destinations closer to home, as the travel costs were lower. This might indicate
growing inequalities between students towards high-ranked universities in the core
– largely driven by marketing and recruitment efforts – and students moving to more
regional destinations, where the prestige and capital to be gained from foreign study
is also much more modest.
Perkins & Neumayer also demonstrate a strong relation between international
student mobility and other forms of migration. Student mobility from peripheral
countries, especially, is shaped by factors such as distance, common language,
colonial linkages and pre-existing migrant stocks. In this light, it is also interesting
to look at the research that van Hear (2014) has done on the link between class and
international mobility and migration. His main premise is that class determines
who is able to move and where. The forms of economic, cultural and social capital
that migrants have influences the destinations they can reach and the routes that
they take to get there. While more privileged migrants make use of the ‘fast lane’,
migrants with fewer resources might have to resort to the ‘slow lane’, running through
intermediate or transit countries (Sheller & Urry, 2006). Moreover, in light of the strict
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migration policies of more desirable destinations, van Hear identifies ‘a hierarchy of
destinations that can be reached by migrants, according to the resources – economic
and network based – that they can call upon’ (2014, p. 111).
This study will show that particular forms of capital can be important in shaping the
movements of students from peripheral countries to those of the core. According
to Bahna (2018), students’ cultural capital is more important than their economic
capital in determining their ability to study abroad in a prestigious destination.
One possible reason for this is these students’ ability to win scholarships based on a
high level of cultural (and academic) capital, which partly reduces the necessity of
economic capital for study abroad (Altbach et al., 2009). The Iranian participants in
this study also frequently obtained scholarships or funded positions at universities in
core countries, which opened up possibilities for study and research which they would
otherwise would not have if it were based on their own economic capital (Nafari et
al., 2017). However, the question remains to what extent the availability of funding
in core countries also contributes to more equality between international students
from Iran: would a talented Iranian student with low economic capital have similar
chances of obtaining a scholarship at an American university to a student with high
economic capital? Which elements are important in assessing their likelihood of
winning a scholarship? To answer this question, this study will look at Iranian students’
entire trajectory by tracing the educational opportunities they had back in Iran and
how these enabled them to study in particular destinations and universities abroad.
One important assertion of this study is that we should go beyond binary thinking
in terms of core and periphery and also consider ‘in-between destinations’ such as
regional education hubs.

2.7	New developments in international student mobility: the
rise of regional hubs
In recent years it has been possible to see gradual changes in the configurations
of international student mobility. On the one hand, some traditional destination
countries such as the US and the UK have seen declining numbers of international
students, especially from countries in the periphery. This can be partly attributed
to rising anti-immigration and racist sentiments in core destinations, such as US
President Trump’s travel ban against students from predominantly Muslim countries
in 2017 (ICEF, 2018a; ICEF 2019a; Redden, 2018). On the other hand, relatively new
destinations such as Turkey, South Africa, Malaysia and South Korea started to
receive increasing numbers of students. These destinations can be considered as
regional education hubs that attract students from their immediate geographical
region and thus function as core destinations for countries in their own periphery
(Kondakçı et al., 2018).
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Chankseliani (2015) shows that Russia exerts such a role for post-Soviet countries
with which it has a historical relationship based on colonial ties and language links.
Kondakçı et al. (2018) demonstrate that South Africa is an important destination
for students from peripheral sub-Saharan Africa, while Turkey attracts students
from its immediate geographical surroundings – the Balkans, the Middle East, the
Caucasus and Central Asia. Students are often attracted to these educational hubs
because of their relative economic prosperity and political stability, relatively good
university rankings, availability of government scholarships, ease of visa procedures
and geographical, cultural and linguistic proximity to their home country (Knight &
Morshidi, 2011; Perkins & Neumayer, 2014). Some of these students would ideally
prefer to study in popular core countries but do not have sufficient economic
resources, lack the required language skills or are unable to obtain a visa for those
destinations. Regional education hubs like Turkey therefore appear as a secondbest choice for students from peripheral countries although they can also provide a
potential stepping-stone to core countries (Kondakçı, 2011).
As seen in the preceding sections, general patterns in international student mobility
indicate that there are clear connections between students’ countries of origin and
those of destination. While popular core destinations seem to be reserved for highcapital students from the semi-periphery, lower-capital students from peripheral
countries opt for regional hubs located in the semi-periphery. Studying in core
countries helps high-capital students to accrue higher and more prestigious forms
of capital and thus social and geographical inequalities between international
students are likely to be reproduced. There is little known, however, about the
resources needed by students from the periphery to study in core countries and about
the importance of scholarships for them. This study posits that Iranian science and
engineering students who are willing but lack the capital to move to the core directly,
make strategic use of different (funding) opportunities that core countries make
available for them. However, this leads them to engage in longer trajectories, running
through different countries, in order to reach the core. This is a phenomenon called
stepwise student migration which will be elaborated upon in the next section.

2.8 Stepwise migration among international students
Stepwise migration is described as a type of migration trajectory that is adopted by
migrants who initially lack sufficient capital to move to their preferred destination
directly. Instead, these migrants decide to move to intermediate countries and reach
their preferred destination in various stages (Paul, 2011). Stepwise migrants have a
preferred destination in mind from the outset and attempt to reach that destination
in various stages along a pre-set destination hierarchy.
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While Paul (2011, 2015, 2017) developed the stepwise migration concept to describe
the movements of capital-constrained labor migrants, in this thesis the concept is
applied to the trajectories of international students who move within the global
higher-education system. This system is structured in uneven ways, both in terms
of the access of students to national educational systems and of the movements
of international students within this system. As mentioned earlier, students from
peripheral countries like Iran experience greater difficulty in accessing education
in core destinations. This is because of the high costs, visa restrictions and cultural
and academic capital required for students wanting to study in core countries.
On the other hand, students who have the right academic background may seize
various opportunities provided by higher-education institutions in core countries
who attempt to attract talent from abroad. It is this interplay between restrictions
and opportunities that shapes the academic trajectories of students from peripheral
countries and sometimes results in stepwise trajectories.
This research is concerned with students from peripheral countries who wish to
study in core countries but are often not able or willing to reach those destinations
directly. It both analyzes the characteristics of students who move to their preferred
destination directly as well as the trajectories of students who, at first, choose to study
in a regional education hub in the semi-periphery. These hubs are geographically
located between the core and the periphery and links these two regions together
in economic, geo-political and social terms. The European educational models and
standards which these hubs offer increase students’ academic portfolio and might
bring them closer to a core destination (Berriane, 2015); or as Kondakçı notes: ‘When
the core is not in the range, the students from other peripheries are likely to consider
regional hubs either as a step stone toward the core or as a permanent destination’
(2011: p. 588).
So what is actually known about stepwise migration patterns among international
students? In the literature on international student mobility a few examples can be
found. Berriane (2015) did research with sub-Saharan African students who moved to
Morocco to enjoy a French-language education and found that 82 per cent of them
wanted to move onwards after graduation, often to France or Canada. However, she
surveyed the same group of students twice in 2006 and 2012 and found that only 5
per cent of the students had actually managed to do so. These students often came
from upper-class backgrounds and had family members living in Europe (personal
conversation with Johara Berriane in 2016). The majority, however, were still residing
in Morocco or eventually returned to their home countries.
Czaika and Toma (2015) analyzed the occurrence of path dependency in trajectories
of Indian academics going abroad. They found that academics whose parents were
university educated and had more cultural capital were themselves more likely to
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move abroad at an earlier age and go directly to popular destinations such as the UK
or the US. These academics were also more likely to build up a successful academic
career and stay in these countries long-term. In contrast, academics with less cultural
capital went abroad at a later age and often moved to second-tier countries, from
where they either migrated onwards to the US or returned to India. The authors thus
showed that the capital transmitted through the family and built up during a person’s
career are important factors in defining who migrates directly and who migrates in
a stepwise fashion.
Another example comes from Indian students in Australia. Michiel Baas (2010) shows
how many middle-class Indian students had actually wanted to study in the US and
the UK but, because of the high rate of visa rejections, especially after 9/11, came to
see Australia as an easier-to-enter, cheaper and geographically closer alternative.
Moreover, Australia provides students with relatively quick pathways to permanent
residency. Instead of seeing Australian residency as a step towards ‘settling’ in
Australia, many Indian students hoped that gaining permanent residency would
subdue the limitations normally associated with their Indian passport, making it
easier to adopt a transnational lifestyle and travel onwards to their initially preferred
destinations. Baas’ study unfortunately did not follow students long enough to
determine whether they did actually move on to these countries.
A study of stepwise migration intentions from a very different angle is provided
by Ivakhnyuk (2008). In her research on transit migration to Russia she found that
30–40 per cent of her sample consisted of migrants from the Middle East, South-East
Asia and Africa who registered as international students in Russia and tried to use
their stay to move onwards to the EU. Many of the students often knew the Russian
language, had family members living there and planned to move onwards to Europe
after graduating from a Russian university.
Finally, besides my own publications on stepwise migration among Iranian students
(Kheir & Zijlstra, forthcoming; Zijlstra, 2014a, 2020), there is also a study by Sadri &
Chaichian (2018) on Iranian students aspiring to move stepwise from Turkey. Although
they found that 72 per cent of graduate Iranian students intended to migrate in this
way, they did not ascertain whether these students did actually manage to migrate
in the end. Actual evidence of stepwise migration among Iranian students is provided
by Lu & Roy (2017), who discuss a survey among over 7,000 respondents who applied
for permanent residency as skilled workers in Canada, with Iranians being in the
top ten applicants. The report shows that 30 per cent of the applicants had studied
or worked in another country beforehand. Of this group, 43 per cent, including a
high proportion of Iranians, had gained educational qualifications in countries such
as the US and the UK. Moreover, many applicants earned degrees in fields such
as engineering and computer science. The survey demonstrates the occurrence of
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stepwise migration among Iranian students moving between different core countries
but primarily as a result of changing policies for permanent residence for high-skilled
immigrants in the US.16
When summarizing the few existing studies on stepwise migration among
international students, it becomes clear that the students mentioned come from
peripheral countries and often want to move to core destinations such as Canada,
Europe and the US. While these studies map students’ intended movements, there
are virtually no studies that actually trace their trajectories in a more longitudinal
manner. This makes it impossible to analyze how students’ migration decision-making
is linked to the forms of capital they build up in the intermediary country. This study
addresses this challenge by following students’ trajectories over a longer period of
time and through different countries.

2.9 Summing up and looking ahead
This chapter has looked at developments in international student mobility, focusing
on social and geographical imbalances in student movements between periphery and
core. It asked whether the reproduction of social class occurring in national school
systems also crosses borders and whether the destinations to which international
students go are shaped by their background. The first question concerned who goes
abroad, while the second asked where students go and how.
To the first question, about who is able to go abroad, two possible answers were
discussed. According to the dominant sociological debate, international student
mobility is reserved for students who are more privileged in terms of economic and
(transnational) cultural capital. This would signify that international student mobility
generally reinforces existing social inequalities. In the discourse surrounding the
global race for talent, however, it is claimed that social class plays no role, as students
are only selected on the basis of ‘talent’ and skills. Strong demand even induces
countries and universities to offer scholarships and funded academic positions in
order to attract this talent, although there is little research on precisely how this
influences less privileged students’ mobility.
The second question had a more geographical angle and asked how students’
nationality influences where they are able to go and how. Statistics show that the
majority of mobile students move from (semi)-peripheral countries towards the core,
sustaining core countries’ dominant position. Moving to the core, however, is often

16 Please see Chapter 10 for a more detailed discussion of these policies and their effect on
the migration decision-making of Iranians resident in the US.
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reserved for more privileged students, while the less privileged increasingly opt for
educational hubs in nearby semi-peripheral countries. It is very probable that the
popularity of such regional education hubs increased due to recent anti-immigrant
sentiments in core countries, for instance among the Trump administration in the
US. So, in contrast to ideas prevailing in the discourse surrounding the global race
for talent, nationality does matter in talent migration.
This study focuses on a particular group of ‘talented’ students from a peripheral
country – science and engineering students from Iran who, despite all obstacles they
face based on their background and nationality, attempt to move to core countries.
It explores whether and how these students are able to overcome constraints in
their mobility. The students were followed over a longer period of time and through
several countries in order to ascertain which of them were able to move where and the
extent to which their class background is connected to the destinations they attain.
This will bring us closer to deciding whether social inequalities are reproduced in the
international mobility of Iranian science and engineering students or whether they
can also diminish throughout the trajectory.
The next chapter introduces the conceptual framework of this study, which helped
to analyze the individual trajectories of Iranian students moving between periphery
and core.
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3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter looked at two contrasting arguments concerning the
reproduction of inequalities in international student mobility. While current research
indicates that international students from privileged backgrounds often study in
popular countries in the core, mobile students from the periphery are, in contrast,
more constrained by distance and increasingly opt for regional education hubs like
Turkey. Iranian science and engineering students, in particular, are confronted with
restrictive visa policies in popular destination countries. However, they might also
take advantage of opportunities related to ‘the global race for talent’. So how do the
various opportunities and restrictions that Iranian students experience shape their
migration decision-making? How are students’ trajectories shaped by the various
forms of capital which they can access?
In this chapter it is argued that the aspirations–capabilities model of migration
(Carling, 2002; Carling & Schewel, 2018; de Haas, 2014) is very apt to analyze the
occurrence of stepwise migration among Iranian students and academics. This model
not only recognizes individuals’ wish to migrate but also incorporates structural and
individual opportunities and barriers that influence the eventual migration trajectory.
In order to provide a more in-depth analysis of individual opportunities and barriers,
the focus is placed on the various forms of capital (Bourdieu, 1986) that students build
up before and during their migration processes. While the aspirations–capabilities
model has, until now, been used primarily to explain which individuals become mobile
and which remain immobile, in this thesis an extra geographical dimension is added
to this model – namely where individuals migrate to (e.g., periphery or core) and
whether they migrate directly or do so in various steps or stages.
In what follows, the three conceptual models (the aspirations–capabilities
framework, stepwise migration and the forms of capital) are described, including
an explanation of how these models will be used together to analyze the stepwisemigration trajectories of Iranian students and academics.
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3.2 Migration as a function of aspirations and capabilities
3.2.1 How to conceptualize migration?
In recent decades, migration research has boomed, generating a lot of theoretical
insights based on different disciplines and using a variety of approaches.17 One of
the oldest and most well-known models for explaining migration behavior on the
macro level is the neoclassical economic theory, according to which migration is
caused by geographical differences in the supply and demand of labor and in wages.
Individuals respond to this difference in a rational way, by weighing the costs and
benefits of migrating or staying and by choosing regions where they can earn the
highest possible salary. These movements thereby restore the equilibrium (Massey
et al., 1993).
The world systems theory (Wallerstein, 1974), in contrast, is based on a Marxist
perspective and views the structure of the global economy as inherently unequal.
In terms of migration, world systems theory asserts that core countries attract the

most talented and highly educated persons away from countries in the (semi-)
periphery. This reinforces the depletion of human capital in the (semi-)periphery
and leads to even greater geographical imbalances between world regions.18
The different theoretical explanations of migration are not necessarily contradictory
and can be used to explain various migratory phenomena, as long as they do not
claim to hold the key to explaining all migratory phenomena in the world (Castles &
Miller, 2003). According to de Haas (2014), it is indeed unrealistic to expect a universal
theory of migration. Instead, he argues for conceptual ‘eclecticism’ whereby scholars
strive to improve different theories in different geographical contexts and at different
levels of analysis (micro, meso, macro), across social groups and points in time.

3.2.2 The aspirations–capabilities model
One model that is able to bring together different theories that explain migratory
behavior is the aspirations–capabilities model, based on the work of Jørgen Carling
17 This study only highlights a small selection of migration theories. For a more elaborate
overview, please see Massey et al. (1993) or de Haas (2014).
18 In this study Wallerstein’s tripartite division of the world into core, semi-periphery and periphery is used as it is very apt when analyzing the movements of international students
between Iran, Turkey and core countries. Although international student mobility reinforces
the current highly uneven world order, Chapter 2 explains that new movements of students
strengthen the relative position of the semi-periphery.
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(2002) and expanded by Hein de Haas (2014)19. The most innovative aspect of this
model is that it distinguishes between individuals’ aspirations to migrate and their
ability or capability to do so. Neoclassical and historical-structural theories often
conceive of migrants as responding to external stimuli in similar and predictable
ways. The aspirations–capabilities model, however, looks at how individual migration
aspirations are influenced by culture, education and other forms of information and
can thus be different for everybody. It also grants a much greater degree of agency
to migrants. Additionally, the model looks at differences in individuals’ capacity to
migrate, for instance, due to individuals’ age, gender and educational level. Thus,
the aspirations-capabilities model is able to connect individual migration decisionmaking and capacities with the macro-structural context that often sets parameters
to the range of choices which migrants have (de Haas, 2014).

Figure 1. The aspiration/ability model

Source: Carling (2002).

Figure 1 represents the aspirations–ability model as developed by Carling (2002).
The figure shows that both aspirations and abilities are influenced both from above
and from below, at both the macro and the micro levels. Aspirations can emerge
within a certain emigration environment, which is the larger social, political and
economic context that increases or decreases individuals’ aspirations to migrate.

19 The name of the original model developed by Carling (2002) is the aspiration/ability model.
De Haas (2014) developed this model further and named it the aspirations-capabilities
model. The latter is the model that I apply throughout this study. However, when referring
to the original model of Carling, I use his terminology.
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The emigration environment affects not only the level of migration aspiration but
also the meaning of migration. For instance, in contexts characterized by a culture
of migration (Kandel & Massey, 2002), moving can become a normative part of life.
However, not all individuals within this context will develop aspirations to move, as
such aspirations are also dependent on individual-level characteristics (Carling &
Schewel, 2018).
Individuals’ capabilities to migrate are also influenced by the larger context on
the one hand, and individual-level characteristics on the other. The macro context
provides a set of obstacles and opportunities for migration, the so-called migration
interface. This interface translates itself into certain requirements, costs and risks
associated with migration. According to de Haas (2014), migration constraints should
be seen as part of a continuum that runs from high to low. The level of constraint also
influences the choice for the mode of migration, for instance, the choice to migrate
in an irregular manner or in a legal but stepwise manner (Carling, 2002). It is also
important to analyze migration capabilities at the individual level, as individuals
are endowed with different sets of characteristics and resources (such as cultural
or economic capital). These resources influence their ability to overcome structural
constraints and respond to specific migration opportunities, as many core countries
welcome particular groups of migrants on the basis of their nationality, education
or profession.

3.2.3 Mobility as freedom
De Haas (2014) enriched Carling’s model by linking it to Amartya Sen’s concept of
capabilities and Isaiah Berlin’s ideas on positive and negative liberty to improve
our understanding of migration as part of broader social change. According to
Sen (1999), development is a process that increases human capabilities in terms
of people’s freedom to lead the life they find valuable. This concept of freedom
resembles Berlin’s (1969) notion of positive liberty as individuals’ ability to take control
of their life and choose from various opportunities to reach their goals. Positive liberty
is thus largely similar to people’s agency to improve their circumstances. Mobility
can be an important positive freedom, as it increases people’s capability to engage
in activities that they find valuable. In this light, mobility can be interpreted as the
freedom to decide where to live, including the option to stay. It is important to realize
that people derive wellbeing or satisfaction from having mobility freedom, i.e. from
the right to move, regardless of whether they will actually exercise that right (de Haas,
2014). Sager (2006) elaborates further on this distinction between potential and
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revealed mobility. He argues that mobility freedom is similar to potential mobility,20
meaning that people know they have the opportunity to move when needed, without
necessarily transforming it into revealed movement.
In tandem with the concept of positive liberty there is also the concept of negative
liberty. Negative liberty can best be understood by seeing it as the freedom from
constraints or obstacles that might prevent people from exercising the rights that
they have (Sager, 2006). Now, people are only capable of moving when they have
both positive and negative freedom. Both freedoms are important if we consider
those people who are pushed abroad by circumstances, such as war or economic
pressure. They basically lack negative freedom because they are constrained in
their right to stay and become involuntarily mobile (Carling, 2002). Importantly,
the concept of mobility includes both movement and non-movement, while mobility
freedom implies that people have the choice to move or not to move and thus also
have an opportunity to stay put (de Haas, 2014; Sager, 2006).

3.2.4 Linking freedom to aspirations and capabilities
In his paper, de Haas (2014) presents a model of the aspirations–capabilities
framework that incorporates the concept of mobility as the freedom to choose
where to live. Based on this, he constructs five mobility types that are associated
with different levels of aspiration and capability and that can also include patterns
of non-movement. This model is presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Individual mobility types derived from the aspirations–capabilities model (simplified)

Migration
aspirations

Migration capabilities
Low

High

High

Involuntary immobility

Voluntary mobility

Low

Acquiescent immobility

Voluntary immobility and involuntary mobility

Source: de Haas (2014, p. 32).

20 Kaufmann et al. (2004) include the idea of potential mobility into their concept of ‘motility’,
which they consider as mobility capital. The concept of mobility capital will be further elaborated on at the end of this chapter.
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If this model is applied to the Iranian subjects of this study, it can be argued that their
first move abroad almost exclusively falls under the category of voluntary mobility,
as they had both high aspirations to leave Iran and the capability to do so. The focus
of this study is therefore more on the diversification within this category, as there are
differences in the capabilities of students to move to destinations in the core and the
semi-periphery. However, this study also looks at processes of stepwise migration,
whereby individuals attempt to reach their preferred destination in various stages.
Therefore, it might be possible to see other types of (im)mobility at later points in
their trajectories. Imagine, for instance, an Iranian student who moved to Turkey with
the goal of moving on to the US but who, in the end, does not have or develop the
capability of moving onwards from Turkey. In this case we are looking at involuntary
or acquiescent immobility at the stepping-stone destination. Similarly, it is possible
that a student who planned to move onward from Turkey decides to stay there of his
or her own volition, regardless of whether (s)he has the capability to move on. This
would then be a case of voluntary immobility at the stepping-stone destination. The
next section goes deeper into the concept of stepwise migration and links it more
thoroughly to the aspirations–capabilities model.

3.3 Stepwise migration
In recent decades, scholars have started to question simplistic conceptualizations of
migration that are based on a single-origin, single-destination model (Ahrens et al.,
2014; Schwarz, 2018). With increasing numbers of people moving across the world,
there is a need to acknowledge and fully incorporate the complexity of migration
trajectories in migration studies. Stepwise international migration is one such a
complex migration trajectory, as it is an incremental migratory movement involving
multiple journeys between countries. According to Paul (2011, 2015, 2017), stepwise
migration is a strategy used by migrants who lack sufficient capital to migrate to
their preferred destination directly. Instead, they choose to migrate to easier-toenter countries with lower entry and capital requirements. Migrants use the time
spent in these ‘intermediate countries’ as an opportunity to accumulate the extra
skills and qualifications they need to migrate onwards to their preferred destination
(Paul, 2015).
In the context of the aspirations–capabilities model, I argue that stepwise migration
can be viewed in two distinct ways. In the first instance, it can be considered an
outcome of an individual’s aspiration to move to a certain country but also of his or
her incapability to turn this wish into a reality. Stepwise migration can, however, also
be an outcome of an aspiration to initially move to a geographically and culturally
proximate destination before making a move to a more distant destination. Stepwise
migration can thus be a result of both incapability as well as choice.
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Focusing on stepwise migration as a result of incapability, there can be different
structural and individual reasons why a person is unable to move, such as a lack
of resources or restrictive and selective migration policies, which lead individuals
to choose alternative pathways or modes of migration (Carling & Schewel, 2018).
Perhaps we should see stepwise migration as an unintended substitution effect of
restrictive migration policies? According to de Haas (2011), restrictive migration
policies can have four substitution effects: spatial, categorical, inter-temporal and
reverse-flow effects. I argue that stepwise migration can be seen as a form of both
spatial and categorical substitutions effects.
Spatial substitution effects occur when certain countries introduce stricter or more
selective immigration regulations, leading migrants to move to countries with fewer
restrictions instead. In the case of stepwise migration, restrictions lead to spatial
substitution in the first place, but after a significant time lag migrants then move to
the originally intended destination. Categorical substitution effects, on the other
hand, refer to how migration policies influence migration strategies and the channels
that migrants use. For instance, permissive channels for international students
can coexist with restrictive policies towards asylum-seekers (Brown & Tannock,
2009; Mosneaga, 2014; Riaño et al., 2018; Yanasmayan, 2018). Individuals with
political motives for leaving their home country might therefore opt to move as an
international student, rather than as an asylum-seeker, if they have the possibility
to do so. The opposite is also possible, as students who are forced to flee their home
country might find it easier to move as refugees than as students, as Wilson Janssens
(2018) shows in her ethnography on Central African students. On the other hand,
restrictive policies for labor migrants might induce individuals to migrate through
an educational channel, whereby they study abroad with the goal of obtaining a
job in the host country (Liu-Farrer, 2009; Robertson, 2013). Therefore it is important
to acknowledge that international student mobility has a transitional character,
as students might move between migrant categories in a relatively short period of
time – for instance, if they graduate and start to work in the host country or if they
apply for asylum if they cannot find another way to legalize their stay. International
students can also belong to overlapping migrant categories at the same time – for
instance, if they have to work to pay for their studies (Baas, 2011; Mosneaga, 2014;
Raghuram, 2012).
For some migrants, stepwise migration strategies are linked more to aspiration
than to incapability. These migrants first choose to move to an intermediate country
because it is geographically and culturally close to the home country, not per se due
to their inability to directly move to other, distant destinations. This type of stepwise
migration has also been found by Paul (2017) among Indonesian domestic workers
who prefer to move between destinations in East Asia because of their cultural
and geographic proximity to Indonesia. Although such stepwise moves are more
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an outcome of aspiration than of incapability, they can nevertheless be influenced
by visa regulations: intermediate countries are chosen based on the possibilities
they offer for travel to the home country in contrast to destinations at the top of the
hierarchy that often uphold more restrictive visa procedures.

3.3.1 Defining stepwise migration
The concept of stepwise migration is now examined more closely and connected to
the aspirations–capabilities model and the forms of capital that are important in the
migration of Iranian students and academics.
The first reference to stepwise migrants can be found in the oldest academic paper
on migration: ‘The Laws of Migration’ by Ernest Ravenstein (1885). Here, he proposed
five classifications of migrant found in nineteenth-century Britain. Besides local,
temporary, short- and long-journey migrants, Ravenstein described one class as
migrants who move in stages, from parish to parish, in search of more remunerative
or attractive work, before settling in a large commercial or industrial city like London.
While it seems that the multi-stage migrants described by Ravenstein moved in a
largely unplanned manner, later accounts of stepwise migration involved a clear
hierarchical ordering, with movements from traditional villages to more advanced
and industrialized urban centers (Conway, 1980). While earlier studies on stepwise
migration had mostly focused on internal movements within one country, KonaduAgyemang (1999) was one of the first to take the stepwise migration concept to
the international level as well. He described how migrants first engaged in internal
migration, before making the move to another country. In his article on stepwise
African migrants in Canada, Konadu-Agyemang notes how migrants from lowerstatus, ‘easy visa’ countries aspire to move to higher-status countries whose visa
requirements are often more stringent or discriminatory:
The international step-wise migrant is likely to be a person who has been
refused a visa for various reasons, but is still bent on travelling […] The
prospective migrant moves into a nearby country with a better economy for
which no visa is required, or a visa is easy to obtain (…). Such countries may
also be chosen because of their better international airline connections, and
the large number of visa issuing authorities (Konadu-Agyemang, 1999, p. 405).
Anju Mary Paul (2011, 2015, 2017) took the concept of stepwise international
migration one step further, by defining it as a hierarchical, incremental, pathdependent and dynamic migration strategy undertaken by labor migrants. Stepwise
migration consists of short-term moves to a series of countries organized according
to a socially and personally constructed destination hierarchy (Paul, 2015). Migrants
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first move to an easy-to-access, intermediate country, with the goal of ‘working
their way up’ and building up the capital and qualifications needed to move on to a
country that is higher in their destination hierarchy. Or, in Paul’s own words, stepwise
migration is:
… a process whereby capital and information constrained labor migrants
accumulate migration-related capital of various kinds while working overseas,
enabling them to eventually gain access to destinations that had been out of
their reach and/or outside their awareness when they originally left their home
country (Paul, 2017, p. 10).
In terms of its eventual outcome, the stepwise migration process might be similar
to onward migration, whereby migrants – such as Somalians moving from the
Netherlands to the UK – move onward from a first host country to a second one
after a few years (Ahrens et al., 2014; Kelly, 2013). The difference between stepwise
and onward migration is that stepwise migrants have a preferred destination in mind
from the outset and attempt to reach that destination in various stages along a preset destination hierarchy. The onward move to a third country is thus not necessarily
triggered by external circumstances that are experienced in the second country, such
as discrimination on the labor market.

3.3.2 Individual aspirations: destination hierarchies
As mentioned before, Paul considers a destination hierarchy as a personally and
socially constructed ranking of countries that migrants would like to live and work
in. A destination hierarchy is thus as an expression of an individual’s aspiration
for migration. Destination hierarchies are, however, also strongly determined by
structural factors. Van Hear (2014) describes destination hierarchies as a structural
ranking of places based on the forms of capital a (potential) migrant has. According
to him, more desirable and affluent destinations in the world institute stringent entry
procedures, making migration to this destination more difficult. This counts both for
migrants who travel legally as well as those who are dependent on illegal travel modes
and smugglers. For destinations at the top of the hierarchy, migration facilitators
will demand higher fees. In this way only a migrant with high amounts of economic
capital can reach such a destination, unless (s)he (also) has very relevant social or
cultural capital that helps to circumvent particular entry modes. For migrants with
low amounts of capital, the range of options would be limited to destinations in the
lower tiers of the hierarchy.
What Paul describes in her research on Filipino domestic workers (2011, 2015, 2017)
is that there are also migrants with low levels of human, economic and social capital
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who nevertheless aspire to move to destinations at the top of the hierarchy. These
migrants might see destinations low down in the hierarchy as merely steppingstones to more desirable destinations. For most of the Filipino domestic workers,
core countries such as Canada and Italy are at the top of the hierarchy thanks to high
wages and comfortable living and working conditions. However, these destinations
are also the hardest to reach – due to their high entry requirements, securing a job
and work permit can take several years. Therefore, many domestic workers are at
first only able to enter destinations at the bottom of the hierarchy, such as Arabic
countries in the Middle East. These countries are less popular due to the low wages
and bad working conditions but they also have a high demand for domestic workers
and are therefore easy to access and/or to work in.
The Filipino domestic workers in Paul’s study use countries in the Middle East as a
starting point or stepping-stone to destinations higher up the hierarchy, such as Hong
Kong, Singapore or Taiwan. These countries offer much better salaries and working
conditions but obtaining temporary work permits there is costly and permanent
settlement is often prevented. Some domestic workers would, in principle, be willing
to stay in these types of country but the difficulty of gaining permanent residence
sometimes causes them to move onwards to core countries, where there are more
possibilities for permanent residence (Paul, 2011, 2015, 2017).
Destination hierarchies are both structurally, social and personally constructed.
Hierarchies are thus an outcome of individual aspirations, the influence of people
in the immediate surroundings of the migrant and the resources which the migrant
can access. That destination hierarchies depend on migrants’ nationality and ethnicreligious background is demonstrated by the different constructions of destination
hierarchies for domestic workers from the Philippines and Indonesia that Paul (2017)
describes. The Philippines have experienced long-term Spanish and American
colonization and Filipino domestic workers are therefore known for their good
command of the English language and their ‘Western orientation’. The majority of
domestic workers from Indonesia, however, are Muslim and, for them, South and
East Asian Muslim-majority countries like Singapore and Malaysia often feature at
the top of their destination hierarchy. Moreover, geographic and cultural proximity
to their home country was an important factor in their destination choices and 70
per cent also planned to return to Indonesia in the end. Indonesians often lacked the
capital or capabilities needed for moving to core countries although they also did
not have aspirations to move or settle in Western countries. Instead, they were much
more positive about Middle Eastern countries – and especially Saudi Arabia – as most
of them were excited to work in Islamic and even ‘holy’ countries.
This shows that destination hierarchies, as expressions of individual migration
aspirations, are strongly shaped by various factors including migrants’ country of
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origin, occupation and social, ethnic and religious background; it refutes the idea
that migrants from the periphery always want to move to ‘Western’ core countries.
Finally, it is important to note the difference between a stepwise migration strategy
(or intention) and trajectory, as not all migrants who intend to migrate stepwise will
do so. Some migrants, who originally intended to move onwards, continue to reside in
the intermediate country, while others move on to a country higher in the destination
hierarchy. This is because migrants develop different migration aspirations and
capabilities during their stay in an intermediate country, leading to an alteration in
their destination hierarchy. Similar to the construction of their ‘original’ destination
hierarchy, this alteration can be the result of both personal characteristics, social
influence and (changed) structural opportunities and barriers. As mentioned earlier
in this chapter, stepwise migration is a process with various phases in which a migrant
is mobile or immobile (in the sense that they have the freedom to decide where
to live). In each of these phases, their mobility can be a result of either volition or
incapability. So some migrants might feel ‘stuck’ in an intermediary country (and are
thus involuntarily immobile) while others have accommodated themselves to the life
there and can thus be seen as voluntarily or acquiescently immobile, depending on
their capability to move onwards (Carling & Schewel, 2018; de Haas, 2014).

3.3.3 Macro-level factors inducing stepwise migration
The aforementioned structural opportunities and barriers can have an important
role in influencing both migrants’ aspirations and their capability to move. These
factors are related to the macro context within the aspirations–capabilities model
and can be of an economic, political or social nature.
For domestic workers from the Philippines and Indonesia, for example, the most
important structural factors they face are the high demand for domestic labor and
the global migration industry whereby high fees are required for providing a legal
channel to work in certain countries (Xiang & Lindquist, 2014). This combination
of opportunities and barriers is part of the migration interface. Moreover, some
destinations are only accessible for migrants with high levels of capital, while
others require fewer resources. For popular destinations like Canada and the UK,
for instance, recruitment agencies can charge Filipino domestic workers placement
fees of between $5,000 and $14,000 US dollars, which is twice as high as the average
annual household income in the Philippines (Paul, 2017). Many domestic workers in
Paul’s research therefore opted for countries in South-East Asia or the Middle East
for which agencies charge much more affordable fees of between $1,500 and $2,500
US dollars. From the Middle East and Asia, it is then easier to move on to destinations
higher up the hierarchy, such as Canada, as recruitment agencies and governments
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there require domestic workers to have work experience outside their home country.
The migration interface, as well as the agencies involved in the migration industry,
thus indirectly encourage the practice of stepwise migration (Paul, 2015).
While Paul has analyzed the movements of labor migrants in the context of the
global migration industry, this study focuses on the movements of students within
the international system of higher education. In terms of the macro-level migration
interface, many countries see themselves as involved in a ‘global race for talent’
and as having a (real or imagined) demand for international students and highly
educated immigrants, especially in science and engineering (Brooks & Waters, 2011).
Iranians with a background in science and engineering can thus seize particular
opportunities within the global system of higher education and the international
academic labor market.21 However, like the global migration industry, the sector of
higher education is also structured in an uneven way, with countries at the top of the
hierarchy demanding high tuition fees or particular skills or experience that Iranian
students are not always able to meet. This system can induce stepwise migration,
as students eventually choose universities in intermediate countries that ask for
lower tuition fees but do enable students to build up the capital needed to move to
a country at the top of the hierarchy.

3.4 The forms of capital
According to the aspirations–capabilities model, individuals differ in their individual
capability to migrate, as the one person is better able to fit the requirements laid
out in (selective) migration policies than the other and is more able to overcome
the risks and costs associated with migration (de Haas, 2014). The forms of capital,
developed by Bourdieu (1986), refer to resources that individuals accumulate
over a long period of time and that are influential in determining their position in
society. Most of Bourdieu’s work concentrates on the concepts of cultural, social
and economic capital, as described separately later in this chapter. The capital
framework is also very apt for use in this study, as it finds its origins in the analysis
of inequalities in education. In later periods, the capital framework has frequently
been used in migration studies as well.
The capital framework is very suitable for studying stepwise migration, because
it enables an analysis of how individual resources interact with the larger macro-

21 The global sector in which Iranian students and academics are involved is not entirely an
occupational sector but involves a mix of education and labor. For instance, Master’s and
PhD students in private universities in Turkey and the US receive a scholarship in return for
a part-time research or teaching assistantship, which thus constitutes labor.
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structural context and why migrants differ in their ability to migrate. Moreover,
the capital framework can be used in a dynamic manner: capitals can be built up
both before and during the migration process; in the home country, in intermediary
countries and in destination countries. Thus, individuals never possess a fixed set of
capitals but they can build it up, or lose it, over time. This dynamic feature makes
Bourdieu’s capital framework very useful for researching stepwise migration as well.
Stepwise migrants do not always have enough resources to migrate directly to their
preferred destination at the top of the hierarchy, because these countries often set
high standards for the economic or cultural capital that migrants need to have access
to. Migrants who lack the resources to migrate directly might have sufficient capital
to migrate to an intermediate country first and from there build up the additional
capital needed for the next step of the journey. It is important to note, however, that
migrants are the most likely to succeed in migrating stepwise if the capital they build
up in an intermediate country is also valued in the country to which they are aspiring
to migrate.
Because Bourdieu’s capital framework is so widely used in different subfields
of sociology, there are many different definitions of the various forms of capital;
scholars also introduce new or slightly altered forms of capital (see, for instance,
Erel, 2010; Leung, 2013). Although it is not possible here to provide a very detailed
discussion of the various forms of capital that other scholars employed, this study
focuses on five different forms. Three forms of capital are quite similar to the use of
Bourdieu’s forms in other studies – namely economic, social and cultural capital. To
this is added here the concepts of academic capital (Bourdieu, 1986, 1988, 1996) and
mobility capital (Kaufmann et al., 2004; Leung, 2013).
Below, each of the five forms of capital are discussed separately. While some forms of
capital have already been introduced in the previous chapter, here a more elaborate
discussion is provided. The forms of capital used in this study should not, however, be
seen in isolation from each other. The ability to convert different forms of capital into
other forms is of the utmost importance in the context of this study, as these forms
of capital can work together and reinforce each other during individual trajectories.

3.4.1 Cultural capital
As this research focuses on the educational careers of students and academics,
Bourdieu’s (1986) concept of cultural capital is very useful for explaining differences
in individuals’ abilities. Cultural capital refers to the set of conscious and unconscious
cultural knowledge and skills a person possesses. Educational knowledge is thus
a form par excellence of cultural capital and functions to upkeep or increase a
person’s status in society. Therefore, cultural capital is the most important factor in
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studies that analyze the reproduction of social class through education (Hansen &
Mastekaasa, 2006; Kraaykamp & van Eijk, 2010).
Cultural capital comes in three forms: institutionalized, embodied and objectified.
Two forms are relevant for this study: the institutionalized form of cultural capital –
which is also discussed separately as academic capital below – and the embodied
form of cultural capital. Embodied cultural capital is a combination of cultural
knowledge and resources that are incorporated in a person’s body and not easily
transmitted to others. Embodied cultural capital is the result of a long process of
socialization (often by parents) into particular cultural norms, tastes and attitudes
(Bourdieu, 1986). This process takes time and energy and helps to create long-lasting
dispositions or habitus in a person’s body. For instance, if parents regularly listen to
classical music, their children are also more likely to appreciate classical music later in
life. The same goes for regular trips to art galleries, museums or the theatre. A large
part of this socialization happens unconsciously, as children observe their parents’
cultural behavior and automatically participate in it (Kraaykamp & van Eijk, 2010).
Embodied cultural capital can be a very powerful resource, as dominant group(s) in
society often have a monopoly on what is considered the ‘right’ or appropriate type
of cultural knowledge and skills. In many societies, schools are based on dominant
forms of cultural knowledge, so if a child receives this cultural knowledge from its
parents at home, the child has an important advantage during his or her school
career. Research has shown that, while the effect of parents’ educational level
(institutionalized cultural capital) diminishes throughout children’s school careers, the
effect of embodied cultural capital remains strong over time and is difficult to break
down by social policies. Therefore, embodied cultural capital is the most hidden form
of class reproduction in society (Kraaykamp & van Eijk, 2010).
Institutionalized cultural capital refers to a person’s educational attainment and
credentials. Institutionalized cultural capital is closely related to embodied cultural
capital, because it is also the product of a long process of accumulation that often
happens at school. The most important difference is that educational credentials
are formally recognized and therefore independent of their bearer, while embodied
cultural capital is specifically tied to a person’s body. Like embodied capital, parents’
institutionalized cultural capital has a strong impact on their children’s performance
in school. Highly educated parents have more institutionalized cultural capital and
more knowledge about the education system. They are also more convinced of the
benefits of a particular education. They therefore support their children’s progress in
school, for instance through helping them with homework and creating a stimulating
learning environment at home. They also make informed choices about how to spend
additional economic resources in order to increase their children’s educational
success (Kraaykamp & van Eijk, 2010 ; Lareau & Weininger, 2003).
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This also means, however, that children who come from families with low cultural
capital are at a disadvantage within the school system and their performance
and grades are lower. This effect continues throughout their educational career,
right up to university level (Hansen & Mastekaasa, 2006).22 Even in societies where
governments have put great effort into making access to education as equal
as possible, children with low levels of cultural capital are still less likely to go to
university and usually perform less well in their studies. This makes cultural capital
part of the hidden process of social reproduction (Kraaykamp & van Eijk, 2010).
Nevertheless, individual children from families with a lower level of cultural capital
are still able to significantly move up within the education system, as Crul et al. (2017)
have shown in their study on ambitious children from minority backgrounds in Europe.
Because of their resilience they are able to overcome obstacles in the school system
and each of these steps creates a multiplier effect. Although their parents were not
able to give them much educational assistance or advice, their positive emotional
support and solid belief in their children’s abilities proved to be a requirement for
their eventual success.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, students who go abroad for their studies can
be considered to be more privileged than students who do not have the means to
study abroad. International students often have high levels of cultural capital and are
actively supported by their families in their choice to go abroad. These parents are
also likely to be rich in transnational cultural capital or consider this to be important
for their children to accumulate. Transnational cultural capital is a subcategory of
embodied cultural capital and relates to the international knowledge and resources
that are transmitted within the family, such as exposure to foreign cultural contexts
through travelling (Weenink, 2014). Parents often consciously transmit this transnational
cultural capital in order to increase their children’s chances of a global career. In this
way studying abroad has also become a means for social reproduction for advantaged
families in particular parts of the world (Findlay et al., 2012; Waters, 2012).
Finally, language skills are also an important form of cultural capital. Bourdieu (1977)
calls this linguistic capital, because the knowledge of (foreign) languages can also
be converted to other forms of capital. The value of knowing certain languages
depends, however, on the position a language has within the global world economy,
a specific occupational sector or a more local social context (Erel, 2010). Speaking of
international students and academics, a high-level knowledge of certain languages
22 Although the research by Hansen & Mastekaasa (2006) found strong effects of cultural
capital on the academic performance of students, this effect tended to be lower for various
subfields of engineering – the field that most participants in this research are involved in.
Nevertheless, the effect of cultural capital on the different fields of study was so diverse
that it is difficult to speak of a clear-cut division between ‘soft’ fields and ‘hard fields’ such
as engineering.
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is an important requirement for being accepted at foreign universities, to successfully
complete for academic programs and to find employment in the host country (Baláž
& Williams, 2004). Like cultural capital, the accumulation of linguistic capital is
influenced by the parents. Parents play an important role as they can encourage
the acquisition of foreign languages by their children from a young age and also
spend additional economic resources on this (Weenink, 2014).

3.4.2 Academic capital
Academic capital can be seen as an institutionalized form of cultural capital which
enables us to analyze the importance of academic credentials in advancing an
individual’s international career within a global hierarchical academic system. The
concept of academic capital has been developed by Bourdieu in his books Homo
Academicus (1988) and The State Nobility (1996) and relates to a person’s total
years of schooling, the field of study and the academic quality and the status of all
educational institutions (s)he attended and obtained a degree from. In order to build
up academic capital, the cultural capital transmitted within the family is an important
starting point. Academic capital is then developed further in schools and eventually
benefits a person who continues to university and especially those who embark on
an advanced academic career.
The reason why academic capital has been chosen here as a separate concept next
to cultural capital is because it is very useful for studying the trajectories of graduate
students, PhD candidates and early-career academics within the international
academic system. As academic capital is closely related to the academic quality
and status of educational institutions, it helps to analyze academics’ position and
location within a particular hierarchical academic system based on the institutions
they attend(ed). Moreover, the concept of academic capital also denotes the time
and energy they have invested in their academic track record over a large number
of years – from primary to tertiary education – and how the number of publications,
references and conferences attended influence their status position within the
academic hierarchy. In addition, academic capital is easier to measure than cultural
capital, particularly when there is limited empirical evidence on parents’ backgrounds
and the environment in which students grew up in their home country.
Like all forms of capital, academic capital can be converted into other forms of
capital. For instance, a student can draw on his or her educational qualifications
to obtain a scholarship at a prestigious university abroad. In this way (s)he is able
to convert academic capital into economic capital in the form of a monetary
scholarship. It is important to note that building up academic capital and converting
it into economic capital takes more effort and more time than, for instance, receiving
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financial support from parents (Bourdieu, 1988). Academic capital also has more
symbolic forms, as degrees from top-quality institutions bestow certain privileges
on a person and define people’s social identity.

3.4.3 Economic capital
Economic capital also plays a crucial role in education and migration trajectories.
Bourdieu (1986) defines economic capital as assets that are immediately and directly
convertible into money. Economic capital is actually at the root of all other types of
capital but often in a disguised way. For instance, the possession of a degree from a
prestigious private university is associated with a high level of cultural or academic
capital, while attending that university also presupposes a high level of economic
capital, although this fact is often concealed.
In this study the concept of economic capital is used in three ways. First, sociological
research has shown that students who go abroad come predominantly from
families with higher levels of economic capital (Brooks & Waters, 2011; Findlay et
al., 2012). Such families have more resources to pay for extra tutoring classes or
for enrolment in prestigious private educational institutions, which boosts their
child’s academic capital. In a similar vein, students from economically advantaged
families do not need to take on part-time employment while studying, with the
goal of supporting themselves. They can thus dedicate more time to boosting their
academic performance compared to students from lower-class families (Hansen &
Mastekaasa, 2006).
Secondly, from a more geographical perspective, the economic assets to which an
individual has access can be exchanged for money to pay for travel and migration
costs. This type of economic capital can facilitate migration to another country and
influences the range of destinations from which a person can choose (Van Hear,
2014). Research has shown that economic capital can exacerbate inequalities
between migrants (Van Hear, 2004) but also between students: students who go
abroad are usually more advantaged in terms of economic capital compared to
those who study at home. International students might also have more opportunities
to find a well-paid job after graduation thanks to the international education they
enjoyed, thereby using their foreign degree to accumulate more economic capital
(Findlay et al., 2012; Waters, 2012).
Finally, economic capital in the form of scholarships and funded academic positions
is looked at here. Especially for international students from peripheral countries
and less privileged backgrounds, scholarships and funding plays a crucial role in
their ability to take up studies or research in another country. In the near-absence
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of scholarships or funded PhD positions in Iran, this type of economic capital is thus
solely built up abroad. Depending on the country, this economic capital can originate
from both private and public resources but is nearly always transmitted through
universities. It can also take on a variety of forms, such as a partial scholarship,
tuition-fee waiver, research assistantship, full scholarship or fully funded academic
position with all the concomitant terms of employment. As will be shown in later
chapters, the type of scholarship or funded position which students obtain in their
destination country also strongly influences their mobility to other, third countries.

3

3.4.4 Social capital
Social capital can be defined as an individual’s ability to access resources based on
membership in a group. The resources a person is able to mobilize are dependent on
the resources of the different members and on the social relationship between the
individual and other members of the group – which takes time and effort to build up
(Bourdieu, 1986). One important characteristic of social capital is that it is convertible
into cultural and economic capital. For instance, a person can use social contacts to
access employment opportunities within the labor market, thereby converting social
capital into economic capital (Waters, 2009).
Research has shown that social networks are also important in the initiation and
continuation of migration (Massey et al., 1993). A strong social network helps to
make migration a low-risk and low-cost venture and thus increases individuals’ ability
to migrate (Zijlstra & van Liempt, 2017). Social capital can be an especially crucial
resource for migrants who have less economic or cultural capital but still aspire to
reach a certain destination (Van Hear, 2014).
Social factors are also important in the continuation of migration. According to
cumulative causation theory, a person who migrates also influences others to follow suit
(Massey et al., 1993). The out-migration can continue to such an extent that it becomes
a normal thing to do and leads to a culture of migration in particular regions or among
entire groups in society (Kandel & Massey, 2002). Subsequent chapters will show that
such a culture of migration has also developed at particular universities in Iran.

3.4.5 Mobility capital
The last form of capital that is important in this study is mobility capital. According
to Kaufmann et al. (2004), mobility capital (or motility) links individuals’ ability to be
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geographically mobile with their social mobility.23 The authors consider mobility as a
form of capital because it is an asset that can be exchanged for other forms of capital.
For instance, individuals with larger financial resources might use their economic
capital to travel more easily and thereby overcome certain mobility constraints.
At the same time, the capability to travel to certain destinations can increase the
opportunities and resources to which an individual has access and thus increase his
or her social mobility. An innovative aspect of Kaufmann et al.’s conceptualization
of mobility capital is that it also includes potential movement, in contrast to many
studies that only focus on actual or past movements. Like for Sager (2006), who was
mentioned earlier in this chapter, potential mobility is just as important as revealed
(actual) mobility and is an important aspect of mobility freedom. Both potential
and actual mobility can be seen as an asset or form of capital, although individuals
and groups differ in terms of the access, competence and appropriation of this
mobility depending on their social or cultural background. In the context of this study
this means that participants’ migration trajectories are shaped depending on the
mobility capital that they think they have, for instance in regard to the destinations
they can access or whether they can reach those destinations in a direct or only in a
stepwise manner.

3.5 Summing up and looking ahead
This chapter has shown that stepwise migration can be considered as an additional
outcome of the aspirations–capabilities model and thus provides an extra dimension
beyond being mobile or immobile. Stepwise migration, it can be argued, is both an
outcome of individuals’ incapability to move to certain destinations directly, as well as
a matter of choice. In the first case, stepwise migration is the result of a discrepancy
between an individual’s aspirations – expressed through a destination hierarchy –
and individuals’ ability to reach the top of that hierarchy directly. These individual
abilities are strongly related to the forms of capital which individuals can access.
Individuals who engage in stepwise migration are lacking one or more forms of
capital and choose to move to intermediate countries where they can accumulate
additional capital. This diversion can be seen as a temporary spatial substitution of
the destination the migrant wanted to reach initially (de Haas, 2011). In the second
case, migrants might also engage in stepwise migration not as a result of incapability
but because of an aspiration or volition. Stepwise migrants then choose intermediate

23 In their article on mobility capital, Kaufmann et al. (2004) introduce ‘motility’ as a theoretical
construct to measure both spatial and social mobility. Although their conceptualization is
followed here, the term ‘mobility capital’ is used as it is more identifiable as a form of capital.
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countries based on geographic and cultural proximity and the opportunities they
offer for regular back-and-forth movement to the home country.
In the empirical chapters of this study, the various elements of the aspirations–
capabilities model will be used to explore the migration of students and academics
out of Iran.
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Trajectory analysis:
following students
over time and space

CHAPTER 4

4.1 Introduction
This chapter lays out the method of trajectory analysis which I used for carrying
out my research. I start by explaining why I chose this particular research design.
After touching briefly upon methods of data collection, I describe the ways in which I
analyzed the data acquired during this study. The chapter concludes with a reflection
on how my positionality as a researcher might have influenced the data that were
collected and the reporting of the results.

4.2 The trajectory analysis method
….methodological sophistication is required to explore the ways in which
migrant geographies are both made by migrants, and at the same time
embedded in wider social and economic structures which the migrants do not
choose, and which in part define the conditions of their existence (Findlay &
Li, 1999, p.53).
As the quote above illustrates, researchers ought to think critically about the methods
they employ and how these shape the outcomes of the study. When designing this
study I knew I was dealing with a group of young and mobile individuals who often
saw their stay in a certain country as temporary and whose ideas for the future
were often unstable, changing from month to month. I had to find a research
methodology that was able to capture the geographic movements of this group over
a longer period of time. I designed a method called ‘trajectory analysis’. Inspired
by the method of trajectory ethnography (Schapendonk, 2011), trajectory analysis
involves the conducting of multiple interviews with participants at different points
and geographical locations on their trajectories. This enables the researcher to follow
the migration trajectories of individual migrants over a longer period of time and
space and to analyze how they use resources (capital) to navigate global structures
and migration policies.
The next sections explain more about the methods that assisted me in designing
trajectory analysis and go deeper into the geographical and temporal aspects of
the method.
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4.2.1 Research on the move: the choice for mobile methods
Trajectory analysis is an example of a mobile method (Büscher & Urry, 2009). These
methods became popular during the mobilities turn in the 1990s, when a group of
scholars advocated a new mobilities paradigm that criticized the sedentarist and
static underpinnings of social science research (Sheller & Urry, 2006). They argued
that the movement of individuals, objects and ideas are a central aspect of social life.
Moreover, people’s location and their access to mobility can also intensify inequality
within and between societies (Urry, 2007). In terms of migration research, too, classic
conceptions of fieldwork as a prolonged dwelling in one place has led to a focus on
either the places from where migrants originate or the places where they eventually
‘settle’ (Brachet, 2012). Following the mobilities turn, scholars started to question
these linear and bipolar models and demonstrated that migration is not exclusively
geared towards migrant incorporation in the ‘destination country’ (Schapendonk et
al., 2018; Yanasmayan, 2018).
In a methodological sense, mobile methods require researchers to also be ‘on the
move’ to varying degrees – for instance through observing the mobility of others,
engaging in different field sites or actually participating in mobility themselves
(Brachet, 2012; Büscher & Urry, 2009). Marcus (1995) was one of the first and
most influential researchers to adopt such a mobile method with his multi-sited
ethnography. In his study he observed the movements not only of people but
also of things and metaphors, between different research sites. Brachet (2012),
Schapendonk (2011) and Wilson Janssens (2018) are examples of researchers who
actually travelled along with their research participants. Brachet (2012) followed
migrants traveling across the Sahara Desert and noticed, for instance, how
individuals’ accounts about their reasons and plans for migration were subject to
change during the journey. Wilson Janssens (2018) followed the trajectories of four
Central African students who fled an emerging conflict in their home country and
became refugees in Congo-Kinshasa. Schapendonk (2011) followed the trajectories
of sub-Saharan African migrants and showed the friction inherent in their mobility
towards Europe. He argued that a migration trajectory is more than just the journey
between home and host country or in different transit points. Therefore, he designed
a translocal research method whereby he followed migrants between places over a
longer period of time and called his method ‘trajectory ethnography’.
Trajectory analysis, the method that I use for this study, is based on Schapendonk’s
trajectory ethnography but the main difference lies in the method of data collection.
While Schapendonk undertook an ethnographic study of his subjects, trajectory
analysis relies more on semi-structured interviewing with a large number of
research participants. The interviews allowed me to gather a great amount of
information about participants’ social backgrounds and their movements within
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the highly structured international system of higher education and the academic
labor market. Nevertheless, I also combined the interviews with short instances of
participant observation in order to gain a better grasp of the (social) reality in which
my participants lived.
In 2018, a few years after the start of my fieldwork, Schapendonk and his fellow
authors put forward a broader trajectory approach that invites researchers to follow
migrants through time and space – covering different phases of the migration process
and sometimes ending up in unexpected research sites. This trajectory approach is
very much able to follow the twists and turns of migration processes, especially those
of less privileged migrants (Schapendonk et al., 2018). The method of trajectory
analysis used in this study can be seen as an example of this trajectory approach.
Trajectory analysis has two important innovative dimensions regarding time and
space: it allows for a processual approach to migration, covering a wider geographic
scope and a longer period of data collection (King et al., 2006; Mosneaga, 2014).
Below, I elaborate further on the importance of both the geographical and temporal
aspects of the trajectory analysis method and how these guided my empirical research.

4.2.2 Geographic aspects of trajectory analysis
This research is focused on the migration trajectories of participants that span more
than two different countries or locations. A multi-focal research strategy is especially
important when following mobile individuals engaged in complex processes of
stepwise migration (King, 2018; Schapendonk et al., 2018). While Paul (2017) was
one of the first researchers to focus on modern forms of stepwise migration, her
methodology centred on interviewing different migrants in various intermediate
and destination countries. Although her research design was successful in the
a-posteriori classification of stepwise migrants who had already moved to their ‘final’
destinations, the design was not able to analyze whether migrants who still reside in
intermediate countries will eventually move stepwise as well. Her research therefore
faces the challenge of assessing the veracity of participants’ statements about
their future migration intentions. It is exactly this methodological challenge that
trajectory analysis, with its emphasis on following migrants to different locations,
tries to answer.
Geographically speaking, trajectory analysis is an open-ended research design
that has either one or several starting points but provides flexibility in covering
the alternative intermediate and final destination countries to which research
participants move. The movements of participants thus determine the additional
research sites covered, preventing the researcher from certain preconceptions
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about the field and enabling the identification of new migration routes or avenues
for research (Brachet, 2012; Marcus, 1995). A disadvantage of the method,
however, is that it is time-consuming to conduct a full analysis of the social, political
and institutional contexts of all the destinations to which participants move. The
trajectory and experiences of the participant him/herself are therefore taken
as the focal point of the analysis (Boccagni, 2014; King, 2018). This also fits the
narrative methodological stance of this research. The goal of narrative methodology
(McAlpine, 2016) is to understand and document the distinctiveness of individuals’
trajectories and the ways in which they experience (changing) conditions.

4.2.3 Watching how life unfolds: following migrants over time
Another important aspect of trajectory analysis is its temporal and longitudinal
character. I call this study longitudinal because participants were interviewed at
least twice during the course of the study within a period of three years. Conducting
several interviews enabled me to analyze the changes between two points in time.24
Adopting such a longitudinal research design enabled me to follow the trajectories
of participants and observe how their migration intentions changed over time and
whether they turned into a reality or not (De Groot et al., 2011; Lu, 1999; Schapendonk
et al., 2018). This longitudinal dimension was very valuable as many participants were
literally at a crossroads in their lives, making the transition from education to the
(academic) labor market while often moving across international borders at the same
time (King, 2002). The longitudinal approach allowed me to question participants
during crucial phases of their migration decision-making process, when they were
actively reflecting on the pros and cons of certain destinations or waiting for the
result of visa or university entrance decisions. Also, here, narrative methodology
was useful, as it centers on understanding the ‘chronological arc of meaning in an
individual’s experience’ or trajectory, and the ways in which experiences and goals
may shift over time (McAlpine, 2016, p.36).25
The choice of a longitudinal design is based on earlier research whereby I followed
the trajectories of asylum migrants in ‘transit’ (Zijlstra & Van Liempt, 2017). That

24 There is no exact definition of the minimum time length of a longitudinal study. According
to Saldaña (2003) who has written extensively on longitudinal qualitative research, a longitudinal study should be at least nine months but the most important criterium is that the
study aims to analyze change in participants’ behavior.
25 McAlpine’s (2016) study shows similarities with my study. She conducted qualitative longitudinal research on the career trajectories of 100 early-career academics in the UK and
Canada for at least 18 months and 48 academics for 4–6 years. In her narrative methodology, the first level of analysis took place on the basis of individual cases, followed by an
analysis of patterns and themes across cases.
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study taught me a lot about the versatile nature of their movements and that single
or ‘snap-shot’ interviews are unable to grasp the often unexpected outcomes of their
trajectories. Particularly in cases of complex migration trajectories, following people
over an extended period of time makes a profound difference to the eventual results
of the research (King & Raghuram, 2012; Saldaña, 2003).
There are four additional rationales for conducting longitudinal research:
Firstly, longitudinal methods allow researchers to trace the influence of geographic
mobility on participants’ social mobility. As it takes time to build up different forms
of capital, researchers should also try to engage in ‘slow scholarship’ (Leung, 2017).
Secondly, conducting research at one moment in time carries the danger of
presenting a situation as more stable than it actually is and makes it difficult to
incorporate change or unexpected events (Lamont & Swidler, 2014). More frequent
contact enables the researcher to study the effect of contextual and intervening
conditions as well as turning points in participants’ lives (Saldaña, 2003). For instance,
the timing of my fieldwork was fortunate in the sense that I could conduct interviews
before and after various political changes in Turkey and the US in 2016 and 2017
and analyze how these affected the wellbeing and the migration trajectories of the
participants.
A third advantage of longitudinal research on multi-stage migration is that it allows
the researcher to ask questions and observe changes during migrants’ actual
decision-making process. This may lead to very different observations compared
to methods whereby migrants are probed retrospectively about their decision. Both
methods involve challenges, however. While the latter method can cause migrants to
rationalize earlier decisions or apply a sense of inevitability (Lamont & Swidler, 2014;
Schapendonk et al., 2018), the former method carries the danger that the researcher
unintentionally influences the migration decision-making process.
The final rationale for conducting longitudinal research is the possibility to analyze
how certain events and conditions accelerate or decelerate participants’ trajectories
(Saldaña, 2003). For instance, the trajectories of some of the upwardly mobile
participants in my research took a few years longer than those of other participants.
If I had only conducted one interview with each participant at one particular point
in time, I would not have been able to observe the role of social class on the velocity
of migration trajectories.
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4.3 Data collection
The data for this study were collected through interviews and occasional instances
of participant observation. I conducted at least two interviews with each research
participant, often with an interval of one year. In between and after the interviews I
stayed in touch with many participants, either through face-to-face visits in different
countries or through online social media such as Skype, Facebook and WhatsApp. In
total I had 151 interviews with 70 research participants. In addition, I conducted small
instances of participant observation during Iranian parties and events at universities
or participants’ homes.
All interviews and observations took place within a fieldwork period of, in total, three
years. Fieldwork was divided into two rounds in Turkey, the Netherlands and the US,
with an interval of roughly one year between two rounds. The exact fieldwork periods
are presented in Table 4.1.
All interviews had a semi-structured character. For each, I used an interview guide,
including questions on participants’ background in Iran, their reasons for going
abroad, their choice of certain countries or universities, their life in their current
country of residence and their future migration plans. The interviews were semistructured and the order, importance and time given to each question were adjusted
on the basis of participants’ profile and narrative. An example of the interview guide
used for participants in Turkey can be found in Appendix 1.

Table 4.1 Periods of fieldwork in different countries

Periods of
fieldwork

Turkey

Orientation in

2013, 2014,

the field

March and Oct.

The Netherlands

The United
States

Other European
countries

May–Dec. 2017

2015
1st round

June 2016

July 2016

January 2017

2nd round

June 2017

August–Nov. 2017

February 2018

August 2018
August 2019

Almost all participants agreed to me recording the interview using a voice-recorder;
just six preferred me to take notes. Most interviews, especially in the first round, were
face-to-face and lasted between one and two hours. Interviews often took place in
cafés, on university campuses or in participants’ homes. After the first round, several
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participants moved stepwise to other countries or returned to Iran. The ones who
moved to the US, the Netherlands or other European countries were interviewed faceto-face in their new country of residence. When a separate trip to participants’ new
countries was not feasible, they were interviewed via Skype and other digital means.
There were 11 participants in the research with whom I had more regular contact and
multiple conversations between the interviews. Most of them lived in other countries.
These chats and conversations, via phone or various social media such as Facebook,
Viber and Whatsapp, were also included in the data. The character of multi-sited
fieldwork and the intensive relationship with some participants, did mean that I was
never out of the field and that data collection was not limited to certain periods of
fieldwork but continued back home (Schapendonk, 2011).
I also used a longitudinal approach for the analysis of the data (for an extended
guide on conducting longitudinal research, please see Saldaña, 2003). I carefully
kept track of the dates of interviews and chats and of important changes that I
observed – whether it was a change in participants’ opinions about a certain topic,
their retrospective framing of a certain event or a change in their decision-making
about their migration or career plans. I also analyzed these changes in relation to
political and economic events in the countries which they migrated from or to or to
which they were planning to migrate.
In terms of confidentiality and anonymity, I explained to all the participants the goal
of the research and the conditions for participation. All those whom I approached,
except two, agreed to take part in the study. This indicates that it was very easy for me
to find participants. Some explicitly mentioned that they wanted to do the interview
in order to counter the negative image of Iranians in the media as radically Islamic,
backward and angry with the West. They tried to compensate for this negative image
by showing their high level of education, cultural sophistication and openness to
Western culture (Karimi & Bucerius, 2018).
All participants were told that they could decide to end their participation at any
time. One participant stated she did not want to continue with a second interview
and three others did not respond to my request for a second interview.
I assured participants that the information they provided would be treated as
confidential and with caution. I explained that I would not present their personal
characteristics in such a way that it would be possible to trace their identities.
Six participants asked for the opportunity to check their own statements in the
dissertation and in written articles before publication and corrections were made
to safeguard their anonymity. Confidentiality was important in this study because
many of my research participants knew each other and because of the restrictive
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political conditions and developments in Iran, Turkey and the US (Glasius et al., 2017).
Many participants had left Iran partly for political reasons and most of them still
frequently went back to Iran to visit their families.
The political atmosphere in Turkey also grew more restrictive during the course of my
fieldwork in 2016 and 2017. Although no one in my research was directly affected by
the developments, I chose to be extra vigilant during my second round of fieldwork
in Turkey and refrained from expressing any political opinions, online or offline,
that could have consequences for me or my participants. In 2017 and 2018, the US
introduced various measures to restrict the mobility of Iranians. In order to protect
myself and my research participants I did not disclose to the US government the
reason for my visit during the two rounds of fieldwork and ensured that I did not take
any sensitive information about my participants with me during my trip.

4

4.4 Data analysis
All recorded interviews were transcribed into English using a voice recognition
program called Nuance Dragon Naturally Speaking. This increased the speed of
transcription considerably. The data were analyzed in three different ways: creating
narrative summaries, setting up a thematic framework analysis and coding interviews
for literal quotes.
Firstly, I used the narrative approach (McAlpine, 2016) to make chronological
summaries of the social and educational backgrounds and migration trajectories
of each participant. These summaries contained a short description of participants’
place of birth, family background, school and university career and migration
trajectory. Summaries were updated after each interview or important observation.
They helped me to prepare the follow-up interview with the same participant, as I
could quickly read over his or her trajectory and formulate questions on that basis.
The advantage of making individual narrative summaries is that it places the focus on
the individual and his or her distinct trajectory and helps to uncover possible changes
that take place in participants’ career goals and migration decision-making. Moreover,
summaries are helpful in finding gaps or inconsistencies in participants’ stories and
trajectories, which gives rise to new or clarifying questions in the next interview.
In a second round of analysis, participants’ summaries formed the basis for a more
thematic analysis of the data, with the goal of identifying patterns, differences
and similarities between their trajectories. For this study, a thematic framework
analysis was set up. Framework analysis is very apt for structuring large amounts
of qualitative data and for categorizing it in a thematic way (Ritchie & Spencer,
1994). I chose to conduct a framework analysis because of the large number of
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interviews and variables, as my research stretches across multiple countries. I set
up a large spreadsheet with all participants on the vertical axis and all variables
on the horizontal axis. There were several groups of variables, for instance related
to participants’ personal characteristics (age, gender, place of birth, etc.) and to
their trajectory (year they left Iran, countries of residence, enrolled universities,
etc.) and thematic variables (reason for leaving Iran, amount of capital, etc.). The
framework analysis made it easy to gain an overview of all participants in the
study and to cross-reference certain data. For instance, the framework assisted in
observing relationships between the university attended in Iran and the countries to
which participants subsequently migrated. To give an idea of the framework analysis
method, I included a partial and anonymized framework as Appendix 3.
Finally, the content of all my interviews and fieldnotes was coded with the help of
MaxQDA software. Through this coding process, the literal statements and quotes
of participants were collected and categorized with the goal of using them to
support arguments or explain participants’ points of view in written articles and the
thesis. The coding also led to a code list whereby codes were grouped according to
important themes (e.g. stepwise migration, destination hierarchy, discrimination)
and particular countries (Iran, Turkey, the Netherlands and the US) and on the basis
of the individual participant. Codes belonging to countries were subdivided into a
number of general themes that were similar for all countries and those themes which
were specific to a particular country. This code list also proved helpful in structuring
the content of the different chapters of the thesis. The entire code list can be found
in Appendix 2.

4.4.1 Assessing participants’ levels of capital
The framework analysis also contains information on the economic, cultural,
academic, social and mobility capital of each participant. The level of capital
assigned to participants is based on interview data, participant observation and
contextual evidence as far as possible but remains partly subject to the researcher’s
own interpretation. To make the analytical process as transparent as possible, I
explain here how I measured each form of capital.
In this study, participants’ economic and cultural capital is firstly based on the levels
of economic and cultural capital of their parents and siblings. During the interviews I
gathered data on the educational level and occupation of participants’ parents and
siblings and the level of educational support they provided in both ‘cultural’ terms
(e.g. helping with homework) and economic terms (e.g. paying for private schools
or classes).
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To categorize participants’ families on the basis of their economic and cultural capital,
I used Hansen and Mastekaasa’s (2006) class scheme – see Table 3. This scheme is
based on Bourdieu’s (1986) theory on cultural and economic capital and distinguishes
both horizontal and vertical class differences on the basis of 10 occupational groups.
To assess the levels of transmitted cultural and economic capital, I assigned both the
fathers and the mothers of all participants to these occupational groups. The original
class scheme did not include non-working mothers, although half of the participants
had a mother who stayed at home. I therefore added the categories of ‘housewife –
higher educated’ and ‘housewife – lower educated’. Although Iranian women do not
always work outside the home due to restrictions on the Iranian labor market and
due to cultural values (Rezai-Rashti & Moghadam, 2011) mothers’ cultural capital is
very important in influencing their children’s educational choices and the support
which they provide for their children.

4

Table 3. Class scheme by Hansen & Mastekaasa (2006), with my own addition of two
categories (11 and 12) of housewife for the case of Iran

Occupational group Examples of professions

Cultural Economic

1

Business

Managers of firms, business executives

-

++

2

Professional

Higher-grade and university teachers

++

+

3

Public high

Higher-level engineers, high-level
public officials

+

++

4

Private medium

Sales or personnel managers,
medium-level engineers

-

+

5

Public medium

Teachers, nurses, public sector office
workers

+

-

6

Shopkeepers

Small business managers

-

+

7

Lower employees

Lower-level office workers, shop assistants

-

-

8

Farmers

Farmers, fish farmers, skippers

-

+

9

Skilled workers &
service employees

Skilled factory workers

+

-

Unskilled factory workers

-

-

11 Housewife – higher
educated

+

-

12 Housewife – lower
educated

-

-

10 Unskilled workers
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It should be emphasized, however, that research that analyzes class within Iranian
families is very scarce (Fathi, 2018) and could therefore not be used as a reference
point in my research. I nevertheless attempted to draw an accurate picture of
participants’ family background by cross-checking parents’ occupations and the
educational level and occupations of siblings with possible other statements on
participants’ family resources and with statistical information on Iran’s class structure
(Behdad & Nomani, 2002). For reasons of brevity, the 12 occupational groups are
divided into and referred to as higher, middle and lower class at later points in
the research.
As subcategories of family cultural capital, I also gathered data about the presence
of transnational cultural capital within the family (Weenink, 2014). This was mainly
done through questions on whether the participant had parents, siblings or other
family members who lived abroad (then or in the past) or the number of trips to
countries outside Iran. I also asked whether family members had taken action to
prepare the participant for studying abroad – for instance, through sending the child
to private English classes from an early age.
Attending English classes also formed an important basis for assessing participants’
linguistic capital. However, I also considered the knowledge of the AzerbaijaniTurkish language as an important form of linguistic capital for participants of
Azerbaijani-Turkish ethnic background, especially for those who moved to Turkey.
This assessment of linguistic capital was supplemented by participants’ or my
personal evaluation of participants’ language skills. For instance, if a participant
preferred to give an interview in Turkish because of a self-assessed lack of English
language skills, I would assess the participant as having low English linguistic capital
but high Turkish linguistic capital.
Another important form of capital that needed to be assessed is academic capital
(Bourdieu, 1988, 1996). I assessed participants’ academic capital by listing the
educational institutions which they attended in Iran and abroad. Subsequently
I estimated the academic capital which the participant was likely to accrue by
having graduated from that institution. For primary and secondary education, this
estimation was based on the type of school (state, private or special Sampad or
Nemuneh schools for gifted children) and its location (urban or rural). For universities,
the estimation was based on university rankings according to the website Ranking
Web of Universities. Although this ranking is not as well-known as, for instance,
the Shanghai or THE ranking, the advantage is that it includes the ranking of all
universities in Iran and Turkey.26 Based on this ranking, I categorized the top 10

26 http://www.webometrics.info/en/Asia_es/Iran and http://www.webometrics.info/en/
Europe/Turkey
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universities in Iran as ‘top-ranking’, universities placed between 10th and 40th
place as ‘medium-ranking’ and those below 40 as ‘low-ranking’. In Turkey almost
all participants attended universities which were, according to the Ranking Web of
Universities, included in the top 10 although, in my analysis, I made a clear distinction
between privately funded and state-funded top-ranking universities.
Participants’ social capital was assessed by asking them how they gathered
information on destinations and universities in other countries, as well as information
and assistance on how to access these destinations. For instance, I asked if the
participant had family members, friends or fellow students who went abroad,
whether they had received any advice from them and how this affected their own
decision-making. I also asked participants about their social networks in the current
country of residence and whether this influenced their decision to stay, return or
move on.
Finally, I assessed participants’ mobility capital (in terms of their actual mobility)
by asking them whether they had visited any other countries – either from Iran or
from their current country of residence – and whether those trips had influenced
their decision to move to a certain destination. As I stayed in contact with many
participants for several years, I also asked them how they viewed their potential
mobility, for instance based on the result of visa applications they had made.

4.5 Reflection on my positioning as a researcher
In the final section of this chapter I reflect on how my role and positionality as a
researcher affected the data collection and analysis. In multi-sited research
settings, adhering to principles of self-reflexivity is more challenging because the
researcher traverses different settings and contexts in which (s)he is also positioned
differently (Boccagni, 2014). In this section I therefore carefully reflect on those (dis)
similarities and (in)equality in position and trajectories between me and my research
participants that might have influenced the collection and analysis of the data.

4.5.1 Similarity: building rapport
The fact that this research focuses mostly on people who are, like myself, students
and academics in the early phase of their (academic) career, greatly facilitated
my finding and interviewing participants. These similarities made it easy for me to
build a rapport with the participants. During the interviews I could display a genuine
interest in and understanding of the issues they were dealing with. Although some
scholars suggest that conducting research on other academics can result in serious
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resistance (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007), I did not come across this at all. I found
it easy to conduct interviews with academics because they considered my research
topic to be relevant, offered helpful insights and expressed the desire to share
their own experiences with a wider audience. This confirms my assumption that
the research was very close to the life-worlds of my participants and can thus be
considered authentic (Bryman, 2016).
Moreover, the fact that I was a Dutch woman who had studied the Persian language
and had extensive knowledge of Iran turned out to be an advantage during the
research. Unlike other scholars researching Iranian students, such as Akış-Kalayıoğlu
in Turkey (2016) or Karimi & Bucerius in Germany and the Netherlands (2018), I
experienced no problems with finding participants or building up trust with them.
I believe the reasons behind this were twofold. On the one hand, my interest in Iran
and knowledge of Persian was much appreciated by the participants and made them
more willing to participate in the research, particularly in light of the often negative
images of Iran in the mainstream media and the lack of knowledge about the country
in Western societies. It is nevertheless conceivable that this led participants to paint
a more positive picture of themselves and of Iran during the interviews, in order to
counter the negative perceptions of Iran that are present in some countries.
On the other hand, my position as a Dutch citizen made me an outsider in the Iranian
students’ community, especially during fieldwork in the US and Turkey. However,
the fact that I had insider knowledge on Iran made me a ‘trusted outsider’ and this
proved to be beneficial for my research (Bucerius, 2013; Hammersly & Atkinson, 2007;
Kelly, 2013). Doing interviews with Iranians residing in Turkey and the US meant that
we were both considered ‘foreigners’ and I felt this made it easier for participants
to talk about their disagreement or confusion about political developments taking
place there.

4.5.2 Reflection on potential biases in interpreting the data
What was more difficult was to avoid a bias in my personal and political views when
interviewing participants in my own country, the Netherlands. During interviews in
Turkey and the US, I was not personally offended if participants expressed negative
opinions on their countries of residence. However, it was more challenging for me
when it came to their critiques of the Netherlands and particularly of Dutch migration
and refugee policies. This was especially the case with several participants who
criticized the Netherlands’ welcoming attitude towards refugees in 2015 and 2016
and differentiated themselves from refugees ‘who are not useful for society and do
not have as many talents as we have’. Nevertheless, I tried to establish confirmability
by not letting my own values hinder the interpretation of findings. I did this by not
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expressing my own opinion during the interviews, as my goal was to learn about their
opinion on the matter and not to distort the findings. Nevertheless, I made sure to
take notes about these instances of disagreement in order to be aware of my own
potential biases.

4.5.3 Inequality in mobility
Following participants to different countries also affected my own personal
development and journey over the course of several years (Saldaña, 2003). One point
that made my situation different from that of the participants was the fact that I have
a Dutch passport, with all the accompanying advantages and mobility rights (Mau,
2010). In the case of the US, for instance, most Iranians had to wait for months to get
a US visa, while I had a visa waiver and could even use the same ESTA authorization
for two of my subsequent trips to the US. However, none of the participants asked
me for help by virtue of my Dutch passport – for instance, through arranging visa
invitations to the Netherlands for them.
A potential consequence of my position as a Dutch and European citizen was that my
contact with participants might influence their migration decision-making in favor
of the Netherlands. This was especially the case in Turkey, from where a number of
participants were hoping to migrate to Western Europe. The fact that I was from the
Netherlands gave them an accessible contact in that country, a person whom they
approached for advice. Throughout the research period, five participants also visited
the Netherlands to participate in a conference or summer school or for holidays. I
thought that it would be interesting to meet them in the Netherlands as well, as this
would give yet another opportunity to follow them during part of their trajectory and
obtain more insights about their migration decision-making and mobility capital.
Of course, meeting participants during such trips also carried possible bias. I often
showed these participants around different cities in the Netherlands and, in some
cases, this might have put a spotlight on the Netherlands as a possible destination.
Although the effect that researchers have on participants cannot be entirely avoided
and does not necessarily damage the validity of the findings, I nevertheless tried to
be reflexive on my own position and possible influence on participants.
In the end, my fear of influencing participants’ trajectory did not materialize.
Although they often mentioned the Netherlands as a possible destination, by
the end of the data collection period none of them had actually migrated to the
Netherlands because they had been in contact with me. There were four participants
who moved from Turkey to the Netherlands and, although I had met most of them
already in Turkey, they were not officially included in my research until they moved
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to the Netherlands. It is thus unlikely that my research influenced their migration
decision-making.

4.5.4 Between friend and research participant
A final point for reflection concerns my personal relations with the participants I
interviewed. My first acquaintance with the field began in October 2013, when I met
a group of Iranian students in Turkey. This meant the start of a friendship with several
participants. This continued after the start of my fieldwork and often grew stronger
because of the many visits and talks I had with them, even if they moved to another
country. I also developed friendships with several participants in the Netherlands.
In total there were about 11 participants with whom I was in more regular contact
than with others.
In qualitative research, the line between friend and researcher can become blurred
(Schapendonk, 2011) and this carries potential advantages and disadvantages. On
the positive side, my friendly relations with some participants made them more willing
to do interviews with me and give me frequent updates about their trajectory and
migration decision-making. I believe that these participants, through their sharing
of more personal details about their life, made the data obtained much richer and
more detailed. However, possible vulnerabilities of developing friendships in the field
are created by role confusion; for instance, when the researcher ‘forgets’ that (s)he
is a researcher and acts more as a friend or insider (Bucerius, 2013). I consciously
tried to avoid this by constantly restating my role as a researcher – for instance,
by asking questions and mentioning that these questions were interesting for my
research or by explicitly requesting that they allow me to take notes or turn on the
voice recorder if the participant said something that I considered to be of great
interest to my research.
Another possible disadvantage is that the researcher becomes too familiar with
certain participants and cannot create enough distance to question some of their
attitudes or behaviors (Bucerius, 2013). During my research I tried to counter this
development by taking field notes and reflecting on my observations. What also
helped me to keep a sense of distance was the fact that most of the participants with
whom I had more friendly relations were living in Turkey or other countries. Moreover,
these participants only formed a small subset of the entire sample of 70 participants,
which made it easier to contextualize and compare their attitudes and behaviors
with those of the other participants in the study.
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4.6 Summing up and looking ahead
In this chapter I have described the method of trajectory analysis used for this study,
explained the strategies I used for collecting and analyzing the data and reflected
on my own positionality during the research. In the next chapter I discuss the choice
of research sites within this study and I provide an overview of the characteristics of
the research participants.
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CHAPTER 5

5.1 Introduction
This chapter starts by outlining the choice of the main research sites of this study and
gives a brief overview of the trajectories of the research participants between the
different countries. After explaining the selection of research participants in each
site, the chapter delves deeper into the personal characteristics of the 70 Iranian
students and academics who participated in this research. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of potential biases in the selection and characteristics of the
research participants.

5.2 Choice of research sites
There were three main starting points for the selection of research participants:
Turkey, the Netherlands and the United States, where Turkey and the Netherlands
were important intended intermediate countries and the US was considered a
destination country by most participants. This section explains the choice of these
main three research sites and provides a brief overview of the trajectories of the
participants in each site.27
While visiting Turkey in 2013, I accidentally came into contact with some Iranian
students who indicated that they wanted to move stepwise from Turkey to Europe
and North America. These encounters formed the starting point of this study. While
carrying out my research there, I found that the majority of Iranians in Turkey planned
to move stepwise to other countries, although only a minority eventually did so.
Another factor that made Turkey an interesting research site is its attraction for
students with an Iranian-Azerbaijani ethnic background (Sadri & Chaichian, 2018).
The commonalities in language and culture facilitates these students’ adjustment
process in Turkey and might increase their chances of remaining there after graduation.
Turkey is the largest research site in this study, as I met and interviewed more than
half of my sample there. I conducted interviews there with Iranians who were enrolled
at or had graduated from different state and private universities in Ankara and
Istanbul. I interviewed 36 Iranians in total, of whom 21 were still in Turkey or returned
to Iran before the end of the fieldwork period. Fifteen Iranians moved stepwise from
Turkey to Europe or the US.

27 Although Turkey, the Netherlands and the US attract a significant number of Iranian students, these sites and the students interviewed in them are not representative of all Iranian
students going abroad. The top 10 popular destinations for Iranian students in the past
decade also include Malaysia, the UK, Canada, Italy and Germany (Nafari et al., 2017;
Trines, 2017a).
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The Netherlands was selected as a second research site, particularly as it is one of
the European countries that has witnessed an increased popularity among Iranian
students and academics in the past years (Nuffic, 2015). The Netherlands occupies a
middle position between Turkey and the US in Iranian students’ destination hierarchy,
making it suitable for inclusion in this study also in terms of its geographical distance
from Iran. Moreover, the flexible migration policies for students and high-skilled migrants
makes the Netherlands an interesting case to compare and contrast with the US.
In the Netherlands I conducted interviews with Iranians who were enrolled at or had
graduated from different state universities, of which the Technical University of
Delft was the most prominent one. I interviewed 17 individuals in total, of whom 11
had moved to the Netherlands directly from Iran and six had engaged in stepwise
migration from or to other countries.
The United States was chosen as the third research site, as Iranian students and
other migrants have considered it a top destination since the 1950s (Ghorashi,
2002; Mobasher, 2012). The number of Iranian students going to the US peaked in
particular after the 2009 Green Movement (Trines, 2017b). In the US I conducted
interviews with individuals who were enrolled in or had graduated from universities in
four different states: California, Texas, Arizona and Illinois. These states were chosen
based on the place of residence of stepwise student migrants who had moved to the
US through Turkey or Europe. In each of the states, additional participants were
recruited who had moved directly to the US – 10 of the 18 individuals I interviewed –
while eight had moved stepwise to the US via Turkey or Europe.
Most of the stepwise participants in this study were ‘followed’ to the third country
to which they moved after Iran. I conducted physical follow-up interviews with 13 of
the 28 stepwise participants in the Netherlands, the US, Sweden, Germany, Norway
and the United Kingdom. Sometimes it was not possible to visit stepwise participants
physically, so instead I interviewed them through Skype or social media.28 This was
the case for four participants who moved stepwise to Singapore, Portugal, Sweden
and Switzerland. The remaining 11 stepwise participants had already moved (long)
before I met them.

28 I also could not physically follow up with the participants who returned to Iran although I
stayed in touch with them through social media. One participant who returned to Iran made
several return visits to the Netherlands and I met him several times there.
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5.3 Participants’ trajectories
Table 4 presents an overview of the trajectories of the participants in the research.
All 70 participants in this study are divided into three categories, namely direct,
crosswise and stepwise student migrants. I will explain this categorization below.
The term direct student migrants is used for students who directly moved to a
country that is considered to have a high position in Iranian participants’ destination
hierarchy: in this research this mostly counts for participants who moved29 to the US
or the Netherlands. Moving ‘directly’ means that students went from Iran to the US
or the Netherlands and did not reside in an intermediate country like Turkey in the
meantime, nor did they move to a third country after having resided in the US or the
Netherlands during the timeframe of this study.
Crosswise student migrants are students who moved directly from Iran to a country
that is considered to be low in the destination hierarchy of most Iranian participants.
Like Turkey,30 this is typically a country that is often viewed as an intermediate step
towards a place higher in the destination hierarchy. In the case of crosswise student
migrants, however, their plans to move stepwise to a third country did not materialize
during the timeframe of the research. This is either because the students were not
successful in moving onwards or because they forewent their stepwise migration
plans and decided to stay in the intended intermediate country.
The third category of stepwise student migrants refers to those who resided in
two or more different countries after their departure from Iran. The focus in this
research is on those stepwise students who made an incremental move between
countries that can be considered an upward climb based on the personal destination
hierarchy of the participant (Paul, 2015). The largest group of participants moved
from Turkey to a Western European country or the United States, while a few moved
from a European country to the United States or Canada. Both of these movements
are considered incremental. There were also six participants who moved from a
European country to the Netherlands or vice versa, for instance from Germany to
the Netherlands. Considering their similarity in economic and cultural conditions,

29 ‘Moving’ relates to a migratory relocation to another country with the goal of studying or
working and by finding a quite fixed place to live. Short holiday and business trips to other
countries and temporary visits back to Iran are not considered as migratory moves.
30 Like Turkey, Malaysia is another (intended) intermediary destination for Iranian students
and was especially popular between 2005 and 2012. Based on a short instance of fieldwork in Malaysia in 2018, I believe that Turkey took over Malaysia’s role as an intermediate
country around 2010–2012 for several reasons. For more information, please see Knight &
Morshidi (2011) and Kheir & Zijlstra (forthcoming).
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these countries usually occupy similar positions in participants’ destination hierarchy
and their moves are therefore not considered incremental.
Table 4 presents the trajectories of all students based on the categories of direct,
crosswise and stepwise student migrants, with stepwise students being divided in
four subcategories. Although the trajectories of the last two categories of stepwise
students are very diverse in terms of the countries to which they moved, they are
deliberately grouped together for reasons of clarity and confidentiality.
Table 4. Overview of research participants’ trajectories

Participants
Type of trajectory

No.

%

Direct student migrants

21

30

Direct: Iran–the Netherlands

11

Direct: Iran–United States

10

Crosswise student migrants

21

Crosswise: Iran–Turkey

21

Stepwise student migrants

28

Stepwise: via Turkey to Europe

10

Stepwise: via Turkey to the United States

4

Stepwise: via European country to the Netherlands and vice versa

6

Stepwise: other trajectories (via Europe to the US or from the US/Canada to

8

5
30

40

Turkey or the Netherlands)
Total no. of participants

70

5.4 Characteristics of the research participants
This study is based on the trajectories and experiences of 70 Iranians who left their
home country to study or carry out research abroad. This section elaborates on the
personal characteristics of the research participants, such as their academic degree,
field of study, gender, age, ethnicity and socio-economic background. It starts with
an explanation of how participants were selected and then provides a reflection on
the representativeness of the sample in relation to the general Iranian international
student population.
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5.4.1 Selection of research participants
For the selection of participants, I chose to approach potential candidates through
a number of different avenues: Iranian student gatherings at the campuses of
(technical) universities; online social networking sites (Facebook), snowballing,
personal contacts and key figures as well as searching university staff pages. The
motivation behind these methods was that it allowed for a purposeful sampling of
a particular group – namely Iranians in the field of science and engineering – who
came to one of the three destination countries as students or academics and showed
variation in terms of their career phase, gender, social background and ethnicity.
I particularly chose to also use social networking sites and snowballing because
it would also allow me to include Iranians who had already graduated from their
university or who had left academia. Although the methods I adopted excluded the
possibility of a sample that was representative in any way, I consciously decided to
combine these different ways of approaching participants. Below I describe this
process in more detail.
I started my fieldwork in Turkey, where I had already met a small number of
participants while on earlier trips, mostly on university campuses in Istanbul and
Ankara. Through these contacts I became actively involved in the social networks
of Iranian students, particular at Koç University in Istanbul, which had an active
and vibrant Iranian community at the time of my fieldwork there. These gatherings
formed the starting point of my fieldwork. Around 10 participants were found
through attending Iranian social events and student parties organized within this
community – for instance celebrating Iranian holidays like Nowruz and Yalda night.
In the Netherlands I also found one participant through an event organized by an
Iranian student association.
I was, however, conscious of the fact that not all Iranian students attend such events.
There are a number of reasons for this, including their age and life style, because they
are not involved in the community or because they oppose the mingling of genders
and the use of alcohol due to their Islamic religion. Therefore, I also made sure to
include participants who were less likely to attend such parties, for instance through
approaching potential participants on university campuses.
I also posted calls to various Facebook groups targeted at Iranian students in the
Netherlands, Turkey and the US. This strategy was especially successful in the
Netherlands, where I found 10 out of my 20 participants through Facebook. Based
on the number of members in these groups, ranging from a few hundred to upwards
of 12,000, my assumption is that Facebook is quite popular among Iranians living in
the three main research sites. Although the participants found through Facebook
were diverse in terms of their place of residence, field of study or work status, I am
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aware that this strategy only helped me to find Iranians who were active members
of Facebook and who identified themselves as part of an ‘Iranian’ online community.
One quarter of the participants were found through snowballing via other research
participants. Snowballing was a method that I used in countries and cities where
I did not know many people and only had a short time to carry out my fieldwork,
notably Turkey and the US. Snowballing has clear disadvantages as well, as
the method makes it difficult to ascertain whether participants are in any way
representative of the whole Iranian student population in that particular context.
In addition, snowballing might have resulted in bias in the sense that I more often
recruited participants who were similar to myself in terms of characteristics such
as age, gender, middle-class identity and interest in pursuing an academic career.
Nevertheless, by combining snowballing with other methods of selection, I attempted
to create a more varied sample.
One fifth of my participants were recruited through my own personal or professional
contacts and through two key figures – both Iranians who helped me to find
participants in contexts where I did not (yet) have an extensive network myself.
While reflecting on the participants recruited after the first round of fieldwork, I
realized that there were only a few mid-career academics (such as postdocs and
assistant professors) included in the study, as it had proven difficult to find them
through my own network or on social media. Therefore, I browsed through the staff
pages of various university websites to find Iranian-sounding names. This was also
useful in assessing the number of Iranian staff members beyond the postdoctoral
level. After emailing potential participants, I received positive answers from three
assistant professors in the Netherlands and Turkey. The downside to finding midcareer academics through university websites was that I could only find academics
who had an official university position at that time. I could, nevertheless, include
several mid-career academics who were out of work, as I had met them through my
own personal contacts or through snowballing.
All in all, I do not claim that the participants in this research are in any way
representative of all Iranian students in the three main research sites but I have
nevertheless tried to adopt purposeful sampling in order to achieve diversity in the
sample, for instance in terms of the students’ background, gender, life styles and the
universities in which they were enrolled.
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5.4.2 Academic degree
All my research participants left Iran to pursue an academic degree abroad. They
left Iran at different times during their educational career and experienced various
career transitions. As a result, the sample includes students and academics from
different degree levels, ranging from those with/studying for a Bachelor’s degree
to those who were assistant professors. This was a conscious choice, as it allowed
me to analyze the opportunities and obstacles in participants’ career progression.
The largest group of participants, however, were PhD candidates at the time of my
research: going abroad to do a PhD was a fairly common strategy among the Iranians
whom I met during my fieldwork.
Table 5 presents an overview of the academic degrees and positions of participants
in the study, indicating the highest degree program that participants were enrolled
in or had obtained. As can be seen, participants in Turkey have various degree
levels, including a Bachelor’s (BA), a Master’s (MA) and a doctorate or PhD, while
the Iranians in the Netherlands, the US and those who migrated stepwise very often
continued right up to PhD or postdoctoral level.

Table 5. Overview of the academic degree and trajectory of the research participants

Highest degree

Turkey

Netherlands

US

or position

(direct)

(direct)

(direct)

Step-wise

Total

%

Bachelor’s

3

-

-

1

4

6

Master’s

7

3

-

4

14

20

PhD

8

3

8

13

32

46

Postdoctoral researcher

2

5

2

5

14

20

Assistant professor

1

-

-

5

6

8

11

10

28

70

100

Total number of

21

participants

5.4.3 Academic field
As explained in the introduction, I chose to focus my research on students and
researchers in the field of science and engineering, who comprise more than 80
per cent of the sample. As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, engineers in different
sub-disciplines form two-thirds of the total sample. The sample also includes
six Iranians who were involved in urban planning and architecture, fields closely
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related to engineering. Three individuals originally had a background in science and
engineering but then switched to the social sciences.

Figure 2. Overview of the academic discipline of all research participants
ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE
Medical sciences

		

4%

Social sciences

4%

Architecture

Engineering

9%

69%

Natural sciences

14%

5

Figure 3. Overview of the engineering subdisciplines of engineers in the sample
ENGINEERING SUBDISCIPLINE
Medical
sciences
		

8%

Industrial

14%
Civil

17%

Environmental

6%

Computer

19%

Chemical

19%

Mechanical

17%
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5.4.4 Participants’ age and departure from Iran
The fact that most participants in this study were PhD candidates or PhD graduates is
also clearly reflected in their age profile. Most participants left Iran in 2013, when they
were in their late 20s. In the year that I conducted most of the data analysis (2018),
the average and median age of all participants was 33. The youngest participant in
the research was 23 and the oldest were 51 and 68 years old.
When comparing participants’ age profiles in terms of their current country of
residence, participants in Turkey had left their home country at a relatively young age
(average age 25), while students in the US left Iran when they were a few years older
(average age 28). This not only reflects the different degree levels in which they were
enrolled but, as will be seen in Chapter 10 on the US, this is also related to the longer
timeframe which some Iranian students needed to prepare their move to the US.

5.4.5 Family background and ethnicity
To determine the family backgrounds of participants, I used the class scheme
developed by Hansen & Mastekaasa (2006), which I explained in Chapter 4. Based on
this scheme, participants were ‘assigned’ to one of three types of family background.
Approximately one third of the participants came from internationally oriented
families with high levels of economic and transnational cultural capital, a quarter
came from career-oriented families with high economic but lower transnational
cultural capital and two-fifths came from upwardly mobile families with low levels
of economic and transnational cultural capital. This means both that almost twothirds of the participants came from backgrounds with high economic capital and
that the sample is probably not representative in comparison to all Iranians in this age
group. Although studies that analyze social class in Iranian families are very scarce
(Fathi, 2018) and I was not able to find statistics on the class backgrounds of Iran’s
student population, the impression from my fieldwork is that Iranians participating in
higher education (and particularly those who go abroad) are more often drawn from
families with higher economic capital. I will elaborate further on this in Chapter 6.
Concerning participants’ geographic and ethnic background, three-quarters of the
sample grew up in urban areas while the remainder grew up in rural areas or small
towns. This is consistent with the overall rate of urbanization in Iran (Roudi et al.,
2017). It is important to note that participants’ place of birth is related to their family
background: while participants from internationally and career-oriented families
originate almost exclusively from urban areas, one third of the upwardly mobile
participants grew up in rural areas.
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The sample also shows variations in terms of ethnicity. Iran itself is a multi-ethnic
state, although not all ethnic groups enjoy the same right to express their ethnic
identity and this can sometimes be the push factor in their migration out of Iran
(Bradley, 2007). In this study, more than half of the participants consider themselves
to be of the dominant Persian ethnicity, while 40 per cent are Azerbaijani Turkish and
4 per cent Kurdish. With the exception of a higher number of Azerbaijani Turks, my
sample roughly corresponds to the ethnic make-up of Iran, which consists of 50–60
per cent Persians, 25–35 per cent Azerbaijani Turks, 7 per cent Kurds and smaller
groups like Arabs, Lors and Turkmens (Shaffer, 2000). Most of the Azerbaijani Turks
in this study migrated to or stepwise through Turkey, as there are many similarities in
language and culture between Turkey and the Azerbaijani regions of Iran.

5.4.6 Gender, relationship and family status
One third of the research participants were female, which is fairly consistent with the
percentage of female engineering students in Iran. In recent decades, the number
and ratio of female university students in Iran increased tremendously and, in many
fields such as medicine, the arts, humanities and basic sciences, women now account
for two-thirds of all students. However, engineering remains a somewhat maledominated discipline and, in 2007–08 women accounted for only 27 per cent of all
Iranian engineering students. The number of female faculty members also remains
shockingly low at 17 per cent, suggesting a serious lack of career prospects for female
academics in Iran (Mehran, 2009). It is, however, difficult to find detailed statistics
about the number of Iranian women studying abroad, although the sources I found
are comparable with my sample. For instance, in the US, females make up roughly
one-third of the total Iranian student population and the majority study science and
engineering. This is likely to be related to the demand in the US for students and
researchers in these fields (Ditto, 2014).
More than half of the participants had a partner during the greater part of my
research: 29 were married and nine were in a serious relationship. Four participants
had children. The research also includes four couples who were interviewed together,
as three of them had engaged in stepwise migration as a couple. A further 14
individuals left Iran together with their current partner and, although the partner was
not included in the sample, I occasionally met them during interviews and participant
observation.
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5.5 Summing up and looking ahead
This chapter has explained the choice for the research sites for this study. Turkey,
the Netherlands and the US were chosen because they occupy particular positions
in Iranian students’ destination hierarchies and also differ in their migration policies.
The chapter has outlined the direct, crosswise and stepwise trajectories of the
participants and explained the methods of participant selection in each of the
countries. The chapter ends with an overview of participants’ characteristics, such
as their social and family background, gender, academic degree and field of study.
The following chapters describe the empirical data that were collected during this
study, starting with the narration of participants’ background and education in Iran
and their decision to study abroad. Then we follow their trajectories to countries
that more or less reflect the hierarchies of destinations of most participants, namely
Turkey, the Netherlands and the United States.
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CHAPTER 6

6.1 Introduction
This study focuses on 70 highly educated Iranians who all left their home country
to study or carry out research abroad, albeit with different trajectories to different
countries. This chapter describes the importance of the participants’ family
background and education for the type of university they could access in Iran and how
the university in turn influenced the foreign destinations to which they subsequently
went. The chapter assesses the extent to which the education system in Iran is able
to advance the educational progress of academically talented children from all
backgrounds or whether it is the economic and cultural capital of the parents which
is still decisive in which students build up the most successful educational career.
This chapter presents a comparison of the educational trajectories of participants
from different backgrounds in order to ascertain which factors are important in
enabling them to be accepted by a (top-quality) university abroad in the future.
Based on an analysis of the family backgrounds of the 70 research participants,
there seem to be three factors that further participants’ chances of a successful
study career abroad: the educational facilities to which they had access, the
economic resources that parents could contribute to their children’s education and
the type of career for which the parents prepared their children, whether in Iran or
abroad. Based on these factors, it is possible to sketch out three different profiles
of participants and their families: the internationally oriented, the career-oriented
and the upwardly mobile families.
Following a narrative methodology (McAlpine, 2016), each of the next four chapters
in this thesis tells the stories of a few participants who fit the patterns found among
all the participants in this study. Using narrative accounts helps to keep the focus
on individual trajectories that were also present in the analysis of the data. While
featuring only a few trajectories might seem myopic, the narrative method makes
it possible to demonstrate the complexity and distinctiveness of each individual
trajectory while simultaneously pointing to common patterns.31 I consciously chose
31 In presenting participants’ stories I am inspired by the method of situational analysis used
in anthropology (Van Velsen, 1979). In contrast to the preceding structuralist tradition,
situational analysis places emphasis on change, processes and conflicting loyalties, and
is better able to integrate variations and exceptions. It not only presents abstractions
based on data but also includes the ethnographic material itself and specifies the actors it
concerns: ‘Particularly when several or most of the actors in the author’s case material
appear again and again in different situations, the inclusion of such data should reduce
the chance of cases becoming merely apt illustrations’ (Van Velsen, 1979, p. 140). This is also
what the narrative method attempts to achieve. As each story and trajectory is unique, there
might also be a particular element in a participant’s story or background that is considered
disparate in regard to those of other participants assigned to the same ‘profile’.
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a narrative method over a more traditional form of thematic reporting, as illustrating
themes through the quotes of several different participants runs the risk of creating ‘a
disembodied voice, losing the personal context and meaning in which the statement
was made’ (McAlpine, 2016, p.44).
This chapter highlights the stories of four participants from three family profiles. It
starts with the story of Neda, who was raised in an internationally oriented family.
Such families generally originate from urban areas, have high levels of economic
capital and prepare their children for a career abroad from a young age. The chapter
then continues with Ashkan, who grew up in a career-oriented family – these families
also reside in urban areas and have high levels of economic capital but are more
focused on preparing their children for a career inside Iran. Upwardly mobile families
have quite low levels of economic capital and weak international orientations but
are determined to stimulate their children into achieving a high level of education.
Parents in this latter type of family show diversity in the educational level that they
themselves achieved. I therefore present the stories of two participants from such a
family: Ghazal and Majid.

6.2 Participants from internationally oriented families: Neda
About one third of my Iranian research participants are thought to come from
internationally oriented families. The parents of these families are often highly
educated, live in urban areas, have a high level of economic capital and are willing
and able to invest both time and economic resources to ensure that their children
will attend university, preferably abroad. These families usually have a strong
international orientation focused on Western countries. Many of the parents have
lived abroad themselves or have a high number of family members living in core
countries – factors that are usually helpful in preparing their children for a career
and a life outside Iran as well. This form of capital is called transnational cultural
capital (Weenink, 2014).
Neda is an example of an Iranian student from an internationally oriented family.
She was born in the Iranian capital – Tehran – and has one older brother. Her father
is a doctor, which is why the family moved to the rural province of Lorestan for several
years, where her father had to work in a state hospital. Neda started her primary
school in Lorestan but then moved back to Tehran, where she finished her primary
and secondary school education. She attended good-quality governmental schools
in an upmarket part of Tehran, together with children from privileged backgrounds
who mostly also went on to study abroad. Neda explains how, from a young age,
both parents pushed her to study hard and get good results:
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At our home, the priority was always on studying and education. When my father
was young, he had the opportunity to study at an American university but that was
at the time of the Revolution, and the political situation was unclear, so he decided
not to go. However, as my father was a doctor he was always studying and wanted
me to become a doctor as well. He is a real perfectionist and he always wants me
to be the best. […] My mother could not go to university and she always regretted
that. She told me that, especially as a girl, I should be educated and independent
of men. She really insisted on me having higher education. In some ways, we were
kind of like a one-dimensional family: I did not do any sports or music, because I
was only busy with studying.

TEXT BOX 1. The educational system in Iran

Iran has a highly centralized system of primary and secondary education, governed
by the Iranian ministry of education (Nuffic, 2015). In the 1980s it was the goal of the
new government to Islamize the school curriculum, make education free of charge and
to enlarge access to public education to the lower classes as well (Kheiltash & Rust,
2008). Currently, around 98 per cent of all children in Iran follow primary and secondary
education, making enrolment rates in Iran much higher than other countries in the region
(WES, 2013). The Iranian system of education consists of five different phases: preschool, primary school (ages 6–11), lower secondary or middle school (rahnamaii, ages
11–13) and higher secondary or high school (dabirestan, ages 13–18). High school can
be followed by one year of pre-university education (pish-daneshgahi), which prepares
pupils for the competitive university entrance exams (Concours) (Nuffic, 2015).

Neda’s words indicate that her parents created a home environment that was
very conducive to education, by instilling a strict discipline and a sole emphasis on
studying. By stimulating her educational progress, Neda’s parents thus transmitted
cultural capital to their daughter. The fact that Neda’s father was a doctor meant
that he could transmit a specific form of cultural capital, namely medical knowledge,
for instance through helping Neda with her homework in scientific subjects. Although
Neda’s mother could not provide her with that kind of help, she was nevertheless
influential in pushing Neda to do well in school. Fathi (2018) analyzed the pathways
of female Iranian doctors in the UK and found that Iranian parents – and especially
mothers – are actually key figures in ensuring that their daughters become doctors.
This surveillance process entails creating and governing the ambitions of children
to enter the medical profession and thereby reproduce the family’s class status. In
Iran, having a child who becomes an engineer has a similar status to having one
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who becomes a doctor, with the additional advantage that engineering degrees are
more easily accepted in other countries. Therefore, stimulating children to become
an engineer is also a clear strategy whereby internationally oriented Iranian families
reproduce their class advantage through study abroad.
Although it is clear that Neda’s parents transmitted a significant amount of cultural
capital, this transference is not the most defining feature of internationally oriented
families. In actual fact, most of such families in this study can be characterized as
having a high level of economic capital and only a ‘medium’ level of ‘cultural capital’.32
The most salient feature of internationally oriented families is their combination of
high levels of economic capital and transnational cultural capital (Weenink, 2014,
as was the case for Neda. Neda’s father had many relatives who had moved to the
US after the 1979 Islamic Revolution and he wanted Neda to go abroad in the future
as well, as she shows:
When my father was young he had the opportunity to go to the US and study. Actually he had admissions letters from several American universities. And his father
insisted that he go there but my father did not want to leave the family because of
the political situation during the Revolution, when everyone was fighting for a new
government. So he stayed in Iran but he had a lot of difficulties and had to stop his
medical studies and study again after the Revolution. Maybe that was one of the
reasons why he also encouraged us to leave the country. He felt that, if you stay in
Iran, you cannot gain anything. He was not as successful in Iran as he could have
been in other countries.
For Neda’s father, the challenging political and economic environment of Iran led
to a particularly strong wish for his children to gain better opportunities abroad.
He also knew that a good command of the English language was an important
avenue leading to that goal. In the case of Iran, however, teaching children English
requires extra efforts because of the Islamic government’s anti-Western stance. As
mentioned in Text Box 1, Iran has a highly centralized system of higher education
with a curriculum that was strongly Islamized in the early 1980s. In Iranian schools,

32 Many internationally oriented families are assessed as having ‘medium’ amounts of cultural capital. On the one hand this has to do with the limitations of assessing participants’
family background into a particular class scheme that can never entirely reflect the diversity
among them. Nor can it accurately reflect specific historical-cultural circumstances – for
instance that many of the participants’ mothers were unable to attend university after
the 1979 Islamic Revolution and therefore became even more motivated to let their own
daughters study (Fathi, 2018). On the other hand, some of the fathers in internationally
oriented families were higher educated but had a profession or employment – for instance,
as a business manager or factory owner – which is not necessarily characterized by a high
level of cultural capital in the Bourdieusian sense.
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therefore, precedence is given to teaching Persian and Arabic languages. English
classes are stripped of any references to Western socio-cultural contexts and use
outdated methods for teaching grammar (Borjian, 2010). Most of the participants
and their internationally oriented families have a different cultural orientation as they
do not identify with the strict Islamic values of the Iranian state. Instead, they look
with sorrow upon the regime’s anti-Western policies and increasing isolation from the
rest of the world and, instead, focus on efforts for an international future. Unsatisfied
with the level of English taught at Iranian schools, many participants therefore attend
English classes at private institutions outside school. The internationally oriented
families in this study, in particular, used to send their children to English classes from
a very young age, sometimes from five years old. Neda, too, started to attend private
English classes during her childhood:
My parents were really strict. I started to learn English at the age of eleven at a
private institute. At that time I was not happy because, after the class, I was always
very tired. I was crying and I did not want to go to that school. But my mom always
said ‘You don’t realise how useful English will be for you in the future’. So they were
very strict but I know it was useful.
The strict discipline that Neda’s parents maintained during her childhood can also
be considered useful, or even necessary, for accessing the highly competitive system
of higher education in Iran. For all prospective students, access to higher education
is arranged through a centralized entrance exam at the end of high school: the
‘Concours’. As the number of university places in Iran is very limited, the competition
during the Concours is fierce: in 2014, only 150,000 students out of 1.4 million
applicants were admitted, which boils down to an admittance rate of about 11 per
cent for BA programs, 6 per cent for MAs and 4 per cent for PhDs. Meanwhile, access
to top-ranking state universities, such as Sharif University, Amir Kabir University
and Tehran University, is even more competitive (Chaichian, 2012; Kamyab, 2015;
WES, 2017). In order to win this competition, high-school students start preparing
for the Concours at an early stage, sometimes several years in advance. Parents, like
Neda’s parents, with high economic and cultural capital invest a great deal of money
getting their children into the best private schools and preparatory Concours classes
or hired a private tutor, thereby ‘boosting’ their children’s academic performance
(Ballarino & Bernardi, 2016). Neda prepared for the Concours by studying the whole
day during her last year of high school. In the morning she had classes at school that
were part of the regular curriculum of pre-university education (pish-daneshgahi),; in
the afternoon she would attend additional paid classes to prepare for the Concours
and, in the evening, she would continue to prepare at home. Neda’s efforts paid
off and she enrolled at Tehran University, the highest-ranking university in Iran,
especially in the field of health-related sciences.
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In Iran, the results of the Concours not only indicate at which university a student
can enroll but also narrow down the subjects which students are able to choose
from. After students have done the Concours, they receive a list of universities and
subjects in which they are entitled to enroll (Salehi & Yunus, 2012). The fields one
can choose from are hierarchically ordered, with medicine and engineering at the
top, as the most popular and difficult-to-access fields (Kazemi & Sayyadi, 2014), as
Neda observed:
All the parents want their children to be a doctor or an engineer, that is something
very common in Iranian society. Maybe here in the Netherlands parents do not force
you to choose a kind of job. But in Iran, really from your childhood, they push you
to be an engineer or a doctor.
Neda’s phrase about being a doctor or an engineer was something that was also
expressed frequently by other participants. Although from all types of family
background, participants recognized the status attached to these two professions;
however, it was mainly in internationally oriented families that participants were also
actively pushed towards one or other of them, as was the case for Neda. As Neda’s
father was a doctor, he really wanted her to follow in his footsteps. Neda therefore
did a BA in medicine but, for her MA and PhD she chose to do biomedical sciences as
she was more interested in working in a clinical laboratory. Neda’s example shows
that the field of study is an important element of academic capital as well. Her
parents’ preference influenced the fact that she focused on undertaking medical
studies, which is one of the most well-respected and well-rewarded fields in Iran.
Choosing a certain subject thus influences the career which an individual is able to
build up after graduation (Bourdieu, 1988, 1996).
Neda already wanted to go abroad after high school, partly because most of her
friends had left Iran and moved to the US, especially after the 2009 Green Movement.
Her father preferred her to wait until she had completed her BA, however. Neda
first needed to work in a government hospital for one year to obtain a certificate
that would allow her to go abroad. In 2010, Neda applied for a Master’s program in
several European countries and was eventually accepted in the Netherlands with a
60 per cent scholarship. After her MA she continued with a PhD there and is currently
pursuing an advanced academic career in her field.
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6.3 Participants from career-oriented families: Ashkan
A second category of orientation found among my Iranian participants are the
career-oriented families. Generally, these are families with high economic capital
who stimulate their children to succeed on the national labor market. As mentioned
in Text Box 1, Iranian society has a high level of educational enrolment and getting
a university degree is an important strategy for securing a qualified job. Careeroriented families are therefore willing to channel enough economic resources to
ensure their child’s access to higher education. Parents in career-oriented families
usually did not attend university themselves but have found a relatively good job or
started their own business in Iran. Such parents often have no experience of living
abroad and prefer their children to stay in Iran. They thus transmit little transnational
cultural capital. Instead, it seems that parents’ economic capital is the most important
factor allowing the children to study and to go abroad. The fact that most careeroriented families live in urban areas with good educational facilities also helps. In this
study, career-oriented families make up around a quarter of the sample.
Ashkan is an example of a student from a career-oriented family. He was born in 1983
in a small city north-west of the Iranian capital, Tehran. He is the oldest son and has
three younger sisters. His mother is a housewife and his father owns an orchard on the
outskirts of the city. His father was determined to enable his children to have a good
education and set money aside for that purpose. The main reason for doing this was
because he was not able to go to university himself due to the ‘Cultural Revolution’,
when the newly established Islamic regime closed down all Iranian universities for
three years in the early 1980s (Chaichian, 2012; Ghorashi, 2002). Many participants
mentioned that their parents – and especially their mothers – could not finish high
school or attend university because of the turmoil of the Islamic and Cultural
Revolutions and the Iran–Iraq war (1980–1988) that followed. This also meant that
they could not fulfil their own career aspirations and thus stimulated their children to
attain a higher education and take advantage of the opportunities which they never
had. While Ashkan’s father was not highly educated, he channeled all the economic
capital he had into the education of his children.
When he was in high school, however, Ashkan was less focused on studying compared
to a student like Neda. He did not do well during the Concours for state universities,
which are the most popular and high-ranking universities in Iran. Ashkan thus decided
to take a separate entrance exam for Islamic Azad University – a private open
university institution with branches all over the country, in both smaller towns and in
cities. Azad University and other private institutions in Iran have grown exponentially
and have made higher education accessible for increasing numbers of students,
including those who cannot pass the Concours for state universities. Ashkan did
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the entrance exam for Azad University twice and was accepted to study industrial
engineering at the branch in his home town:
I was studying for the Concours exam but, to be honest, I was not studying that
seriously. I was not working that hard. So I couldn’t get accepted by any university.
The only option was attending Azad University and getting an associate degree. This
is something between a Bachelor’s degree and a high-school diploma. And the field
was not what I was interested in so I just preferred to not to go to that university and
to do my military service first. And during my military service I started to study and I
took the Concours exam again and this time I passed. But, anyway, even then I could
not get into the public schools because, as I said, the exam was so competitive and
I didn’t have much time to study – I just had time in the evenings and at weekends.
In contrast to state universities, private universities like Azad require students to pay
tuition fees. This made enrolling at Azad University only possible for students like
Ashkan, who came from families with high economic capital. In recent years, however,
concerns have been raised about the quality of Azad University (Bazargan, 2007;
Nafari et al., 2017; WES, 2017). Some research participants considered the expansion
of private universities like Azad as contributing to the inflation of educational
credentials and the ability of richer parents to ‘buy’ diplomas for their children, even
if these latter do not perform well academically (Ballarino & Bernardi, 2016).
Based on this study, however, a slightly different picture can be drawn. Most students
in this research who attended Azad University used the open character of the
university to gain relevant work experience or start up a company alongside their
studies. The economic capital they gained from this also made them financially less
dependent on their parents. Moreover, some branches of Azad University located in
or near Tehran actually offer an educational quality comparable to state universities,
as Ashkan informs us:
You know, at the time I was studying at Azad University, there were a lot of good
professors there, because Azad University is open at weekends and professors at
good public universities who do not work there at the weekends can go and take
part-time positions in Azad University. […] But anyway, when it comes to the quality
of education it is totally different. When you study in Sharif University you need to
work much harder, because the professors expect you to do a lot of work.
When studying for his BA, Ashkan started to give more priority to his university studies
and the education he enjoyed in Azad eventually enabled him to get accepted for a
Master’s in the top-ranking Sharif University of Technology in Tehran – considered
to be the best technical university in Iran, as it is even famous in the rest of the world.
A diploma from Sharif University makes it easier for graduates to study abroad and
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especially in the US (Chaichian, 2012). For a student graduating from a local branch
of Azad University, entering Sharif University can be considered as a remarkable
upwards move; in Ashkan’s case this can be attributed to his own efforts during his BA.
When Ashkan started his MA at Sharif University, he not only accumulated more
academic capital but also entered into an environment where studying abroad was
considered normative. Many of his fellow students planned to move to core countries
after graduation and actively prepared for that. One such preparation was passing
the required language exams in order to be accepted at foreign universities. Neither
Ashkan nor his parents had put any special efforts in learning English, however.
Compared to internationally oriented families, Ashkan’s family did not transmit a
high level of transnational cultural capital; nor did they have a strong tradition of
sending their children to English classes from an early age. Instead, they focused their
efforts on ensuring that their children built up a good career within Iran. Ashkan thus
only learned English grammar at school and only started to seriously learn English
when he was already studying for his Bachelor’s:
I would say that no one learns English at the school in Iran. But when I decided to
apply to study abroad I started to study English by myself, so I did self-study. And
it was really effective for reading and listening and writing, but for speaking it is
different and I still need to work on my speaking skills, even after being abroad for
two years.
Ashkan’s story shows that participants who started to learn English later in their educational career were at a disadvantage compared to students like Neda, who started
to learn English in private classes from a young age. This influenced participants’
ability to achieve high scores in the English exams like TOEFL and IELTS that they
needed to pass when they wanted to study abroad. Ashkan’s case shows that he was
able to pass the exams but gained little experience in speaking English in practice.
After graduating with his Master’s in industrial engineering at Sharif University in
2011, , however, Ashkan’s plan was not to study abroad. In line with the orientation of
his family, his goal was to build up a professional career in Iran. Nevertheless, despite
the fact that Ashkan had graduated from a top-ranking university, it was difficult
for him to find a job related to his degree that paid well enough to support himself.
He decided to do a PhD but could not find a position in Iran. Two years after his MA
graduation, Ashkan therefore decided to do a PhD in the US. In the next chapter we
will learn more about how Ashkan’s failed efforts to find employment in Iran led to
his decision to go abroad.
What is important to reiterate about Ashkan’s trajectory in Iran in connection to his
family background is that he first attempted to start a professional career within Iran.
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Only when that avenue did not prove successful did Ashkan decide to pursue a PhD
there. The option of going abroad was not very prevalent from the beginning but
only emerged after his efforts to start a career in Iran failed. For Ashkan, studying
for a PhD abroad, which is often a form of paid employment, is more a strategy for
leaving Iran and the first step in a career abroad. After graduating from his PhD in
the US, Ashkan was determined not to continue with an academic career but to find
a more practical job:
After graduation I became more interested in positions in industry rather than
academia. […] Because I think for some people, me included, there is a point of time
when they are just tired of studying all the time. And what you are working on in
academia is just something in theory, not in practice. But a job in industry will help
you to be connected with the real world.
Ashkan’s future career plans are thus in line with his career-oriented family
background, in which economic capital is considered more important than academic
capital and the focus on an international career only emerges when opportunities in
the home country are lacking.

6

6.4 Participants from upwardly mobile families
The third and final category consists of participants from ‘upwardly mobile families’.
These participants form two-fifths of my sample. The families can be characterized
as having low levels of economic and transnational cultural capital. However, the
educational background of the parents and the levels of cultural capital that they
are able to transmit to their children are very diverse. What these participants have
in common is that they all gained a lot from education. Considering their lack of
economic capital, these participants had to rely on education in order to acquire
significant social mobility and to study abroad. Another common factor is the families’
low levels of transnational cultural capital: almost none of the families envisioned
an international career for their child or actively prepared them go abroad from an
early age. They all had very few family members living abroad and often started to
learn English at a later age.
To do justice to the high level of diversity in cultural capital between the upwardly
mobile families in this study, I briefly touch upon the story of Ghazal and other
participants who come from families with high levels of cultural capital. I also elaborate
on the trajectory of Majid – a participant who grew up in disadvantaged circumstances
but worked his way up the educational hierarchy in quite a remarkable manner.
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6.4.1 Upwardly mobile families with high levels of cultural capital
A significant number of participants in this study came from families characterized
by high cultural but low economic capital. What is striking is that these participants
often have parents and other relatives, such as uncles and aunts, who work as
teachers themselves. Being a teacher in Iran usually does not grant someone a high
level of economic capital, although these families transit a significant amount of
cultural capital. By virtue of their own profession, parents and other relatives had
a good knowledge of the education system and about the particular subjects they
taught and were thus able to support their children on their educational trajectory,
as was the case for Ghazal.
Ghazal grew up in a city in the province of Azerbaijan. Her parents are both teachers:
My parents are high-school teachers. Moreover, many of my mother’s friends were
teachers as well, they were even teachers at my high school. And when I was at high
school I studied myself, but of course, when I had a question I would directly run to
my mother and ask her. And if it was a topic she didn’t know about, she would even
look it up for me and explain it to me […] But of course, in our home, there were also
high expectations … it was only about studying, about getting good grades, getting
a good degree. I mean, my parents were always putting pressure on me. And they
still do. I mean, I need to be successful in the future.
Her parents wanted Ghazal to study medicine but, after her Concours, she could only
get accepted on the medical program of Azad University, which required the payment
of tuition fees. She therefore decided to study food engineering in a free-of-charge
medium-ranking state university. During her Bachelor’s she became interested in
going abroad, although her mother did not like the idea. Ghazal tried to move to
the UK but, because of the family’s finances and Iran’s difficult economic situation at
the time, she could not afford to go. Instead she chose to do her Master’s in Ankara,
Turkey, which was close to Iran and where studying was a lot more affordable. In
Turkey, Ghazal met her future husband, who was also an Iranian student in Turkey.
After a few years her husband found a job back in Iran and they both returned to
their home country.

6.4.2 Upwardly mobile families with low levels of cultural capital
In the category of upwardly mobile families, there are equal numbers of families with
medium and low levels of cultural capital. What is common among these families is
that, although the parents had a positive attitude towards their children’s education,
they were not able to give much practical or economic support. For some of them,
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the road to higher education was quite challenging. This was especially the case for
the one third of upwardly mobile participants who grew up in rural areas with few
educational facilities, as was the case for Majid. Majid is a student who was born
into a large family in a village in the province of Azerbaijan in north-west Iran. It
was quite challenging for him to access good-quality education in the economically
underdeveloped rural areas of Iranian Azerbaijan.33 Majid’s father was a farmer and
a village representative; his mother was a housewife and also helped her husband on
the farm. Neither had received any education and were illiterate. The problems that
Majid’s father experienced due to his own illiteracy actually motivated him to support
his children’s educational progress in any way he could. However, in the village where
Majid grew up, this was not easy due to the lack of facilities:
I did my elementary school in the village and, because it was very remote and there
were not so many people living there, only 25 families, they sent a teacher to us.
It was bad. In the first grade there were five students, in the second grade there
were only two, in the third grade there were 10, it was like this. And that lady who
was teaching, she had to divide her time between all the grades. [..] However, for
middle school I went to another village that was much bigger, with around 250 or
300 families. The school system was better there and they had many teachers, so
for each grade you had a teacher. […] But there was another problem, because the
school was about three miles away. In the winter there was something like 30 cm
of snow – it was horrible. Sometimes they took us to school on a tractor, which took
around 20 minutes; if we walked it would take us around 30–40 minutes and we
were frozen by the time we reached there.
Despite the very few educational facilities to which Majid had access, he managed to
slowly work his way up the education system. At the end of middle school, he became
one of the best students and his father decided to move with the entire family to
a nearby city so that his children could attend better schools. Majid describes his
father’s wish to expand the educational success of his children as quite exceptional
in the context of his village:
My father had no opportunity to study. But my father was the representative of
the village we lived in and sometimes he had to go to organizations in the city to
solve certain problems and there he got stuck, since he didn’t have any education
and didn’t know how to write. And he really suffered from it. That is why he really
33 The Azerbaijanis are the biggest minority in Iran, estimated at around 20 million people
or 25–35 per cent of the entire Iranian population (Shaffer, 2000). Despite their relative
underdevelopment, the Azerbaijani provinces in Iran also host various large and developed
cities, such as the capital, Tabriz, with a higher rate of development and more educational
facilities than rural areas.
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wanted all of us [his children] to learn how to write, to study and go on to higher
education. He was really obsessed with this. My father is really open-minded in this,
compared to the other people in the village, who did not care about education. So
that’s why he wanted us to move to the city, to ensure that his children could study.
Nevertheless, my father took a huge risk – he was actually the first in the village to
do so. The other people said they didn’t care; they said ‘We have so many children,
one of them can go and put the sheep out to graze’.
Majid’s father was thus not able to transmit a high level of cultural capital to his
children, nor invest a lot of economic capital into their education but he nevertheless
supported their educational progress in any way he could by moving the entire
household to a nearby city. According to Crul et al. (2017), this type of support is
crucial for disadvantaged children who go on to become high achievers.34
Although Majid eventually enjoyed a higher level of education in the city, he also
felt a bit ‘dumb’ at first – surrounded by all those ‘smart city kids’. However, Majid
was very ambitious and took the Concours exam twice in order to be accepted by a
good university:
The first time I participated in the Concours I did not get a good score and could
not go to a really good university. So I had to wait for another year and then I got
into Tabriz University. It was really good. So, at that time, Tabriz university was the
highest place for me; I even didn’t think about Sharif University because I thought
it would be impossible.
Majid eventually completed a BA in physics at Tabriz University. For a student like
Majid, a medium-ranked state university like Tabriz University was the best option.
Although the quality was not as good as at top-ranking universities in Tehran, it was
still better than at other universities in the region and the education was free. This
meant that Majid could take on some student jobs on the side in order to pay his own
living expenses, without having to depend on his parents.
In the last year of his BA, Majid sat the Concours exam for the MA program and his
results were good enough to be admitted to Sharif University. However, then Majid
realized that he could develop much further while studying in core countries and even
receive a full scholarship for it:

34 In my sample of 70 participants, there were only two, both from lower-class backgrounds,
who indicated that their parents did not support their educational success. These two
participants were nonetheless determined to go on to higher education and embarked on
an academic career.
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In the third or fourth year of my BA I searched the Internet and gained so much
knowledge about the system and professors in the US and Europe. I thought if I want
to be a really good physicist then I have to go there, there is no other way. If I stay
in Iran I will waste my time, I would not be in the highest level. I wanted to expand
my mind and learn many things.
These words really show the extent to which Majid moved up the educational ladder
in the space of just a few years. Before starting his BA he could never have imagined
being able to go to a top-ranking university like Sharif but, when he was accepted,
he realized that he could advance scientifically much more in core countries. Up until
that time, however, Majid had not made any additional efforts to learn English. After
graduating with his BA, Majid started to do self-study in order to pass the TOEFL
exam. He worked very hard but unfortunately failed the exam several times. He then
decided to stay in Iran a while longer and tutor children in scientific subjects, which
would enable him to pay for a private English tutor for himself.
However, in the meantime, Majid had to ‘escape’ from Iran because if he stayed too
long, he would have to enlist for the obligatory military service. Still unable to get
acceptance from a university in the US, Majid decided to go to Turkey as a secondchoice option. He eventually managed to get accepted for a Master’s program in the
top-ranking Koç University, which provided him with a full scholarship in exchange
for a teaching assistantship. After graduating with his MA, Majid continued to study
for a PhD in the US. He is thus one of the stepwise student migrants in this research
who used Turkey as a stepping-stone to move to his initially preferred destination.

6.5 Summing up and looking ahead
This chapter has described the educational trajectories of four Iranian students who
eventually all left Iran to study abroad, albeit at different points in their educational
career and to different countries. The stories of Neda, Ashkan, Ghazal and Majid
reflect the three main types of family background that were found during this study:
internationally oriented, career-oriented and upwardly mobile families.
Parents in internationally oriented families are generally higher educated and
transmit high levels of both economic and transnational cultural capital to their
children. It is very important for them that their children attain a good-quality higher
education, particularly in core countries. They therefore prepare their children for
a career outside Iran from an early age. For parents in career-oriented families the
initial goal is to enable their children to build a successful professional career within
Iran. Families of this type invest a high level of economic capital in their children’s
education but are less able to transmit cultural and transnational cultural capital.
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Students from career-oriented families often decide to go abroad due to the lack of
economic opportunities and jobs in Iran but are less prepared for an international
career or study than their counterparts from internationally oriented families.
Finally, the upwardly mobile families have low levels of economic and transnational
cultural capital. They consider education to be an important channel for their children
to move up in society. Although the parents were usually not able to transmit a high
level of economic capital to their children’s education, most families could create an
environment that was positive towards learning and educational progress (Crul et al.,
2017). For participants from these families, it was difficult to move to core countries
directly, albeit some were able to move there in a stepwise manner.
What does this chapter tell us about the equality of educational opportunities in Iran?
On the one hand, the policies of the Iranian government are focused on providing a
universal education to all Iranians and, in principle, they enable low or middle-class
children to progress within this system. However, when comparing the educational
trajectories of the participants from internationally oriented, career-oriented and
upwardly mobile families, it seems that class is nevertheless largely reproduced
within the Iranian educational system, especially with regards to who is able to go
abroad when there are insufficient career opportunities in Iran. In contrast to the
literature on class reproduction in education, however, in this study economic capital
seemed to have more weight than cultural capital, as students from internationally
and career-oriented families with high levels of economic capital were more often
able to enter top-ranking state universities in Iran compared to students from
upwardly mobile families.
What does this process of class reproduction look like in the case of Iran? The
competitive access to high-ranking state universities through the Concours requires
significant preparatory efforts by students who wish to do well in this exam. This
means that students from internationally oriented families, like Neda, perform better
because they receive more educational support from their parents and can attend
additional (private) classes. It is important to note that students from career-oriented
and upwardly mobile families were also able to enter a top-ranking state university
in the end, although it took them more time and effort (independent of their families)
to gain access .
These results suggests that social class is likely to be reproduced in students’ access
to good-quality higher education in Iran. As a degree from a top-ranking university
enlarges students’ opportunities to go abroad, it is very likely that class reproduction
might also extend into international student mobility. Is this really true, however, or
does the importance of social class diminish at some point in the trajectory? This is
the issue that will be addressed in the next chapter on the outbound student mobility
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from Iran of the participants. It will discuss Iranian students’ motivations for leaving
Iran and zoom in on the connection between their family background and their
eventual trajectory out of the country.
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CHAPTER 7

7.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on outward student mobility from Iran. The first half of the
chapter focuses on students’ aspirations to study abroad or, as some participants
said, why they wanted to ’study out’. It is shown that these aspirations are the result
of a combination of individual ambitions and structural factors, mainly related to
Iran’s education system, political regime and labor market.
Following the narrative method, I have chosen to describe participants’ aspirations
to leave Iran by highlighting the stories of three of them: Neda, Ashkan and Navid.
The trajectories of Neda and Ashkan have already been introduced in Chapter 6.
I chose to explain Neda’s story because she is a student from an internationally
oriented family with mainly educational and political reasons for leaving Iran. Navid
comes from an upwardly mobile family and also had mixed educational and political
reasons for going abroad.35 Moreover, he is an example of a student who was strongly
influenced by a culture of migration that particularly induced talented Iranians to
study abroad. The story of Ashkan’s trajectory is typical for students from careeroriented families who mainly left Iran for economic reasons.
While the first part of the chapter deals with students’ motivations (or aspirations) to
leave Iran, these aspirations can differ from their actual capabilities. As explained in
Chapter 3, participants’ capabilities are dependent on both individual characteristics
and structural factors (Carling, 2002). In order to provide an example of how
individual and structural factors can work together in Iranian students’ migration
capabilities, the second part of the chapter narrates the story of Araz and shows how
his family background affected his capability to reach certain study destinations.
Being from an upwardly mobile family, Araz’s story illustrates the obstacles that
students with low levels of economic and transnational cultural capital may face
when leaving Iran and how this influences the mode, direction and velocity of Iranian
students’ trajectories.36 This chapter first starts, however, with a short overview of
student mobility from Iran and its linkages to political and economic developments
in recent decades.

35 Like Neda and Navid, for most participants in this study, the motivation to leave Iran was
a mix of various educational, political and economic factors.
36 Please note that I cannot give a full analysis here of how family background affects Iranians’
capabilities to go abroad because this study only looks at students who actually managed
to do so.
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7.2 Student mobility in the context of recent Iranian history
The 1950s are seen as the starting point for Iranian student mobility. At that time,
the Western-minded Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, had good relations
with countries such as the UK and the US. In those years, in particular, high-class
families were able to send their children to study abroad. During the oil boom of the
1970s it also became possible for members of the growing Iranian middle class to
study abroad (Bozorgmehr & Sabagh, 1988). Most Iranian students went to the US,
where they became the largest group of international students (Mobasher, 2012). In
the year 1979/80, there was even a record number of 51,310 Iranians studying in the
US. However, European countries such as the UK, West Germany and France also
became popular destinations (Ditto, 2014; Trines, 2017a).
The 1960s and 1970s also saw rising opposition to the regime of the Shah. Many
groups opposed his ‘selling out’ of Iran’s vast oil reserves to the US and the UK and
the lavish expenditure required to uphold his international reputation. The Shah
nominally pursued policies of Westernization and modernization but did not tolerate
any political opposition. Protests and dissident groups in Iran, such as Islamists,
students and leftists, were forcibly silenced and faced harassment by the secret
service SAVAK (Aquilina, 2011).
The suppression of opposition in Iran contributed to the intensification of protests
abroad. Cleric Ayatollah Khomeini, who was banned from Iran in 1964, led the Islamist
opposition against the Shah from Iraq, Turkey and France. In the early 1960s, several
Iranian student associations with different political backgrounds were founded in
the US and Europe, such as the Iranian Student Association in the US (ISAUS) and
the Confederation of Iranian Students’ National Union (CISNU). These associations
became increasingly active in their political opposition to the Shah from abroad
and, according to some authors, they played a central role in mobilizing millions of
Iranians for the overthrow of the Shah during the 1979 Revolution.
During the Revolution, the Shah fled the country. Ayatollah Khomeini returned
to Iran and proclaimed it the Islamic Republic of Iran in April 1979 (Afary, 2020).
The Revolution brought about a major change in Iran’s international relations with
Western countries. The hostage crisis at the US embassy in Tehran in 1979–1981, in
particular, ruptured diplomatic relations with the United States and other Western
nations. The US installed an embargo that made Iran’s oil revenues drop severely,
leading to a strong decline in the gross national income (Behdad & Nomani, 2002).
In the years that followed, the new Islamic regime created a radical turnaround in
the ideological underpinnings of the state and purged or excluded from power all
persons with pro-Western or secular values (Ghorashi, 2002). During the so-called
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Cultural Revolution (1980–1983), many Western-oriented academics were purged
(Chaichian, 2012; Lotfalian, 2009). The new regime also introduced conservative
Islamic values in Iranian society: many women’s rights were annulled and the state
introduced a compulsory religious dress code for women and the strict surveillance
of citizens’ moral behavior on the streets (Afary, 2020). As a result, millions of Iranians
fled as refugees to other countries, mostly to Canada, Australia and various European
countries. It became virtually impossible for educated Iranians to obtain legal entry
to core countries as a student or academic, so many Iranians fled with the help of
smugglers and applied for asylum (Bozorgmehr & Sabbagh, 1988; Mobasher, 2012).
A large number of them transited through Turkey (Danış, 2006; İçduygu, 2003).
It was not until the mid-1990s that the number of Iranian students going abroad slowly
started to rise again. In the next two decades their numbers even doubled from 8,000
students in 2007 to 17,000 students in 2012, making the departure of Iranian students
one of the highest in the world (Trines, 2017b). This surge can be contributed to the
increase in the number of educated Iranians with a secular orientation who become
frustrated by the low quality of education and lack of freedom and democracy in Iran
(Nafari et al., 2017; Tamimi Arab & Maleki, 2020; Torbat, 2002). This, coupled with
Iranian youngsters’ lack of career prospects and their exposure to Western media
and culture, gives many young highly educated Iranians sufficient reasons to leave
(Chaichian, 2012; Ditto, 2014). According to Van Hear (2014), the disillusionment of
educated but underemployed persons in countries like Iran – ‘the graduate with no
future’ – has recently led to an increase in emigration.
Although the US has traditionally been Iran’s favorite study destination, Iranian
students also face serious mobility restrictions that impede their ability to go there.
Many students therefore now opt for Canada or the UK as well as newer and nonEnglish-speaking destinations such as Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Malaysia
and Turkey (Trines, 2017a). The largest rise has taken place in Turkey, however:
with almost 5,600 Iranian students in 2014, Turkey was the second most popular
destination country for Iranians after the US (YÖK, 2017).
The following pages focus on young, educated Iranians’ reasons for leaving Iran.
Although all the participants left Iran as students or researchers, each had multiple
motivations for studying abroad besides education. The stories of four research
participants are used as examples of the motivation to migrate found among all
participants in this study.
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7.3 Leaving Iran for better education and research
The majority of research participants mentioned the pursuit of higher education and
PhD research as (one of their) primary reasons to leave Iran, irrespective of family
background (internationally oriented, career-oriented or upwardly mobile).
Most participants left Iran at graduate level to pursue a Master’s or PhD abroad.
Many stated the better quality of education and research abroad as their main
motivation for doing so. This was also the case for students who were already
studying at top-ranking, high-quality universities in Iran. Many of them explained
that the level of theoretical education in Iran is very high and thus gave students a very
good theoretical base during their BA studies. However, the level of actual research
at graduate level was considered insufficient. Students in science and engineering,
in particular, experienced an enormous lack of research facilities, partly due to the
sanctions imposed on Iran (Mehrabi, 2014). Neda, the biomedical student whom we
met in the previous chapter, also experienced this. For her, the lack of funding and
facilities formed an important motivation to study abroad:
So in Iran I already knew that I wanted to do research and I knew that I would be
more successful if I studied in another country and continued my research there.
Because in Iran they do not offer that many research grants so the level of research
is not that good. […] And they also do not have that many facilities, because the
material that you need to do research is very expensive and difficult to get due to
the sanctions. In Iran you have to wait seven months for a certain material but, here
in the Netherlands, you get it in few days.
Despite the shortcomings of the Iranian research environment, some participants
nevertheless tried to obtain a PhD position in Iran – as did Ashkan, who studied
for his MA in industrial engineering at Sharif University. Although Ashkan passed
the Concours for a PhD with a very high score, the final selection process was less
meritocratic:
In Iran I did the Concours exam for the PhD and out of several hundred people I came
twelfth, which is a very good ranking. After that you need to choose the university
and go for interviews. But before the interview the professors have already made
their decision as to which PhD students they wish to take. This is usually a person
who is well networked. So I did my Master’s in Sharif University and they just selected one PhD student that year so I didn’t have much luck. In other universities
they were looking for many more PhD students, like 20 or 25, but they were only
looking for people who gained their Master’s from that university. So my rank was
twelfth but I was turned down for all interviews.
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The fact that there was only one PhD position available at Sharif University of
Technology points to the structural lack of PhD positions and funding, even at topranking universities (Pars Times, 2000). Moreover, PhD candidates in Iran also have to
support themselves financially for the whole duration of the five-year PhD program
and are often not allowed to take up any part-time employment. This means that
pursuing a PhD in Iran is only possible for students from families with high economic
capital. A similar development has been noted by Guth & Gill (2008) in Eastern
Europe. There, the underinvestment in science led many PhD candidates to go to
Western European countries where they enjoyed better funded research positions
and facilities. This means that the movement of academics to other countries is thus
also economically driven.
Quite a number of participants decided to study abroad not because they themselves
experienced a lack of research facilities or university seats or positions, but because
they were influenced by the high number of other students who planned to study
abroad. At top-ranking universities, in particular, this led to a culture of migration
whereby moving abroad became almost normative.
Mechanical engineering student Navid also experienced this. Navid was born in a
small city in the north-eastern part of Iran but moved to the capital, Tehran, when
he was 11 years old. His father worked for the government and his mother studied at
university but left when she had children. His family can be categorized as upwardly
mobile. For his BA and MA, Navid moved back to his hometown, as it hosts a good
university in his field. In his final year, Navid became especially influenced by his
fellow students who prepared their move abroad:
In the last year of my Master’s everybody was talking about applying abroad: should
we go to the US or Canada, Australia or Europe? Which country is better? What is the
best university and how can you send your documents? How can you get IELTS? All
the discussions were about that. I didn’t even feel that my life in Iran was good or
bad, but when you are 22 or 23 years old and you are among these kinds of people,
you’re going to be affected by this. And I think a lot of people just leave the country
because they don’t like living there. […] Especially in big universities the atmosphere
is like this. And when you feel yourself surrounded by such people, it makes you
to think ‘Why am I not applying abroad?’. It is gonna affect you and then you start
applying as well. I have this friend who had actually done with studying and was not
very enthusiastic about pursuing a PhD. But now he is in Spain, doing his PhD there.
What Navid’s quote tellingly shows is that the pervasive culture of migration at
particular Iranian universities strongly increases or even creates students’ aspiration
to move abroad. By virtue of being enrolled in a high-ranking university and seeing
others being accepted by universities in core countries, students become conscious
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of the fact that they have the capability to move abroad as well. Although Iranians
are limited in their mobility to core countries in other ways, studying or doing a PhD
abroad becomes one of the few viable strategies for legally leaving Iran. The story
of Navid’s friend who went to Spain to do a PhD is a perfect example of categorical
substitution (de Haas, 2011), as the limited alternatives for legal migration – and not
his desire to pursue an academic career – influenced him to choose the educational
channel to move abroad. Navid himself eventually went to the Netherlands to do
his PhD.
Furthermore, the fact that it was mainly students enrolled in top-ranking universities
in Iran who had enough academic capital to be able to study in more popular
countries, suggests that social inequalities continue to play a role when Iranian
students go abroad. Students who were able to enter top-ranking universities in
Iran already came from more privileged backgrounds and, by virtue of enrolling and
building up academic capital in these universities, also had greater opportunities of
going abroad to more popular countries, thereby enlarging their initial advantage.

7.4 Leaving Iran for political reasons
A second important reason for leaving Iran was participants’ dissatisfaction with the
Islamic regime there and their desire for more social, political and religious freedom.
This motivation was mentioned by participants from all family backgrounds but
was the most pronounced among those from upwardly mobile and internationally
oriented families.
In my view, Iran is one of the few countries where such a strong connection between
politics and outward student mobility is displayed. One of the reasons might be that
the Republic of Iran is based on Shia Islamic principles and imposes strict religious
rules on their citizens. In recent years, however, younger and more secular Iranians,
in particular, have started to oppose the Islamic regime. In 2020 the organization
Gamaan conducted a survey on the religious attitudes of 40,000 Iranians living in
Iran. Although the Islamic Republic of Iran claims that 99.5 per cent of the population
is Muslim, the survey found that only a shocking 40 per cent identified as such.
About one third of the respondents said they were non-religious or atheists, while
the remainder identified with other religions such as Zoroastrianism or Christianity.
Remarkably, most respondents came from religious families but almost half of them
said that they had lost or changed their religion at some point in their life. This was
especially the case among young Iranians (Tamimi Arab & Maleki, 2020).
Iranians not only express their disagreement with the Islamic regime through multiple
protests but also have a tendency to exit the country and ‘protest with their feet’
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when the situation becomes difficult (Michaelsen, 2018). This was the case for the
conservative President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (2005–2013), whose rule led to a
doubling of the number of students leaving Iran, with an enormous peak after the
Green Movement in 2009, when thousands of students and other Iranian citizens
protested against Ahmadinejad’s disputed re-election (Chaichian, 2012; Ditto, 2014).
Research on global student migration confirms that the existence of a repressive
political regime in the home country gives students an additional incentive to study
abroad and find better living conditions elsewhere (Perkins & Neumayer, 2014). In
contrast, analyzes based on global migrant stocks indicate that a lack of political
freedom in a country does not have a significant effect on emigration. Although a
repressive political regime might increase individuals’ aspirations to migrate, the
regime can also impose constraints on citizens’ capabilities to leave (de Haas, 2014).
This could indicate that a lack of political freedom leads to a general increase in
migration aspirations and that students or recent graduates are one of the few
groups who are also capable of leaving.
Neda explains how, for her and many of her friends, the Green Movement led to a
loss of hope for more freedom and democracy and motivated many to leave Iran:
Before the 2009 elections, there were some people who left the country to study
abroad but, after that election, many youngsters who really fought for their goals
became really disappointed in the government. They somehow saw that they could
not change anything in Iran. So they thought it was better to leave the country. Now
most of them are studying or working abroad and they’re quite successful; however,
maybe leaving the country was not their first option but somehow they just had to.
In this quote, Neda also briefly touches upon the change in the extent of the freedom
that students felt in their decision to stay in Iran or to leave. What she explains is that,
before 2009, students went abroad because they aspired to do so but, after the Green
Movement, their desire to leave became less voluntary in nature. In other words, the
Green Movement led to a significant reduction in Iranians’ positive freedom to decide
where they could live a meaningful life. It distorted Iranians’ belief that their (political)
activism had any positive effect on change in Iran (de Haas, 2014). This demonstrates
that, especially in politically repressive regimes, individuals’ aspirations to leave
should be seen on a scale that ranges from voluntary to forced (Carling, 2002).
Navid effectively explains how the Green Movement worked together with students’
educational aspirations in motivating them to leave:
I think one of the reasons why people leave is because they are not as completely free
in Iran as they deserve to be. They really have difficulties living there because of the
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issues we have with the government. And during the Green Movement you saw that
people were overwhelmed by all the problems and were sick and tired of the situation. They just wanted to protest and speak up. And for some of my friends, politics
was the main reason for going abroad. Maybe they were not even very interested in
doing a PhD or a Master’s but they just wanted to go to another country and not stay
in Iran. But there is also a group of students who just want to pursue a PhD, no matter
whether in Iran or another country. They just wanted to do their PhD. But the main
group was, like, torn between these two options. I would also consider myself as part
of that group. I was not bothered that much by the political situation but I wanted to
pursue my PhD, so I was sort of between things.
What Navid describes is the situation whereby the Green Movement led to categorical
substitution among the first group (de Haas, 2011). These students were strongly
disillusioned by Iran’s political regime and, for them, the most feasible way to leave
was to go and study abroad, instead of becoming a political exile (Michaelsen, 2018).
It is important to realize here that the political situation created strong aspirations
to leave but that only students or recent graduates actually had the capacity to
do so by virtue of their academic capital. Many other research participants can
be seen to belong to the second or third groups that Navid described, in the sense
that education was either their primary motivation for leaving or worked only in
combination with their political dissatisfaction.
In addition to the Green Movement, many participants mentioned the lack of
religious and social freedom as one of their motivations for leaving Iran. This factor
was mentioned by both men and women although the latter often experienced the
religious pressure of the regime more directly than men. This was especially the case
with the forced veiling of women and their choice of clothing as well as the gender
discrimination that women faced on the Iranian labor market. Neda, who had to work
in a government hospital before going abroad, experienced this firsthand:
I had very nice colleagues but the boss of that clinic was really religious and he was
a member of a family of politicians. So he had a really different view. And in the
Iranian culture generally you should obey whatever your boss says; you cannot
really disagree. So sometimes I said, for example, that the way in which we were
doing an experiment was not the best way; however, if he disagreed then I had to
accept that. And because it was a government hospital we had to obey certain religious rules – for example, we should wear the scarf more in the front of the head,
we could not wear nail varnish and had to change some of the things that religious
people do not like.
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This type of gender discrimination was particularly, although not exclusively, felt by
women working in government-related institutions, as they are often run by male
managers closely connected to the Islamic regime (Rezai-Rashti & Moghadam, 2011).

7.5 Leaving Iran for (better) employment
A third important reason that participants – most of whom came from career-oriented
families – gave for wanting to go abroad was the lack of career opportunities in Iran.
Iran is plagued by a chronically high unemployment rate, especially among young
people. For Iranian males between 20 and 29 years old, the unemployment rate is
18 per cent, compared to 38 per cent of females in the same age group. On the one
hand, the baby boom in the 1980s has made Iran unable to absorb the cohorts of
young people trying to enter the labor market every year. On the other, the lack
of jobs is connected to the economic policies of the Iranian government. Due to
the general mismanagement of the Iranian economy, inflation and international
sanctions against Iran’s nuclear program, the government has failed to create new
jobs (Roudi et al., 2017; Salehi-Esfahani, 2010). Neda explains here how competition
on the Iranian labor market leads to a low level of salaries and job insecurity, even
for university graduates:
Iran is a country with a very young population. So there are many more university
graduates than jobs. [...] In medicine or engineering it is actually easy to find a job
but you do not know what the salary will be, because there are a lot of graduates,
so if you say that you want a higher salary, they will find another person who
accepts the lower salary. And the private sector you can maybe earn more but the
work is very insecure; they do not guarantee to give you your salary. For example,
I have some friends who did not get a salary for five or six months. […] Because in
recent years, like after Ahmadinejad became president, the economy has not been
good and it has become very difficult to live in Iran. Many people want to leave the
country for a better life.
Ashkan also experienced the negative economic effects of Ahmadinejad’s presidency.
When he graduated from his Master’s in industrial engineering he tried to start up a
business. However, he could not get enough assignments because of the sanctions
in place and the ensuing drop in the value of the Iranian currency:
In 2011 I started a company with one of my friends and one of my professors. We
went to different companies and banks and offered to run improvement projects or
managerial consultations for them. At first I was really hopeful about the business
but then sanctions damaged the country and it was not possible to do projects like
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this. We were working on some proposals for companies but then, in just three or
four months, there was a large decrease in the value of the national currency and
it really damaged the country’s economy. In the end, the CEOs said that they had
to just focus on ways to keep their business alive.

7.6 Participants’ capabilities to migrate: the case of Araz
The previous sections have discussed research participants’ aspirations to move
abroad. The remainder of this chapter analyzes the extent to which participants
had the aspirations and capabilities to move directly to destinations at the top of
their hierarchy. It touches upon both individual-level characteristics and structural
factors that affect Iranian students’ aspirations and capabilities to migrate. The
immigration interface, consisting of strict migration policies and high tuition fees in
core countries, for instance, is more or less similar for all Iranian students wanting
to go abroad. However, students’ individual characteristics can explain how this
immigration interface is navigated differently by students with varying levels of
capital. This study indicates that there were certain obstacles on students’ migration
trajectory that were more strongly felt by participants from upwardly mobile families
with somewhat low levels of economic and transnational cultural capital. I therefore
focus on the story of one participant, Araz, because his story illustrates how a lack
of the aforementioned capital can result in stepwise trajectories.
Araz comes from a small village in the Iranian province of Azerbaijan. His father owns
a kebab shop and his mother is a housewife. Neither parent had pursued a higher
education; because of this they really wanted their children to attend university.
For his Bachelor’s degree, Araz managed to get into the top-ranking Amir Kabir
University and moved to Tehran. However, during the Master’s entrance exam he
performed less well and his only option was to go to a medium-ranking university
in the city of Yazd, in central Iran. He then decided to apply for a Master’s abroad.
When explaining his preference for where to apply, Araz tellingly describes the
typical destination hierarchy for Iranian students:
As an Iranian student, if you don’t care about the distance, the first thing you do is
to apply to the US, Canada or maybe Europe. If that doesn’t work out, you try to go
to Singapore, Japan and countries like that. If you fail, then you choose some good
countries that are close, like Turkey and Ukraine. There is a kind of hierarchical
ranking – there’s ranking in the mind of every Iranian student.
With his diploma from a top-ranking Iranian university, Araz first applied for
universities in the US and Canada. He eventually managed to get accepted by a
university in the US but he could only get a single-entry visa, which meant that he
would not be able to return to Iran nor travel to other countries for several years. His
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family, and especially his mother, objected to his plans for the US, which is indicative
of the fact that Araz did not grow up in a family with high levels of transnational
capital:
I got the offer from the US and I wanted to arrange everything but then I had a problem with my family. My mother was, like, ‘No, if you go to the US, this means that
you will never return’. She knew about the visa problem with the US and had heard
that some students who went to the US never came back. So then I thought ‘Ok, this
is a really serious decision. I don’t want to make it now. If I go to the US, I will do it
later’. And then I searched in Europe but I couldn’t find a scholarship program for
a Master’s in Europe. […] I also applied for Canada but I didn’t find the scholarship
very attractive because the money was nowhere near enough to travel back to Iran
twice a year. So I rejected the offer.
As scholarships from the Iranian government are limited to an estimated 3 per
cent, obtaining a reasonable scholarship from a foreign university is crucial for
most Iranian students – and especially for Araz, as he comes from a family with low
economic capital and is thus completely dependent on a scholarship (Ditto, 2014;
Nafari et al., 2017). Araz hoped to find a scholarship that enabled him to travel
back and forth to Iran regularly and to support his family financially when needed.
Eventually he chose to go to Turkey, as it is geographically close to Iran and because
he had been offered a scholarship from a private university there. His AzerbaijaniIranian ethnic background and his ability to speak Turkish also made the country an
attractive option.
After Araz received the offer from the university in Turkey, he only had three months
to leave the country before he had to enlist for military service, which is obligatory
for most Iranian men (Nafari et al., 2017). This is when Araz was confronted with
additional requirements for being able to go abroad:
If you hadn’t yet done your military service and you wanted to study abroad, then
they block the money in your bank account and if you don’t go back to Iran, they
just take that money. It is, like, 6,000 euros. However, I didn’t have that, because I
also had to pay money to the Ministry of Science – if you study at a state university
in Iran, like I did, the Ministry says: ‘Ok, if you are leaving the country, then you
have to pay for the degree we are giving you. Because there is a good possibility
that you will not come back to Iran. But we are providing this free education for the
people who will stay in the country and who will contribute to society’. So I was out
of money by the end of the process.
Araz’ experiences with attempting to leave the country are examples of how stateimposed barriers affect Iranians’ stepwise trajectories (Paul, 2017). The regulations
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around Iran’s compulsory military service were, in particular, directly responsible
for encouraging some r male students to move to Turkey in a stepwise manner. For a
student, like Araz, from an upwardly mobile family, the governmental rules for being
able to leave Iran had particularly strong financial consequences:
I asked some friends to lend me some money but they could not. Again my father
provided me with some money – I guess it was like 700 euros. So I went to Turkey
with 700 euros, ha ha! I went to the university dormitory to get a room, but they
asked for 2000 euro for the whole semester. I could not pay that at that time, so
then I had to search for a room myself in the city.
Eventually Araz found a room with two Turkish students who did not require him to
pay up front, so he could pay the rent once his university scholarship came in. The
obligatory military service and the deposit that students have to pay for leaving the
country are examples of the structural obstacles that Iranian students face when they
want to go abroad. However, the ensuing cash shortage that Araz experienced is
more intensely felt by students with a lower level of economic capital. In this instance,
Araz’s (lack of) economic capital directly affected his capability to move abroad.
In the end, Araz successfully completed his MA in Turkey. As a long-term goal, Araz
either wanted to stay in Turkey or return to Iran but, as the Iranian government would
not approve a diploma from Turkey, he tried to move onwards to a core country
in order to study for a PhD at a university there. The social capital he built up at
the Turkish university was very helpful when arranging an onward move, as several
of his professors originated from core countries. They provided him with letters of
recommendation and he was eventually accepted by various universities in the US
and Europe. Because of his good connections with a Dutch professor in Turkey, he
learned more about the Dutch education system and decided to do his PhD in the
Netherlands. Not only was it closer to Iran than the US and offered more flexible
visa arrangements but Araz also figured that the Netherlands had good academic
relations with Turkey, so doing his PhD there might facilitate a return there in the
future. Araz moved to the Netherlands in 2014 and finished his PhD there in 2018,
since which time he has been working for an industrial company in the Netherlands.
Araz’s narrative shows how the different forms of capital affected his stepwise
trajectory via Turkey to Netherlands. Nevertheless, there are also other factors that
are important in his decision to move stepwise – which I describe as the ‘proximity
preference’. This is a preference among international students to initially move to
countries that are geographically and culturally close to their home country and/
or countries that are accessible thanks to flexible visa arrangements. For Araz, this
proximity preference was apparent is his choice not to move to the US (or at least
not at once) due to its distance from Iran and its single-entry visa stipulation. Araz
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also rejected the offer from the university in Canada because the low scholarship
and long distance to Iran would not enable regular visits back home. He eventually
engaged in a stepwise trajectory from Turkey to the Netherlands, as both countries
are (relatively) close to Iran.

7.7 Summing up and looking ahead
This chapter has shown that the Iranian participants in this study had three main
reasons to leave Iran: the desire for higher-quality education and research, Iran’s
political regime – with the repression of the 2009 Green Movement as the ultimate
trigger – and a lack of well-paid job opportunities in Iran. For many participants,
these reasons overlapped and reinforced their aspiration to leave Iran. These three
reasons can thus be seen as structural factors that are part of Iran’s emigration
environment.
As seen in Chapter 6, students from internationally and career-oriented families
with higher levels of economic capital are more likely to gain acceptance from topranking Iranian state universities. This current chapter has shown that students
at these universities are also more likely to become part of an environment where
‘studying out’ is the norm, partly because the high level of academic capital which
they build up enlarges their ability to leave. This indicates that social class is not
only reproduced through Iran’s education system but also through outbound student
mobility from Iran.37
Not all Iranian students who aspire to go abroad come from economically
advantaged backgrounds, however. So how is their trajectory out of Iran shaped
by their family background and the forms of capital which they can access? The
story of Araz has shown us that, as a student with high academic capital, Araz was
able to secure acceptance from a university in a core country; however, his low
level of economic capital made him dependent on a scholarship from abroad. He
eventually managed to move to Turkey and the Netherlands through a funded PhD
opportunity in engineering, one of the fields that tries to attract talent from abroad.
His trajectory indicates that students with low economic capital are also able to
move to core countries – albeit, as Araz did, in a stepwise manner. It is important
to note that Araz actually had the possibility to move to the US directly but chose
not to do so because of the high probability of a single-entry visa requirement. This
went against his proximity preference: his inclination to initially opt for countries

37 Ironically, in this chapter the story of Navid has been chosen to explain more about the
culture of migration at Iranian universities, even though he actually originates from an
upwardly mobile family with only a medium level of economic capital.
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that are geographically and culturally close to Iran and enable regular back-andforth movement. Araz’s story is thus a good example of how a stepwise migration
trajectory is not necessarily an outcome of capital deficiency but is also shaped by
migrants’ own volition, expressed through their proximity preference. So, for Araz, it
was the combination of low economic capital, high academic capital and a proximity
preference that resulted in a stepwise trajectory via Turkey to Europe.
While the previous two chapters focused on Iranian students’ trajectories out of
Iran, the following chapters cover various destination countries in the core and semiperiphery. How are the trajectories of students to these destinations shaped by the
opportunities in the context of ‘the global race for talent’ and by students’ family
backgrounds? Chapter 8 zooms in on Iranian students who moved to Turkey and
discusses the importance of the proximity preference in their (temporary) choice
of destination country. However, the chapter also shows how differences in family
background and the forms of capital which students build up in Turkey can lead to
divergent trajectories.

7
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Turkey: a stepping-stone
or a final destination?

CHAPTER 8

8.1 Introduction
This chapter zooms in on the role of Turkey as a study destination for Iranian students.
The role of Turkey is important as it is an educational hub in the semi-periphery that
has been attracting an increasing number of students from Iran and other nearby
countries in the past decade (Kondakçı et al., 2018). While some students hope to
use Turkey and its international connections as a stepping-stone to core countries,
others prefer to make their stay in Turkey a more permanent one. In this study, more
than half of the participants reside(d) in or moved stepwise through Turkey.
This chapter discusses Iranian students’ motivation for choosing Turkey, with a
particular focus on the country’s proximity to Iran, its linkages to both peripheral
and core countries and the role of scholarships. It then looks at the links between
students’ accumulation of capital in Turkish higher education and their aspiration
and capability to migrate stepwise to core countries. It also pays attention to whether
changes in Turkey’s political and economic context affected participants’ decision
to stay or to move on.
The 36 participants in this research who chose to study in Turkey can be divided
into two broad categories: 21 crosswise and 15 stepwise student migrants. Of the
stepwise students, 11 went to various Western European countries and four moved
to the US. The crosswise students also went to Turkey with the aspiration to move
stepwise but ended up staying there.38
In line with the narrative method, in this chapter I describe the entire trajectory of
one crosswise student – Cengiz – and one stepwise student, Shervin. I tell the story of
Cengiz because it is characteristic of most crosswise students who graduated from
medium-ranking universities in Iran and chose to move to – and remain in – Turkey
because of its cultural and geographical proximity to Iran. The story of Shervin was
chosen because he is an example of a stepwise student from a top-ranking university
in Iran who chose Turkey not for reasons of cultural proximity but predominantly as
a stepping-stone to other countries.39

38 Most crosswise student migrants were still residing in Turkey in August 2019 when my fieldwork period officially ended. Three students returned to Iran but, for reasons of simplicity,
they are subsumed under the crosswise student-migrant category.
39 The stories of Cengiz and Shervin are, to some extent, epitomes for the categories of
crosswise and stepwise student migrants. The study also included several participants
who demonstrated a strong cultural affinity with Turkey but nevertheless chose to move
on – see, for instance, the story of Araz in Chapter 7. There were also several participants
from top-ranking universities who had the capability to move stepwise but chose to stay in
Turkey for various reasons.
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The chapter starts with a short historical overview of Iranian student mobility to Turkey.

8.2 The history of Iranian student mobility to Turkey
In the past decade the mobility of Iranian students to Turkey has intensified. This is
not at all a new development, however. The first movements of Iranian students to
Turkey can be traced back to the eighteenth century, when the Qajar dynasty sent
students to study in Istanbul (Akıs-Kalayıoğlu, 2016). Student migration to Turkey
intensified during the Cold War: the CENTO agreement tried to put a halt to Soviet
influence in Middle Eastern countries and, as such, Iranians were provided with
scholarships to study in NATO-member Turkey. Most went to the Middle Eastern
Technical University (METU) in Ankara. In 1966, when METU celebrated its tenth
anniversary, the London Times also reported on the increased numbers of Iranian,
Pakistani and Arab students on its campus (METU, 2019). These students often came
from lower- or middle-class backgrounds and chose Turkey because it offered a
geographically closer and more affordable option than studying in core countries.
Moreover, these students were predominantly of Azerbaijani ethnicity and were
fluent in Turkish. The fact that there is a visa-free agreement between Iran and
Turkey also strengthened the size of this student migration flow.
The 1979 Islamic Revolution led to a radical change in Iranian student migration
to Turkey. The positive image that Iranians previously had as ‘modern’, ‘wealthy’
and ‘cultured’ was completely reversed after the Revolution. Now Iranians were
associated with the new conservative Islamic regime, while the drop in the Iranian
currency led to financial problems for some students. Most Iranian students who were
still in Turkey in the 1980s either returned to Iran temporarily or moved onwards to
Europe, North America or Australia (personal communication with Prof. T. Atabaki,
4 April 2017 and with ‘Rod’, 14 May 2017). In connection with this, it is important to
note that, in the 1980s, Turkey served as a transit country for an estimated 1–1.5
million Iranians, of whom most were not students. With the closure of the American
Embassy in Iran, some Iranians went to Turkey to apply for a US visa there, while
others passed through Turkey irregularly and moved onwards to Europe or the US as
asylum-seekers and refugees (Danış, 2006; Ghorashi, 2002; Içduygu, 2003). Since the
late 1990s, the UNHCR in Turkey has also offered a resettlement program and, until
2010, Iranians were one of the largest groups of refugees resettled in core countries
(Jefroudi, 2014). At the same time, Turkey hosted a small community of Iranians who
had intended to use Turkey as a transit route but who eventually settled down in the
country. Many of them are likely to be Iranians of Azerbaijani-Turkish background
with ethnic and linguistic links to Turkey (Zijlstra, 2014b).
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Since 2003, there has again been a steady increase in the number of Iranian students
in Turkey. Although statistics on this group are not complete or easily accessible,
it is known that, between 1995 and 2003, Turkey hosted an average of 500 BA
students per year. Since then, their numbers have slowly climbed, reaching 1,700
BA students in 2013 (Yüksel, 2015). In 2014, Turkey even became the second-most
popular destination for Iranians after the US (UNESCO, 2015; YÖK, 2017).

8.3	Turkey as a second-best option: crosswise student
migrants’ choice of Turkey
The majority of the students who were interviewed in Turkey can be characterized
as crosswise student migrants. They chose Turkey because of the existence of goodquality, low-cost state universities that were much easier to access than universities in
core countries. Moreover, Turkey had the additional benefit of being geographically
and culturally close to Iran. Nevertheless, for many crosswise student migrants,
Turkey was either not their first choice or was considered only as a stepping-stone
to core countries. Yet, for a number of reasons they ended up staying in Turkey.
Two-thirds of the crosswise student migrants decided to stay in Turkey either because
they enjoyed life there and the good research or job opportunities or because they
found a partner in Turkey. Cengiz’s story is illustrative of this group of students.
Cengiz was born in a career-oriented family in the Iranian province of Azerbaijan. His
father is a civil engineer and his mother teaches sociology. His parents had enough
economic resources to support him and his younger brother in their studies. Cengiz
was a good student and managed to pass the entrance exam for the best high school
in his city. He sat the Concours exam twice but, both times, failed to get into a goodranking university in Tehran. He then chose to study petrochemical engineering in a
medium-ranking university in his hometown. In the last year of his BA he decided to
go abroad. One of the reasons was the lack of job opportunities in his home country,
as the international sanctions against the Iranian oil industry meant that there were
virtually no jobs for petrochemical engineers any longer (Mehrabi, 2014). In addition,
Cengiz wanted to enter a higher-ranking university than he was able to in Iran.
Europe, and particularly Germany, was at the top of Cengiz’s destination hierarchy.
However, having graduated from a medium-ranking university in Iran, he did not
think that his chances of going there would be very high. Moreover, he preferred to
stay close to his family in Iran, at least initially:
It would have been better for me to go to one of the European countries but it is
very hard to go there because of visa problems. At that time I also didn’t want to be
so far away from my family. So I thought ‘OK, I will go to Istanbul first, because it
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is very easy for them to come here and it is very easy for me to go to Iran’. But now
my family is used to not having me around so they say ‘OK, you can go anywhere
you want’.
What Cengiz explains is that Turkey initially figured as a place where he could get
used to living abroad while staying close to Iran, before making a potential stepwise
move to more distant countries. His choice of Turkey thus provides evidence of the
fact that stepwise migration can also be an outcome of choice, one which particularly
emerges from his proximity preference. Another important element in Cengiz’s choice
was the fact that his father had studied in Turkey himself when he was young:
My father said that if you want to go out of Iran, then go to Turkey. Of course 90
per cent of Iranian parents don’t like their children to go far away. But he saw that I
really wanted to go abroad, so he advised me to go somewhere that he knows very
well and where he can visit me easily. So now, when my parents come here, they
don’t feel like foreigners here, they really feel comfortable. They already know the
city. For them, Istanbul is just like other cities in Iran.
However, it is not only his parents who feel comfortable in Turkey; the same goes for
Cengiz himself:
I started to learn Turkish when I was a child, because Azeri and Turkish are very close
to each other actually, you know. And that was one of the most important reasons
why I chose to come here, because Istanbul was just like my hometown for me. I
spoke Turkish before I moved here and when I arrived here I felt like I had already
lived here for many years.
The cultural and linguistic proximity that Cengiz and his parents feel to Turkey is
undoubtedly related to their Azerbaijani-Turkish ethnic background and Cengiz’s
father’s experiences of living in Turkey. In 2013 Cengiz started his Master’s at the
same university where his father had studied before, namely the top-ranking Istanbul
Technic University (ITU), a famous and well-established state university. As Turkish
is the main language of instruction and interaction between students at ITU, the
cultural and linguistic capital that was transferred within his family helped Cengiz
to find his way at this university and in Turkish society at large.
Many other crosswise student migrants, of whom three-quarters also originated
from the Azerbaijani provinces of Iran, also mentioned that they felt comfortable
in Turkey because of the linguistic and cultural proximity. Like Cengiz, three-quarters of them attended different state universities in Turkey, where the language
of instruction was mainly Turkish. State universities do not usually offer generous
scholarships but have very affordable tuition fees. The other quarter of students
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were enrolled in English-language private universities and received a full scholarship. Most crosswise student migrants were satisfied with the quality of education in
Turkey and considered its level to be higher than that in most Iranian universities. It
is important to emphasize that most of them graduated from lower-quality private
or medium-quality state universities in Iran. Crosswise student migrants were especially happy with the fact that Turkish universities and their professors have good
relations with many countries in the world. Partly because of this, Turkey has much
better research facilities than Iran and there are many more opportunities to participate in international conferences at which scholars from different corners of the
world come together. For many Iranian students Turkey’s semi-peripheral position,
between Iran on the one hand and Europe and North America on the other, provided
an ideal bridge enabling them to stay close to home but still participate in a more
international research environment than they could have in Iran.

TEXT BOX 2. The internationalization of higher education in Turkey
Since the 1970s, higher education in Turkey has expanded tremendously, both in the
numbers of students as well as in the number of institutions. In 2018, Turkey hosted
186 universities, of which 74 are privately funded institutions (Çetinsaya, 2014; ICEF,
2019c). Most of the earlier state universities with their roots in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century, such as Istanbul University, Istanbul Technical University,
Bosporus University and Middle East Technical University, were founded on French,
German and American models of education and also use English or French as their
main language of instruction. They are centrally governed by the Turkish Council of
Higher Education (YÖK) and require very low tuition fees (Simsek, 2007).
After 1981, the Turkish government also allowed the establishment of private (or
‘foundation’) universities. Bilkent University in Ankara was one of the first private
universities, established in 1984. Due to rising numbers of students, after 1998 many
other private universities were established, most of them in Istanbul. Two of the
highest-ranking universities in Istanbul are Koç and Sabancı, founded by two of the
oldest and largest holdings in Turkey; they charge annual tuition fees of around 20,000
US Dollars.40
Almost all private universities are English-medium and hire an increasing number of
foreign and Turkish staff members trained in core countries (Akar, 2010; Özer, 2016;
Simsek, 2007). Although state universities also attempt to attract more foreign staff,
this is often difficult due to financial constraints and to the language of instruction,
which remains Turkish in most state institutions (Akar, 2010).
In the past few years, the level of internationalization in Turkish higher education
increased. Between 2011 and 2016, the number of foreign students in Turkey rose from
31,000 to 95,000. The largest groups of students come from Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan,

40 https://international.ku.edu.tr/undergraduate-programs/tuition-and-scholarships/
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Iran, Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan (ICEF, 2015; Özer, 2016), which confirms Turkey’s
important position as a semi-peripheral education hub.
The Turkish government plays an active role in attracting foreign students,
predominantly through the provision of ‘Türkiye scholarships’ (Akar, 2010; ICEF, 2019c;
Özer, 2016). These scholarships provide ‘talented’ students with a one-year Turkish
language training course, a full tuition waiver, free accommodation and travel costs
during their stay in Turkey.41 Most beneficiaries originate from peripheral countries
in Central Asia and Africa and would not have considered Turkey if the Türkiye
scholarships were not available. According to Aras & Mohammed (2019), these
scholarships constitute an important soft-power tool, while the focus on peripheral
countries is very characteristic of the AKP’s turn away from the West in the last ten
years. The availability of Türkiye scholarships points to the importance of scholarships
in the mobility of students from the periphery and is indicative of Turkey’s ambition to
become a stronger semi-peripheral education hub. It seems, however, that the Türkiye
scholarship program is geared towards the eventual return of its beneficiaries and not
to retaining them for the Turkish (knowledge) economy.

8.4	Turkey as a bridge: stepwise student migrants’ choice of
Turkey
The category of stepwise student migrants consists of 15 students who moved
stepwise from Turkey to Europe and North America. Similar to the crosswise student
migrants, studying in Turkey was not their first choice and many hoped to use the
country as a stepping-stone to core countries. The difference is that the stepwise
student migrants eventually succeeded in making that stepwise move. This is most
probably related to differences in their background: the stepwise student migrants
often graduated from top-ranking universities in Iran and in Turkey they enrolled at
top-ranking, English-speaking and often private universities. Later in this chapter
I explain how this helped them to make a stepwise move. Another difference is that
half of the stepwise student migrants were of Persian ethnicity and did not necessarily
choose to study in Turkey because of the cultural and linguistic similarities to their
own home region. The mobility of these stepwise student migrants can be seen as
part of a larger trend that started after 2010.
Shervin is one such student. Like most stepwise student migrants, Shervin comes from
a large upwardly mobile family. His father is illiterate but managed to move up the

41 Although Iranians are in principle eligible, none of the participants in this study arrived in
Turkey with a Turkey scholarship. Students at private universities received a full scholarship
from the institution itself, while students at state universities either covered their own costs
or received partial scholarships from their university.
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ladder in the textile factory where he worked. While his parents were very supportive
of their children’s education, they could not provide a lot of help or advice. Shervin
was, however, able to receive assistance from his older siblings, who were all highly
educated as well. He was born in an industrial town near Tehran but, when he was
15, moved to the northern part of Iran, where he could go to a good high school. He
studied very hard for the Concours exam and was accepted into the top-ranking
Sharif University in Tehran.
After having finished his Bachelor’s in 2012, Shervin really wanted to continue
his education in the US. For most of his classmates the US was at the top of their
destination hierarchy. Shervin also became involved in this culture of migration and
aspired to go to the US as well, even though he had never left Iran before or done
any research on the differences between the US and other countries. After his BA,
Shervin applied to ten different universities in the US for a direct PhD. Although
he had a high GPA from a top-ranking university in Iran, with two applications for
PhD positions abroad, he came second. He was accepted by one medium-ranking
American university but was not very enthusiastic about the small town the university
was located in. At the same time, an unexpected event happened in his life, as his
brother passed away. This turned all his plans around completely:
After that happened, I did not want to go to the US. Because, in Iran, families mean
a lot to people. My parents were devastated; they wanted me to be close to them so
I could visit. And I knew that if I applied for a visa, I would get a single-entry visa
and I would have to stay in the US for five years! And God knows, if I go back to Iran
to visit with a single-entry visa, then I might not be able to return to the US. So then
what should I do if I am in the middle of my PhD, after two years for example? So I
wanted to stay close to my family, visit them and maybe calm them down when necessary. I didn’t want to be selfish. And I wasn’t in the mood to leave for a long time.
While Shervin was close to getting accepted for a university in the US, the death of his
brother constituted an enormous turning point in his migration plans and made him
unwilling to move to the US directly because of the distance and the high likelihood of
him only of getting a single-entry visa. While Shervin had preferred to stay in Iran a
bit longer, he knew that as a graduate he would soon have to enlist for military service
for two years. At the last minute Shervin decided to study in Turkey because, from
there, he would be able to frequently visit his parents and his girlfriend in Iran and
thus enjoy a greater sense of mobility freedom. The unexpected family circumstances
thus created a strong proximity preference for Shervin.
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Like some of his classmates, Shervin opted to study at Koç University, a privately
funded top-ranking university in Istanbul.42 As a PhD candidate, Shervin received
a generous scholarship in return for being a part-time research assistant.
Moreover, Koç University offered him good research facilities, free food and drink,
accommodation and amenities such as a swimming pool and gym.43 In addition, the
US-trained academic staff at Koç promised Shervin to help him to go to the US as
a visiting researcher.
For Shervin, the strong international academic linkages of Koç University were an
important asset and turned Koç into a potential stepping-stone to core countries. Koç
University emulates US universities in different ways– for instance through its Englishlanguage course program, extracurricular activities and campus architecture. Moreover,
nearly 95 per cent of the faculty are said to have obtained their PhDs from the US, while
Koç also sends many of its top graduates to study there (Guttenplan, 2013).
These formed important reasons for an increasing number of Iranian students to
go to Koç and other private top-ranking universities after 2010. Information on the
advantages of these universities quickly became known in the social networks of
students at top-ranking Iranian universities where a culture of migration was already
in place, partially due to the Green Movement protests. Participants who came to
Turkey after 2012 in particular mentioned that they had chosen Turkey solely because
their fellow classmates had gone there already and had provided them with positive
feedback. This type of social capital motivated more and more students to move – a
process which migration scholars call ‘cumulative causation’ (Massey et al, 1993) –
and proves that student mobility can increase despite the absence of any official
marketing or recruitment campaigns (Daniel, 2014).
There were, however, many issues around the (feared) premature departure of
Iranian students enrolled at Koç University. There were a number of students
enrolled on a Master’s or PhD program who attended an academic conference in
Europe or North America (often at Koç University’s expense) and did not return;
in the meantime, they had already secured acceptance from another university
in a core country. According to one participant, there were about 15 such cases
in one three-year period. At a certain point, Koç professors became reluctant to
accept new Iranian students or to allow them to go to conferences abroad, afraid
that they might quit. This situation effectively illustrates the position of top-ranking

42 Koç is one of the three highest-ranking private universities in Turkey but its ranking is lower
than some of the more established state universities, as Koç was founded quite recently, in
1993. Nevertheless, the quality of the education and facilities offered is considered to be high.
43 The funding that PhD candidates receive is predominantly financed by the high tuition fees
of BA and MA students at Koç University.
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universities in a semi-peripheral country. On the one hand, universities benefit from
their relationships with core countries by virtue of receiving talented students who
could not (yet) reach the core but, on the other hand they are also in danger of losing
that talent in the blink of an eye.
The next sections discuss how the Iranian participants in this research experienced
living and studying in Turkey and how that affected their plans to move stepwise
to other countries. By zooming in on the stories of Cengiz and Shervin, Turkey is
analyzed as an emigration environment for a potential second migration.

8.5	Crosswise student migrants’ experiences in Turkey and
future migration plans
The following sections concentrate on Cengiz’s aspirations to either stay in Turkey or
to move on. We can see that, in his case, his personal ambitions and career plans were
affected more by structural factors in Turkey, particularly the political and economic
developments that took place after 2015.
Although Cengiz at first considered it as a second-best or temporary option, as soon
as he moved to Turkey he enjoyed living there and planned to stay at least for the next
couple of years. As mentioned before, Cengiz’s Azerbaijani ethnic identity made him
feel very much at home in Turkish society and the country provided him with an ideal
situation – being abroad while being geographically close to his family at the same
time. These were also the reasons why, after graduating from his Master’s, Cengiz
decided to continue with a PhD at Istanbul Technic University in 2016. However,
during his PhD, some events happened that made him doubt whether he wanted to
stay in Turkey.
In the first year of his PhD, Cengiz received funding from a Turkish company. While
the university had promised to find him another scholarship for the rest of his PhD,
the situation suddenly changed after the 2016 failed coup d’état and the political and
economic unrest that Turkey faced in its aftermath (Redden, 2016, see also Text box
3). After the failed coup, research funding provided by the Turkish Council of Higher
Education (YÖK) was drastically reduced due to the power struggles that were going
on within the institution.
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TEXT BOX 3. Political and economic changes in Turkey after 2015

In 1923, the Republic of Turkey was established by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk as a
secular state. Since then, Turkey has functioned as a bridge between East and West:
it joined NATO in 1952 and applied for EU membership in 1987 but also has longlasting economic and cultural relations with the Middle East and Central Asia. In 2002,
however, the AKP became Turkey’s biggest political party and President Erdoğan won
many votes from non-elite groups and the more religious-conservative part of Turkey.
Over the years, however, Erdoğan slowly became more authoritarian: in 2013 he was
involved in several corruption scandals for which he blamed the influential Muslim
cleric Fethullah Gülen. As a response he targetted a large number of institutions
related to Gülen, such as schools and media corporations. In the same year, Erdoğan’s
construction plans in Istanbul’s Gezi Park led to large-scale protests in which 3.5 million
Turks participated and several citizens were killed (Bhikhie, 2016). In addition, the
regime’s involvement in Syria and renewed operations against Kurds in the South East
damaged the stability of the country and Turkey was faced with a series of terrorist
bombings in the center of Ankara and Istanbul in 2015 and 2016. In an attempt to
stop the government’s security operations against the Kurdish population, a group
called ‘Academics for peace’ signed a petition in January 2016. Accused of supporting
terrorism, 330 academics were fired and many of them received a lifelong ban on
working in Turkey (Monitoring Academic Freedom, 2017).
Amidst the growing unrest, Turkey faced an attempted coup d’état in July 2016
whereby a faction of the armed forces occupied and bombed various government
buildings. Although the coup was unsuccessful, 250 people were killed and many were
injured. Erdoğan was quick to blame Muslim cleric Fethullah Gülen for the coup and
used it as a pretext to arrest more than 50,000 soldiers, journalists, police officers and
academics and fire about 150,000 people from their jobs (Taner & Lambert, 2018). In
2017, Erdoğan installed a referendum in order to change the Turkish constitution and
grant himself more power. During the campaign, the opposition was silenced and saw
his eventual victory as undemocratic. This also damaged Turkey’s relationship with
Western countries (Ercetin & de Graaf, 2017).
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Partly as a result of Turkey’s deteriorating human rights record, negotiations over the
country’s pending EU membership stalled after 2016. The political unrest also affected
the Turkish economy. Unemployment has been on the rise since 2018, especially under
university-educated engineers and architects (ICEF, 2019c). In 2018, due to worsened
relations with US President Trump, Turkey experienced a high inflation rate that
damaged its economy even further (Taner & Lambert, 2018).
Turkey’s deteriorating conditions might also affect the migration plans of international
students. According to Kondakçı et al. (2018) the ability of regional education hubs
such as Turkey to attract and retain international students is very much dependent
on (relatively) stable political and economic conditions. This is confirmed in the study
by Dziwornu et al. (2016) among African students in Turkey, who indicated higher
intentions to return home after graduation due to the decline in security. Statistics
show, however, that the numbers of international students going to Turkey only
increased further in the period 2017–2019 (ICEF, 2019c).
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To make up for the lost funding, Cengiz tried to find a position as a research assistant
in ITU but these positions were limited, especially for foreign students. Eventually the
Council of Higher Education (YÖK), which makes the decisions on assistantships in
state universities, rejected his application. They did not state a reason but Cengiz
thinks that his nationality played a part:
I did my best to become a research assistant at this university but, maybe because
I am Iranian, they didn’t allow me to be a research assistant. […] And this made me
think that I can also not become a faculty member or professor in this university.
And because of such problems, maybe I have to go to another country. […]
Moreover, here in ITU they do not hire anybody for an academic position who actually graduated from ITU. They want you to do your PhD or postdoc somewhere
else, like America or Europe, and then you can come back.
Actually, my first aim is to be an academic in Turkey. However, it seems that this is
hard and there are lots of difficulties. But if I cannot be an academic, then maybe
I will try to find an engineering job in a factory, in the R&D section. And if I cannot
find that, maybe I will go to another country.
Cengiz’s negative experiences with funding, the discrimination based on the fact
that he is not a Turkish national and the expectation of mobility in academia (Ackers,
2005) made him doubt whether he could remain in Turkey. His desire to stay in
academia was strong but he realised that, if he wanted to pursue an academic career,
he might have to move to another country, at least temporarily.
In 2017, however, Cengiz found a part-time job with an inspection company owned by
an Iranian, which he could combine with his PhD. For this job, Cengiz had to inspect
factories in different cities across Turkey; his knowledge of spoken Turkish was very
important in his being able to communicate with the factory personnel. In 2018, he
found a job in the Research & Development department of one of Turkey’s biggest
gas companies and attempted to finish his PhD on the side.
Over time and perhaps because of the job he found, Cengiz started to show a
stronger tendency to stay in Turkey instead of prioritizing his academic career, for
which he would have to move elsewhere:
My first preference is to stay in Turkey because I feel comfortable here, because the
culture is very close to us and I can see my family whenever I want. Turkish people
don’t have any problems with Iranians and, because I know Turkish, I have an opportunity to find a job outside of the university. Imagine, for example, that I went to
Germany for my PhD, but I didn’t speak their language, then it would be harder for
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me to find work outside of the university, where the language is not English. And
then after my PhD I would have to go back to Iran.
The considerations that Cengiz displays here can be seen as an adaptive preference
(Carling & Schewel, 2018). This means that individuals with limited capabilities to
move (onwards) subconsciously adapt their aspirations to that situation as well and
give up their stepwise migration plans. It is, however, difficult to ascertain whether
Cengiz’s case is one of voluntary or acquiescent immobility: does he prefer to stay in
Turkey because he likes living there or because he thinks that he is not able to move
stepwise?44
Another factor that Cengiz (as well as other participants) mentioned was that he
preferred to stay in Turkey because he had already built up a life and career there.
This prevents him from moving again:
So I think I am staying in Turkey because I am close to my family here and because
I’m trying to become stable in one place, in order to go to the next level in my life.
[…] To build up a career you need a certain context and network in order to be able
to grow. I don’t want to be a low-level academic until the end of my life by moving
from here to there and changing countries all the time. You should stay somewhere
in order to get stronger.
Cengiz’s words indicate that he finds it valuable to be stable in one place, where he
can enjoy the fruits of his career and the country-specific capital he has built up in
Turkey thus far, in a place that is culturally and geographically close to Iran. In that
sense, Cengiz has been able to develop himself in Turkey and create a life that he
finds valuable (De Haas, 2014).
Like Cengiz, the majority of crosswise student migrants were happy with the prospect
of staying in Turkey long term. One third of the crosswise student migrants, however,
were not. They attempted to move stepwise to other countries but had not yet
managed to do so. These students often graduated from Turkish-language state
universities that did not endow them with a high level of academic capital. Perhaps

44 Turkey offers various options for obtaining long-term residency and Turkish citizenship.
More than half of the participants in this study were able to prolong their residence permit
during their (PhD ) studies without a problem. Other participants needed to have a job
and apply for a work permit through their employer. For participants working as university
researchers, this was an uncomplicated process but, for those outside academia, obtaining
a work permit was sometimes more challenging. There were also four participants who
applied for Turkish citizenship. Turkey can grant citizenship to foreigners who have a paid
job (PhD scholarships not included) and have lived in Turkey for more than five years.
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this formed part of the reason why their applications for academic positions in
core countries were rejected. So, although these participants had the aspiration
to move stepwise, their lacking the right types of capital made them involuntarily
immobile in Turkey. Consequently, some decided to stay in Turkey, at least for the
time being, while others continued their attempts to move stepwise. What is striking
is that the economic and political changes in Turkey after 2015 (see Text box 3)
formed an important impetus for wanting to move stepwise out of the country. Many
participants said that the rise in authoritarianism made Turkey look more like Iran,
which was one of the reasons why they left Iran in the first place.
We now zoom in on the trajectory of Shervin, who did manage to move stepwise
from Turkey. The next section provides an analysis of the factors that increased his
capabilities to move.

8.6 Stepwise student migrants’ accumulation of capital in Turkey
Shervin initially also chose to study in Turkey because of its geographic proximity to
Iran. However, his attitude towards Turkey was also different from that of Cengiz. Not
being of Azerbaijani-Turkish ethnic origin, Shervin did not move to Turkey because of
the cultural and linguistic proximity. He was not fond of the culture and also did not
learn any Turkish in the six years that he lived there, as he never intended to settle
down there and considered Turkey mainly as a stepping-stone to other countries.45
The fact that Shervin was doing his PhD at Koç University helped him to build up
such forms of capital that were conducive to his ability to move stepwise to a core
country. He gained a high level of academic capital by studying at Koç University.
The generous scholarship he received during his PhD helped him to fully focus on
his research and on publishing academic articles together with his supervisor, who
had many contacts at top-ranking universities in the US. Moreover, the fact that all
education and research at Koç was in English also helped Shervin to further improve
his linguistic capital and academic writing skills.
In addition, Shervin really appreciated Turkey for its mobility freedom and the range
of travel opportunities that the country offered compared to Iran. For instance, Turkey
hosts the embassies and consulates of many countries, including those of the US and

45 Shervin’s story describes only one of the trajectories of stepwise student migrants in Turkey.
It is important to keep in mind that half of the stepwise students in Turkey were of Azerbaijani-Iranian ethnic identity and felt close to the Turkish culture and language while living
there. Nevertheless, from the beginning all students expressed a strong aspiration to move
stepwise.
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Canada, which have been closed down in Iran for several years now. In Turkey, Shervin
was thus able to accumulate a high level of mobility capital, which enabled him to
explore different core countries – and particularly his initially preferred destination,
the US – as potential places to move to. While in Iran, Shervin had his mind set on
going to the US, although he had never visited there or could compare it to other
destinations such as Europe and Canada. Studying at Koç University in Turkey made
it easier for him to apply for a visa in order to attend academic conferences in core
countries and build up his international network there. Thanks also to his scholarship
he also had the economic capital to prolong these trips. In this way he could travel
and compare different countries and decide where he wanted to settle down in the
future. Studying at Koç thus not only increased Shervin’s mobility capital but it also
helped him to figure out the next step in his trajectory.
In 2015, Shervin planned a conference in the US, the country which he initially applied
and was still considering moving to. His first visa application was rejected, however;
due to the strict clearance process for Iranians, his second application took many
months and he eventually missed the conference. He nevertheless decided to go and
visit several Iranian classmates living in the US. There he quickly became disillusioned:
Before I went to the US, I had already been to a couple of different cities and countries in Europe. And when I compare them to the US then I guess the US is not as
great as they say it is [sigh]. […] If you are Iranian, they will give you a single-entry
visa for four years, so that means that you cannot go outside the US – you cannot
even go to Canada. So you are trapped, basically. And that is what really bothered
me when I saw my friends there. They try to be happy to be in the US because they
tried so hard to get to it, but they are not in a good situation. […]
For instance, one time me and my friend were in the car and he was driving at 90
miles per hour when he should only have been doing 75. And then he saw a police
car chasing us and he said ‘No, I will be deported, I need to go back to Iran!’ Fortunately, in the end, the police only imposed an 80-dollar fine. My friend feared
that, if the police had given him penalty points, he would end up not finding a job
and would be deported back to Iran. So that’s what I really cannot tolerate about
the US – like, you study all your life and get a PhD from an American university and
then you get kicked out of the country because you were doing 90 miles per hour?
That’s ridiculous. I don’t think it’s worth the stress.
Shervin’s words show that he needed to physically visit the US to know how he would
feel about living there. Moreover, the experience he had with his friend formed an
important source of first-hand information. His friend’s fear of getting a speeding
ticket is a sign that, as an international student, he did not feel secure in the US
and felt as though he lacked negative freedom, due to his fear of deportation in
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the context of the stringent US immigration regulations (Sager, 2006). At the same
time, Shervin’s friends also seemed to lack a sense of positive or mobility freedom
due to their single-entry visa. Their feeling of being trapped can be compared to
a condition of involuntary immobility that, according to Shervin, weighed heavily
on their life satisfaction in the US (Carling, 2002). According to Florida (2005a), US
migration policies play an important role in driving away talent. This was also the
case for Shervin. His experiences in the US became a drastic turning point whereby
he immediately gave up his dream of moving there.
Subsequently, Shervin altered his destination hierarchy and decided to focus his
efforts on moving to Europe. He was about to finish his PhD at Koç and actively
started networking in Switzerland and the Netherlands. In the meantime, he married
his Iranian girlfriend and they started to live together in Istanbul. As he felt that
moving to Europe for a temporary post-doc position would not be stable enough,
Shervin decided to first build up more academic capital in Turkey which would help
him to gain a position as an assistant professor in Europe. Knowing that Shervin
had always planned to move out of Turkey as soon as his PhD was finished, it was
surprising to hear that he wanted to prolong his stay there:
After I did not like the US, I persuaded my wife to live here with me in Turkey. What
I am planning to do is to see if I can find a faculty position here in Istanbul, because
a faculty position is a prestigious job – you would have enough salary, you can rent
a good house, you can have your insurance, and ... have a stable life, right?
Eventually, Shervin found a position as an assistant professor at a newly established
private university in Turkey, from where he started to apply for academic positions
in European countries. In 2018, he found a position as an assistant professor at a
university in the UK and moved there, together with his wife. Shervin is happy with
his secure position in the UK and really hopes to settle down there. In the alteration
of his destination hierarchy from the US to the UK, it is possible to see clear evidence
of his proximity preference. Shervin eventually chose to move on to a country that
was geographically closer to Iran and that also provided him with a greater sense
of mobility freedom than he would have had in the US.

8.7 Summing up and looking ahead
This chapter has shed light on Turkey as a regional educational hub in a semiperipheral country. It confirms that the existence of relatively high-quality and
affordable universities is an important attraction for students from peripheral
countries in the vicinity (Kondakçı, 2011; Kondakçı et al., 2018; Perkins & Neumayer,
2014). In addition, by comparing stepwise and crosswise student migrants, the
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chapter has provided an analysis of which types of student are able to use the hub
as a stepping-stone to core countries and whether any inequalities between students
are reproduced during the process.
The findings indicate that the stepwise student migrants only intended to study in
Turkey on a temporary basis before moving stepwise. They often graduated from
top-ranking universities in Iran and went to Turkey with high levels of academic
capital. This assisted them in securing a funded MA or PhD position at a top-ranking
private university in Turkey. These universities try to participate in ‘the global race
for talent’ by emulating universities in the core and by attracting gifted students
from peripheral countries through offering generous scholarships and facilitating
international contacts. Enrolling in this type of university helped the students to
accumulate more academic, cultural, economic, social and mobility capital, which
paved the way for their stepwise migration to Europe and the United States.
Crosswise student migrants also went to Turkey with the intention to use it as a
stepping-stone to core countries but ended up remaining there. They expressed
a stronger cultural and linguistic affinity for Turkey, as most of them were of
Azerbaijani-Iranian ethnic background. They also more often attended Turkish
state universities, which are less international in character than private universities
and which also endowed them with lower levels of academic and economic capital.
Instead, Turkish state universities helped these students to accumulate countryspecific capital that was more useful for their integration in the Turkish host society
and labor market. Most crosswise students therefore adapted their stepwise plans
and decided to focus on a future in Turkey. However, the economic and political
changes that took place there after 2015 reminded many Iranian participants of
the authoritarian nature of their home government and kept stepwise migration
away from Turkey on the table.
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Based on the findings of this chapter, is it possible to argue that migration to Turkey
reproduces inequalities between the participants in this study? In Turkey, the
discrepancies between the trajectories of crosswise and stepwise student migrants
were certainly enlarged, in favor of the latter. In this respect it is possible to see signs
of path dependency (Czaika & Toma, 2015), as stepwise students’ initial advantage in
academic capital reproduced itself in Turkey and facilitated their stepwise movement
to the core. However, when looking at students’ trajectories from Iran to Turkey, it
is not possible to speak of a reproduction of inequalities, as most stepwise student
migrants originate from upwardly mobile families with lower levels of capital.
If moving towards core countries is considered an upward move, as most Iranian
participants see it, then moving to Turkey actually resulted in significant upward
mobility for stepwise student migrants.
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The next chapter focuses on Iranian participants who moved to the Netherlands. It
will show that, like Turkey, the Netherlands often emerged as a second-best study
destination for Iranians who actually preferred to study in the US. Moreover, it is
also possible to detect a proximity preference among the participants who chose
to go to the Netherlands.
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CHAPTER 9

9.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at the Netherlands as an increasingly popular destination through
the lens of Iranian students. In the last two decades the Netherlands has started to
put more effort into their participation in ‘the global race for talent’. Through offering
English-language education at universities and through flexible visa and migration
policies, the country attempts to attract and retain international students and highskilled migrants from abroad (Kulu-Glasgow et al., 2014). But what are the chances
of the Netherlands in this race, relative to countries that have long been at the top
of students’ destination hierarchy, such as the US?
The chapter zooms in on the motivations convincing Iranian students to choose a
small country like the Netherlands. Is the country an alternative destination for
students who don’t have the capability to move to the US or are there other reasons
why they move to the Netherlands? I shed more light on these questions by following
three Iranian participants who moved to the Netherlands: Farah, Nazanin and
Rahim. They share the fact that the Netherlands was not their first choice in the
beginning but, like the majority of participants, they eventually decided to stay in
the Netherlands and obtain citizenship.46 Farah initially saw the Netherlands as a
stepping-stone to English-speaking countries but eventually decided to stay because
of her proximity preference. She is also one of the several study participants who built
up a successful career in a Dutch company. Like many other participants, Nazanin
chose the Netherlands because of its high-quality universities and research facilities
and also remained because of the country’s proximity preference. Finally, Rahim is
an example of a participant who wishes to continue with an academic career in the
Netherlands but experiences difficulties in doing so.
In the following pages, I give a more detailed description of why and how these
participants chose to move to the Netherlands, their experiences studying and
working there and the factors that influenced their decision to remain.

46 It is important to note that Farah, Nazanin and Rahim all moved to the Netherlands in a
direct manner. Their trajectories thus differ from the 10 participants who moved to the
Netherlands via other countries (mostly Germany or the US) and in a stepwise manner (via
Turkey). Nevertheless, the story of participant Araz, who moved stepwise from Turkey to
the Netherlands, has already been depicted in Chapter 7.
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9.2	On second thoughts: participants’ reasons for choosing the
Netherlands
The majority of the 24 Iranian research participants in the Netherlands moved
there between 2006 and 2014. When analyzing their motivations for choosing
the Netherlands, it is remarkable that many had not heard about the country as a
study destination and/or did not consider it to be high enough up their destination
hierarchy. While some participants ended up in the Netherlands by chance, others
initially saw the Netherlands as a stepping-stone to better-known destinations such
as the US. This was also the case for Farah, to whose trajectory we now turn.

9.2.1 The Netherlands as a stepping-stone: the story of Farah
Farah was born in a large city in southern Iran. Her mother is a finance director in
a company, while her father, sister and many other relatives are engineers. Farah
grew up in an internationally oriented family with high economic and transnational
cultural capital. Her parents sent her to fee-paying English classes from the age of 7.
Although Farah was a good student, she did not feel like studying eight hours per day
for the Concours. This might have been one of the reasons why she was not successful
in accessing a state university in Iran. Instead, she chose to study engineering at a
branch of the private Azad University in a small town close to her city.
After her BA, Farah found a job through one of her relatives, as her family had
good connections in the engineering field. She was the only female employee in the
company and worked there for about five years. However, as Farah comes from
a very open-minded, secular family, it was also difficult for her to deal with the
Islamic restrictions on women in the workplace and in Iranian society in general. In
conformation of Farah’s views, a recent survey among Iranians found that 68 per cent
believe that Islamic rules should be excluded from the Iranian legislation (Tamimi
Arab & Maleki, 2002).
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It was during the 2009 Green Movement, however, that Farah’s disagreement with
the Islamic government came to a head. Shocked by the harsh repression of the
protests in which she participated, Farah decided to leave Iran and aspired to move
to an English-speaking country like the US or Australia. Despite the fact that she had
already worked as an engineer for five years in Iran, she thought that it would be too
difficult and time-consuming to find a job abroad from inside Iran, so she decided to
do an MA abroad. However, as Farah had graduated from a local branch of Azad
University and did not have very high grades, she lacked the academic capital to
get a scholarship from a foreign university and would have to pay a large part of the
costs herself. This ruled out the possibility of going to the US directly because of its
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high level of tuition fees and the strict visa procedures. Therefore, Farah decided to
first go to Europe and use it as a stepping-stone:
From Iran you cannot easily go to the US because they don’t let you in. And if
you want to study there, the tuition fee is twice as expensive as in Europe. In the
Netherlands I had to pay 25,000 US dollars; in the US it was 60,000. So I thought I
would just start in Europe and then I go to the US from there, which would be easier.
Because if you have lived in Europe and you have some experience on your CV, then
it is easier to apply for a US visa.
Thus, Farah realised that she could not move to the US directly due to her lack
of academic and (sufficient) economic capital. She then opted to move to the
Netherlands because it would provide a convenient stepping-stone to the US due
to its lower tuition fees and the ‘European’ academic capital she could gain there.
Reflecting on her options of a specific country within Europe, Farah based her choice
on the presence of well-known engineering companies. This shows that the Dutch
knowledge economy was an important and attractive factor for students like Farah:
Especially in my engineering field, the Netherlands is doing very well. I did not
know these things before but then I searched for the famous companies that I knew
from my previous job in Iran, like Shell and CB&I and the Netherlands popped up.
And then I realised that my engineering field is very powerful in the Netherlands.
That’s why I chose to go there, even though I had no clue what the country was like.
When analyzing Farah’s decision-making it is clear to see that the Netherlands was
initially not a well-known country for her. It was the presence of famous international
engineering companies that eventually made a difference. Still, Farah intended to
use the Netherlands merely as a stepping-stone to the US, the country at the top of
her destination hierarchy. In the second part of this chapter I will continue with Farah’s
trajectory and whether she eventually moved on to the US.

9.2.2 The Netherlands as a second-best option close to home: the story
of Nazanin
Nazanin was born and raised in the Iranian capital, Tehran. Like Farah, Nazanin also
grew up in an internationally oriented family. Nazanin’s parents are both university
educated and wanted her to attend university as well. Her mother sent her to private
English lessons from the age of 7 and she has various family members who studied
abroad.
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For her Bachelor’s degree, Nazanin was accepted in the highest-ranking university
in Iran. Here she entered a persistent culture of migration, as almost all of her
classmates went to Europe and North America after graduation. This also influenced
Nazanin. After graduating with her Master’s, she attended a conference in Iran where
she met a Dutch professor. He offered her the opportunity of an unpaid internship
in the Netherlands. As with Farah, the Netherlands did not occupy a high position in
Nazanin’s destination hierarchy but she nonetheless decided to take up the offer and
was positively surprised by the level of research in the Netherlands:
The Netherlands is not very popular among Iranians. Many people do not have that
much information, so they just include the Netherlands in Europe, not as a separate country. The most popular places are the US, Canada and Australia. So Europe
comes after that and then, in Europe, there is England, France, Germany and then
maybe Holland and Sweden. […]
But when I came here for the first time, it was overwhelming. There are a lot of
facilities, there are a lot of connections with all kinds of scientists, different kinds
of conferences… so it was really great compared to Iran. And now if I compare it to
the US, the Netherlands is still very much at the forefront and up to date. Maybe in
the US there are more things happening and there are more opportunities but still
I am feeling satisfied.
After her internship was over, Nazanin tried to apply for PhD positions in Canada
and the US but could find none available. Then an opportunity for a paid PhD
position opened up in the Netherlands. As Nazanin had already lived there for a few
months, she knew that she liked the country and found it calm and uncomplicated.
She therefore decided to stay on for a PhD. Her parents were also happy with her
choice of the Netherlands:
I think my parents are happier visiting me in the Netherlands than in the US, both
because of the distance and because the Netherlands is less complicated and getting
an American visa is much more difficult for my parents than getting a Dutch one.
If they have to travel, they have to travel a long time to reach the US, you know. So,
for them, the Netherlands is much easier.
Nazanin’s choice to stay in the Netherlands and her parents’ satisfaction with her
decision points to a strong proximity preference. Not only is there less distance
between Iran and the Netherlands than between Iran and the US but also the flexible
visa arrangements for both her and her parents increased Nazanin’s mobility freedom
in the Netherlands. Nazanin can thus be seen as a student with high academic and
economic capital who, in principle, had the capability to move stepwise to the US
and Canada but consciously chose to stay in the Netherlands because of its relative
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proximity to Iran. Moreover, the research opportunities and the fact that Nazanin
could find a funded a PhD position also contributed to her decision to remain.

9.2.3 Going to the Netherlands by chance: the case of Rahim
Rahim comes from a middle-class family in a large city in the Iranian province of
Azerbaijan. In contrast to Farah and Nazanin, Rahim comes from an upwardly mobile
family with a lower level of economic and transnational cultural capital. During his
studies in Iran, Rahim was nevertheless able to build up a high amount of academic
capital. He studied for his BA at a low-ranked university in his city but, for his MA, he
managed to get into the top-ranking Sharif University in Tehran. Like Nazanin, he
became influenced by a culture of migration, as many of his classmates were focused
on publishing articles and going abroad. After graduation, he first spent 1.5 years
carrying out his military service and spent an extra year applying for a PhD position
abroad. Rahim’s first goal was to find a PhD position in the US or Canada:
At first I was mainly applying to the US – that’s also really an Iranian thing, haha.
Because ten years ago, Europe was not really popular: the US was the main destination. And then one of the professors in the US with whom I was in contact sent
my CV to a professor in the Netherlands. This professor invited me for interview, so
actually the Netherlands came to me, not the other way around.
Before that, Rahim had not considered the Netherlands. He only knew that the
country was famous for its flowers and for companies like Philips. At the same time,
Rahim received an offer for a PhD position in the US. In the end, however, he chose the
Netherlands because he found the topic of the PhD more interesting and, compared
to the US, it was also easier to get a visa and to travel back and forth to Iran. This
shows that, for Rahim, too, his proximity preference was an important factor in his
choice of the Netherlands.
The stories of Nazanin, Rahim and Farah indicate that studying in the Netherlands
was not always Iranian students’ first choice. For both Nazanin and Rahim, for
instance, the option of the Netherlands emerged because of somewhat coincidental
social encounters. A similar pattern has been observed by Ghorashi (2002) among
Iranian female refugees who left their country after the 1979 Islamic Revolution. For
them, the Netherlands was often an accidental choice or a potential stepping-stone
to countries higher up the destination hierarchy, like the US. Comparable patterns
have been found for Indian and Chinese student migration to the Netherlands
(Marchand et al., 2013). Participants in this study eventually chose to move to and
remain in the Netherlands because of the proximity preference: they preferred to
study in a country that is relatively close to Iran in geographical terms and that
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also gave them a sense of mobility freedom thanks to the comparatively easy visa
procedures allowing back-and-forth movement to Iran. Similar motivations were
found by Kuvik (2015) among life scientists in the CiLS study: for the majority of
respondents, proximity and easy access to their home country were important
factors in their choice of moving to a particular country on a more permanent basis.
Although the US is considered the top destination for life scientists, many European
respondents preferred to stay in Europe for reasons of proximity.

9.3	Participants’ experiences of living and working in the
Netherlands
This section looks more closely into participants’ experiences of living, studying
and working in the Netherlands. By zooming in on the career trajectories of
Farah and Rahim, we can see how their experiences are affected by the different
career ambitions they have in terms of staying in academia or switching to a job
in industry.
While doing her Master’s, Farah found an internship at a Dutch engineering
company which was even willing to cover part of her tuition fees. After graduation,
the company offered her a job but, at the same time, Farah received a better offer
from an international engineering firm. This shows that Dutch companies really do
make investments in order to attract international engineering students and even
compete with other companies. Farah has now been working for the international
company for several years and regularly travels to carry out assignments abroad.
She is very ambitious about moving up the career ladder; she also met her Dutch
boyfriend through this company.
After living in the Netherlands for a few years, Farah changed her mind about moving
on to the US and thus also altered her destination hierarchy:
In Iran, the media and the news make the US look like the promised country. But
when I came to the Netherlands and started to study, I learned about the real situation of the US and the lack of safety and social security…. And then I really changed
my mind, I thought ‘This is not where I want to go’.
And when I travelled around Europe, I discovered that the Netherlands is the optimal place regarding everything: the economy is at a high level and you receive
good social security. And although it is comparable to Scandinavian countries, the
weather in the Netherlands is better. And in Germany I had problems communicating
because German people don’t speak English at all. So for me the Netherlands was
a real optimal place. Before, I just randomly ended up in the Netherlands but now
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I have decided to remain for as long as I can and, based on the facts, I think this is
a very wise choice.
As living and working in the Netherlands gave Farah the opportunity to travel around
Europe, she could make a more informed choice to stay there. Like the mobility
experience of Shervin in Turkey in Chapter 8, the mobility capital to which Farah
had access while living in the Netherlands was an important factor in her migration
decision-making. However, in her case, travelling to other countries strengthened her
desire to remain in the Netherlands. Farah’s story shows that, although traditionally
popular destinations like the US are, at first glance, the most successful in the global
race for talent, individuals’ experiences with actually living in a foreign country can
lower the attractiveness of places like the US.
Rahim has a strong desire to continue an academic career. It has, however, been hard
for him to find a stable academic position in the Netherlands. After he graduated
with a PhD from a technical university, he became a post-doctoral researcher in
another university for three years. However, when this post-doc finished in 2016, it
took Rahim about a year to find a new position:
As far as I know, at the moment, there is perhaps only one open academic position
in my field in the whole of the Netherlands and dozens of people are applying.
In industry, there are more R&D positions but they are less scientific so I am less
interested. […]
I think the problem is that there are too many PhD and post-doc positions in the
Netherlands compared to the available permanent positions in academia. If you
do a post-doc it means that you want to have an academic career in the future,
because otherwise you could have gone straight into industry. But because there
are too few academic positions in the Netherlands, many post-docs eventually end
up in industry after all and could have made that switch a few years earlier as well.
The problem that Rahim talks about is a very common feature of the academic
system in the Netherlands. After 2000, the Lisbon Agreement of the EU called
for more investments in science in order to be more competitive in the global race
for talent (Morano-Foadi, 2005). In the Netherlands this led to a doubling of the
number of funded PhD positions, which provided a convenient way for international
students like Rahim to move there. However, continuing with an academic career
after a PhD is challenging. In technical fields there are, on average, only 11 assistant
professor positions available per 100 PhD graduates in the Netherlands (Larsen
& Lubbe, 2008).
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Another reason why foreign PhD candidates experience difficulties in finding
employment after graduation is their insufficient knowledge of the Dutch language
and their lack of relevant networks outside the university, as was the case for Rahim.
Although he had taken a Dutch language course during his PhD, he found himself in
a very international university environment with very few incentives to learn Dutch:
My university is very international and only 10 per cent are Dutch. So everything
is automatically in English. And I know most of my friends through the university
so we speak English as well. So I never had that moment when I thought that I had
to learn Dutch to find a job, because the environment does not force me to do so.
You get into this kind of circle where nobody is complaining that you don’t speak
enough Dutch. And then you just leave it.
Rahim’s words show that foreign (PhD) students can become part of a highly
international environment or ‘English bubble’, where learning Dutch is not expected
or stimulated at all. It is only after graduation that some discover that speaking
or being Dutch has obvious advantages for finding employment. Moreover, when
looking for an academic position, Rahim discovered that this was more challenging
for foreign academics:
Many people like to stay in academia so you get a lot of competition. And it’s even
more difficult for people coming from abroad because they have a language problem.
Because, if you speak Dutch, you can also teach at BA level and networking is easier.
And there’s also an age problem because people coming from abroad have to go
through extra steps in order to reach the same point. For example, I myself missed,
like, three years because I had to do my military service in Iran. So as a foreigner in
academia you are already on the losing side and you have to be very good in order to
make it through. Even for Dutch people themselves, it’s very difficult.
Based on his foreign origin and age, Rahim thus experienced additional inequalities
in the academic labor market (Bilecen & van Mol, 2017). Although he had built up
a good level of academic capital throughout his career, the competition on the
academic labor market and his foreign origin did not mean that he could immediately
turn that academic capital into (stable) employment.
While unemployed, Rahim started to apply for academic positions in the US, Iran and
other European countries. At the same time, he wrote a funding proposal together
with a colleague from his former university. While only 2 per cent of these proposals
were accepted, Rahim and his colleague were lucky and were awarded the grant. He
is currently on another post-doc position at his former university, this time for four
years. Although Rahim is happy that he can continue in academia, because of his age
(he is in his early 40s) he would have preferred to find a more permanent position.
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In the preceding section, I looked at the diverging career paths of Farah and Rahim.
While Farah was able to find a permanent job directly after graduating with her
Master’s, Rahim has been trying for several years to build up a more stable academic
career. It is also clear to see that Farah was certain about continuing her career in
the Netherlands, while the difficulties Rahim experienced in his academic career
made him consider returning to Iran or moving on. The story of Rahim and other
participants who struggle to build up an advanced academic career suggests that
the Netherlands has become successful in attracting PhD candidates but cannot
always retain those individuals who want to continue in academia. Academic career
possibilities are, however, dependent on the specific field; in other countries, too,
a high level of international mobility can be required on the part of the researcher
(Ackers, 2005; Kuvik, 2015).

TEXT BOX 4. The Netherlands and the ‘global race for talent’

Statistics show that the Netherlands has become an increasingly important player
in the global race for talent. One aspect in this race is the attraction and retention
of international students and academics. Over the last decade or so, the number
of international students going to the Netherlands at BA and MA level more than
doubled, from 40,000 in 2006 to more than 80,000 in 2018. The share of international
students in the Netherlands even increased by 7 per cent between 2010 and 2017.
Most students came from inside Europe, with neighboring Germany being at the top
of the list for a number of years now, followed by Italy and China (ICEF, 2019d; Nuffic,
2018; OECD, 2019). Various studies have shown that the most important factors
attracting foreign students, including Iranians, to the Netherlands are its high-ranking
universities and the academic climate (Berkhout et al, 2010; ICEF, 2018b).
Most Iranian students study engineering at one of the technical universities –
predominantly Delft, followed by Eindhoven. Compared to other groups, Iranians only
constitute a small proportion of all foreign students in the Netherlands, numbering
some 50,000 in the academic year 2011–2012 (which was, on average, the year that
the most participants in this study arrived in the Netherlands). However, Iranians do
have the highest stay rates of all foreign students there: between 2007 and 2011,
the number of residence permit applications by Iranians more than doubled. Of the
Iranian students who arrived in 2009, 69 per cent were still there in 2016, compared to a
stay rate of 44 per cent for Indian and 36 per cent for Chinese students (Kulu-Glasgow
et al, 2014; Nuffic, 2012, 2018).
In the Netherlands, the recruitment of foreign students is sustained both by
demographic transitions in Dutch society and the wish to be competitive in the
global knowledge economy (Mosneaga, 2014). In 2013, the Social Economic Council
advised the country to attract and retain more international students, in particular
in technical fields where the Dutch economy experiences a lack of employees (SER,
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2013). There are still some challenges in the retention of international students,
however. Although the Dutch government installed specific migration policies for the
highly skilled (the so-called knowledge migrants) back in 2004, they still fail to attract
(enough) talented migrants from abroad. On the other hand, international students
already in the Netherlands are sometimes unable to make use of these policies. This
can be because students’ study field does not match the needs of the Dutch labor
market or they cannot meet the high salary criterium needed to make the transition
to the knowledge migrant scheme (Bijwaard & Wang, 2016; Kulu-Glasgow et al, 2014;
Kuvik, 2015). This is especially the case for students outside the fields of science and
engineering, who are often unable to find a job within a year of graduation or suffer
from deskilling on the labor market (Beckers et al., 2015).
A quite similar situation holds true for PhD graduates in the Netherlands. In the period
2005–2011 (when many of the participants in this study also arrived in the Netherlands)
there was a significant increase in the number of PhD candidates. Currently, about
two-thirds of all PhDs in the Netherlands are of foreign origin. An important reason
behind this increase is the 2000 Lisbon Agreement and the establishment of the
European Research Area, when the EU started to invest more funds into research.
The goal of the Lisbon Agreement was to make the EU a knowledge economy able to
compete with the US in the global race for talent and put a halt to the loss of talented
scientists to the US (Kuvik, 2015; Morano-Foadi, 2005; Yanasmayan, 2018). In the
Netherlands a high number of PhD candidates were hired with the expectation that
they would invest their knowledge in industry after graduation. However, current
PhD trajectories do not prepare candidates well for a career outside academia and
PhD graduates therefore experience difficulties in making the transition to the nonacademic labor market (Sonneveld et al., 2010), causing them to either return home
or move on and constituting a serious potential loss of talent.
There are also reports indicating that PhD graduates in science and engineering
are more successful in their transition to the labor market and have high stay rates.
This also seems to hold true for Iranian PhD candidates. In 2010, Iranians formed the
second-largest group of non-European PhD candidates after the Chinese (Nuffic,
2012). Iranian PhD graduates are also the most likely to remain in the Netherlands and
have the highest stay rate of all nationalities: 62 per cent are still in the Netherlands
after ten years (Rud et al., 2015). This is also confirmed by this study – of all 24
participants, only one PhD graduate returned to Iran and another moved onwards
to the US.

9

Thus, the statistics show that the Netherlands has been increasingly successful in
attracting international students and PhD candidates but still faces challenges in
retaining them and putting their talent to full use in the Dutch knowledge economy.
Iranians are likely to be the exception, however, because of their considerable
involvement in science and engineering and their high stay rates.
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9.4	Plans to stay in the Netherlands: a continued proximity
preference
The last part of this chapter discusses how the participants, Nazanin, Farah and
Rahim, think about remaining in the Netherlands, returning to Iran or moving on
to another country. Special attention is thereby paid to the role of migration and
citizenship policies in the participants’ desire and ability to stay in the Netherlands.
After finishing her PhD in the Netherlands, Nazanin was already quite sure that
she preferred to remain there. She worked as a post-doctoral researcher for a few
years and then found a job in an international company. After having been in the
Netherlands for six years, Nazanin obtained Dutch citizenship:
For me it was quite necessary to obtain citizenship because, with an Iranian passport it’s so difficult to travel. I have to go to conferences for my work. Oh my God,
it takes months and months to get a visa and it’s so stressful. So I decided ‘OK,, I will
get a Dutch passport and then I can also vote and take part in what’s happening in
the society because I am living here anyway’. And it’s nice, now I feel more part of
Dutch society.
What Nazanin’s words show is that her main motivation for obtaining citizenship was
the increased mobility freedom which a Dutch passport would provide her. This thus
challenges the dominant belief that citizenship, or permanent residence, leads to
‘permanent immigration’ and immobility. Instead, migrants from mobility-restricted
countries often see citizenship as the right to transnational mobility; a tool to travel
more freely between home and host country and to other countries (Baas, 2010;
Yanasmayan, 2018).
The fact that the Netherlands offers international students and labor migrants the
ability to naturalize quite easily after five years was an important factor for many
research participants in choosing the Netherlands in the first place and remaining
there after graduation.47 The accessibility of Dutch citizenship can thus be seen as
an important element of participants’ proximity preference, as obtaining citizenship
gives them a significant amount of mobility freedom and makes it easier for them
to travel back-and-forth to Iran. The high rate of naturalization among Iranian
participants in the Netherlands lends support to this argument: of the 13 participants
in this study who were eligible for citizenship in terms of their duration of stay, nine
also obtained Dutch citizenship.

47 The main criteria for obtaining Dutch citizenship are continuous residence in the Netherlands for at least five years and passing an integration and Dutch language exam. Source:
https://ind.nl/Nederlanderschap/Paginas/Naturalisatie.aspx.
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Farah was also naturalized after living in the Netherlands for six years because she
wanted to make her life there more stable and to have more possibilities to travel.
Her decision to stay in the Netherlands was also motivated by the fact that she did
not want to return to Iran at all. She had had many traumatic experiences with the
Islamic government in Iran and even found it difficult to go back there for a holiday.
Research on naturalization in the Netherlands shows that migrants from politically
unstable countries like Iran tend to naturalize more often and more quickly (Peters
et al., 2016).
At some point, Farah’s sister also moved to the Netherlands, together with her
husband and children. However, their father then became sick and had no children
left in Iran to take care of him. This created a difficult dilemma for Farah, because
she wanted to care for her father but really did not want to return to Iran:
I keep on telling myself every day that my parents are getting old and this is the time
that I need to take care of them. [….] My dad has high blood pressure and he is a
diabetic. And now he also has problems with his kidneys and he has to do dialysis
three times a week. And in the last three years it’s just become worse and worse. So
every few months me and my sister go to Iran and help him. But this is not enough,
he needs continuous support. My sister cannot go back to Iran because she has
her family here. And if I go back to Iran, all the things I have built up here will be
destroyed. So now I am talking to a lawyer to see if I can bring my parents here and
take care of them here in the Netherlands.
Other research on highly skilled migrants in the Netherlands has also shown that the
need to take care of ageing parents might influence migrants to return because it
is difficult to obtain a visa for their parents for longer than three months (Kõu et al.,
2017). Farah’s story again confirms the importance of the proximity preference in
Iranian participants’ decisions to stay in the Netherlands: not only does the relative
proximity of the Netherlands make it easier to regularly travel back-and-forth to
Iran in situations like this but visa and migration policies also influence whether
participants can bring their parents over to the host country or forces them to return
to the home country.
The proximity preference also played a role in Rahim’s decision on whether to stay
in the Netherlands or to return. Rahim also obtained Dutch citizenship but is also
open to return to Iran. In terms of his career, he prefers to find a middle way that is a
win-win situation for both Dutch and Iranian academia:
On the one hand my roots are in Iran and I feel the need to contribute, because they
brought me up to the level where I am today and it is not fair if Iran doesn’t reap
the fruits of that at all. On the other hand, however, I am afraid to lose my contacts
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here in the Netherlands because I have been here for more than ten years. So the
optimal solution for me would be to build collaboration between the universities.
I now have Dutch citizenship so for me traveling back and forth between Iran and
the Netherlands is not a problem.
What Rahim explains is that, in the case of his return to Iran, he would not want to
lose all the academic and social capital that he has built up in the Netherlands over
the years. Therefore, combining his life and career in the two countries would be the
ideal solution. The fact that he has obtained Dutch citizenship – and thus a greater
sense of mobility freedom – once again confirms the role of the proximity preference
in participants’ migration and career decision-making.

9.5 Summing up and looking ahead
This chapter has narrated how three Iranian research participants chose to study
in the Netherlands and ended up staying there. What becomes clear is that the
Netherlands was not a primary or obvious choice for the Iranian participants in this
study. While they first hoped to go to countries at the top of Iranians’ destination
hierarchy, such as the US and Canada, their eventual choice of the Netherlands was
often based on chance encounters as well as on their proximity preference: a desire to
move to a country that is geographically not too distant from Iran and offers a great
sense of mobility freedom through flexible migration policies for themselves and their
parents.48 The relative ease of obtaining Dutch citizenship can be considered part
of these flexible migration policies and its acquisition was both the outcome of their
wish to stay in the Netherlands and a means to gain more mobility freedom and build
up a more transnational lifestyle allowing frequent back-and-forth travel to Iran.
All in all, this chapter has highlighted the importance of migration policies for
mobility-restricted international students and has presented the Netherlands
as a relatively new destination that is increasingly able to attract foreign talent.
The number of international students in the Netherlands has doubled in the last
ten years and, in 2020, the country moved to sixth position on the Global Talent
Competitiveness Index (ICEF, 2019d; Lanvin & Monteiro, 2020; Nuffic, 2018; OECD,
2019). This study indicates that the Netherlands has an advantage over traditionally
popular destinations because of its migration policies for non-European high-skilled
migrants, policies which stand in stark contrast to the strict entry and migration

48 Note that Dutch migration policies are highly selective, favoring highly skilled migrants.
Nevertheless, for the highly skilled participants in this study who fit these selection criteria,
Dutch migration policies are considered flexible because of the possibilities to travel backand-forth and to obtain citizenship.
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regulations in traditional destinations such as the US and the UK (Cerna, 2016; ICEF,
2018a).
Based on this chapter, what can be said about the profile of participants who
eventually choose to go to the Netherlands compared to participants who moved
to Turkey and the US? When looking at the family background of all participants
in the Netherlands, we see that half of them grew up in internationally oriented
families with high economic and transnational cultural capital. One third came
from upwardly mobile families. Focusing solely on students’ capabilities to move, this
suggests that going to the Netherlands requires more capital compared to Turkey,
where there were relatively more students from upwardly mobile families. However,
compared to destinations such as the US, the Netherlands offers a more affordable
option with much more flexible visa arrangements. It is fair, then, to say that the
Netherlands constitutes a middle way between a semi-peripheral hub like Turkey
and a traditionally popular destination like the US – especially for Iranian students
from internationally oriented families with a strong proximity preference.
Interestingly, the next chapter deals with Iranian students who aspired to and were
capable of moving to the US for study and research. The US has a radically different
migration interface than the Netherlands, however. Chapter 10 shows the impact of
visa and migration policies on how students entered the US, how they experienced
living and working there and whether they intend to stay on after graduation. It pays
particular attention to the travel ban installed by US President Trump in 2017 and to
the effect of the ban on the US’ leading position in the global race for talent.
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CHAPTER 10

10.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the role of the United States. The US has long been the
prefered destination for most Iranian students because of its renowned universities and
advanced job opportunities. The US can also be characterized by increasingly restrictive
migration policies that particularly affect Iranian students’ access to the country.
By following the trajectories of four Iranian students and academics, this chapter
analyzes how such migration policies influenced their mode of entry into the US and
whether it is possible to see a relation between mode of entry and participants’ family
background and level of capital. It then looks at the importance of migration policies
on participants’ (expected) ability to find employment in the US after graduation.
Finally, it analyzes how the 2017 travel ban affected their decision as to whether or
not to stay in the US after graduation. It is shown that the travel ban, in combination
with other restrictive migration regulations, might affect the United States’ leading
position in ‘the global race for talent’ in favor of destinations with more flexible visa
arrangements, such as Canada and Europe.
Among the participants who moved to the US, three modes of entry can be observed:
direct entry, deferred entry and stepwise entry in the US. This chapter zooms in on the
trajectories of Mobin, Parviz, Mostafa and Hoomayoon. Mobin’s story is illustrative
of students who entered the US in a direct manner by virtue of their internationally
oriented family background and degree from a top-ranking Iranian university. Parviz
entered the US in a deferred manner. Like other students with deferred entry, he
did not have sufficient resources to enter the US directly after graduating from
a medium-ranking Iranian university. Finally, the chapter presents the stories of
students from internationally oriented and upwardly mobile families who entered the
US in a stepwise manner via other countries. Mostafa is a student from an upwardly
mobile family who moved stepwise because he did not initially have the capability to
move to the US directly. In contrast, Hoomayoon is a student from an internationally
oriented family who moved stepwise of his own volition.
The chapter starts with a short historical overview of Iranian student mobility to
the US and how this was affected by the changes in US–Iran relations and the
fluctuations in US entry and migration policies for Iranians.
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10.2 A short history of Iranian student mobility to the US in the
context of radically fluctuating political relations
Since the 1950s, the United States has been the preeminent study destination for
Iranians. Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, who was king of Iran between 1941 and
1979, actively pursued a pro-Western foreign policy and established tight economic
relations with the US, especially around Iran’s valuable oil resources. This, however,
also provoked increasing criticism from different groups in society. In 1953, after
Prime Minister Mohammad Mossadeqh tried to nationalize Iran’s oil industry, the US
and UK helped the Shah to orchestrate a coup d’état and restored power, which was
also in their own interest. The coup d’état was also the starting point for more intense
cooperation between Iran and the US – and migration between the two countries
(Mobasher, 2012).
In the 1960s the Shah started an economic and political modernization program
called the White Revolution, which centered around Westernization and the
disruption of power of the traditional Islamic clergy. Together with the skyrocketing
oil revenues of the 1970s, Iran experienced extreme economic growth, increasing
educational levels and an expanding middle class in this period. This enabled a
growing number of Iranians to study in the United States – either independently
or sent by the Shah to gain the technical knowledge needed for his modernization
program. Many partnerships and exchange programs were established between
Iranian and American universities and, as a result, Iranians became the largest group
of international students in the US, peaking at more than 51,000 students in 1979/80.
However, there were different groups, including Islamist and leftist ones, who strongly
opposed the Shah’s policies, both from inside Iran and from abroad. For instance, the
Iranian Student Association in the US (ISAUS), fueled by the large influx of Iranian
students, became very active in protests against the Shah (Aquilina, 2011; Ditto,
2014; Trines, 2017a).
The establishment of the Islamic Republic Iran and the hostage crisis at the US
Embassy in Tehran marked a radical turning point in US–Iran relations, however.
Since the crisis, the US Embassy in Iran has remained closed. Chanting ‘Death to
America’ became a common practice on Iranian streets. The conflicted relations
dramatically changed the nature of Iranian migration to the US. All Iranian assets
in the US were frozen and stricter visa regulations were imposed on Iranians. The
change of regime made many Iranian students in the US unable or unwilling to return
to their home country, pushing them into an unforeseen state of exile (Bozorgmehr
& Sabbagh, 1988; Mobasher, 2012). Moreover, many Iranians who studied in the US
before the Revolution, afterwards returned to the US as refugees (Ghorashi, 2002).
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Due to the Islamic Revolution and the hostage crisis, the positive image that Iranians
had within American society changed overnight from that of a civilized people to
militant, dangerous revolutionaries who were set to destroy the US. As a result,
Iranians living in the US started to face increased discrimination and many universities
tried to ban them from being admitted. It was only around the year 2000 that the
number of Iranian students attending American universities started to rise again.
This trend can also be seen in Figure 4, which actually shows quite a paradoxical
relation between particular historical and political events and the arrival of Iranian
students in the US. While the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 intensified the
anti-Iranian attitude in the US (despite the absence of Iranian involvement) and US
President Bush Junior’s labelling of Iran as part of the ‘axis of evil’ in 2002, the number
of Iranian students in the US skyrocketed. This can be explained by the fact that
the Bush administration consciously attracted Iranian students in order to influence
regime change in Iran (Mobasher, 2012; Trines, 2017a).
The same was true for the Obama administration, as it introduced sanctions against
the nuclear program of Iranian President Ahmadinejad in 2010, while relaxing visa
restrictions for Iranian students the following year. The presidency of Ahmadinejad
and the Green Movement in 2009 in particular caused the number of Iranian students
in the US to almost triple – from approximately 3,000 students in 2008 to 8,800
students in 2013 (Ditto, 2014; Ortiz, 2014); this growth continued, with more than
12,000 students by 2015/2016 (Trines, 2017a).
Figure 4. Volume and annual change in the number of Iranian students going to the US,
1985–2013

Source: IIE/Open Doors, published in Ortiz (2014).
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These trends swung the other way, however, when, in 2017, US President Trump
introduced Executive Order 13769, officially called ‘Protecting the Nation from
Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United States’. Basically, it was a travel ban targeted
at a number of – mainly Muslim majority – countries, including Iran, Sudan, Somalia
and Syria (Pierce, 2019). Due to the high numbers of Iranian students arriving in the
US, they were disproportionally affected by it. After the ban, new Iranian enrolments
dropped significantly and the number of F1 student visas issued to Iranians declined
by 24 per cent and short-stay visas by 48 per cent. The travel ban is likely to have sent
out an unwelcome message to other international students as well: in 2018–2019, US
universities saw a decline in new student enrolments from all nationalities for the first
time in years (ICEF, 2019b; ICEF, 2020; Redden, 2018).

10.3 Iranian students’ different modes of entry into the US
So how did these highly fluctuating entry and migration policies US in recent years
influence the entry of Iranian participants in this study?49 Which strategies did the
latter use to obtain access to the US? Is it possible to see a relation between students’
family background and when and how they arrived in the US? Based on interviews
with 18 research participants, who are all PhD candidates or graduates in the US, it
is possible to see some patterns in terms of participants’ mode of entry into the US.
The next pages therefore provide a description of the students who had either direct,
deferred or stepwise entry into the US.

10.3.1 Direct entry
About one third of the students entered the US in a quite direct, straightforward
manner. This was possible because they graduated from a top-ranking university
in Iran and the academic capital this provided enabled them to obtain access to a
top-ranking university in the US.50 Most students were able to obtain a scholarship
or funded position, while one participant paid for his own tuition fees at a renowned
private university in the US.
In addition to their high academic capital, these students also left Iran with high
levels of economic and transnational cultural capital, as most of them came from
49 All research participants who currently reside in the US arrived before the introduction of
the travel ban in 2017. Thus, I cannot analyze how this latter affected their entry into the
US, although later in the chapter I go deeper into how the ban affected participants’ life
and future migration plans.
50 One student was accepted by a US university but had difficulties in obtaining a visa. Another
entered on a work visa but soon applied for a Master’s and switched to a student visa.
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internationally oriented families in Iran. Their parents usually prepared them for
study abroad, for instance by sending them to English classes from a young age.
Mobin is a student who entered the US in this direct manner. He was born into a
highly educated family in a large city in southern Iran. His father is an engineer and
his mother a geologist. His mother speaks both English and German because they
have friends in Germany whom they visit regularly. Mobin also has relatives living
in the US. At high school, Mobin became involved in Olympiads for mathematics
and informatics and this provided him with bonus points for the Concours exam.
As a result, he could choose any field and university he wanted and he went for the
most popular and competitive option nationwide: computer engineering at Sharif
University in Tehran. As this department had a strong culture of migration, Mobin also
decided to continue his studies in the US. He specifically wanted to go to California
because of its top-ranking universities and the many stories he had heard about
successful Iranian computer engineers working in Silicon Valley, founding and running
tech companies like Amazon, Ebay, Google, Twitter, Uber, Tinder and Yahoo (Peisner,
2018). With his BA from the top-ranking Sharif University, Mobin was accepted to
study for a direct PhD at the top-ranking University of Southern California, a private
university in Los Angeles, to where he moved in 2013.

10.3.2 Deferred entry
Another group of students had a deferred entry into the US, making up one third of
all participants there. Although these students moved directly from Iran to the US
in a geographical sense, their entry into the US was deferred in the temporal sense
because, after graduation, it took them several years to build up enough additional
capital to move to the US. One explanation for their delayed entry into the US is the
fact that these students attended medium-ranking universities in Iran which did not
provide them with sufficient academic capital to be directly accepted for a funded
position in the US. Some students, however, were able to move up from a medium- to
a top-ranking university between their BA and their MA but had other reasons for
not leaving Iran directly. Most students with deferred entry were eventually accepted
for a medium-ranked university in the US. Most students were unable to afford all
the tuition fees themselves, so they either waited a couple of years before they could
find a funded position or they paid their first year of studies themselves and found a
funded position once they were physically present in the US.
Students with a deferred entry mainly come from career-oriented or upwardly mobile
families in Iran. Although they differ in the amount of economic capital to which they
had access, all came from family backgrounds with lower levels of transnational
cultural capital. This also explains why they were less prepared to move abroad
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directly after their graduation in Iran, preferring to first focus on starting a career
in their home country. Their parents had not usually sent them to English classes
from an early age, so they often had to take English classes themselves just before
going abroad.
Parviz also went to the US in a deferred manner. He comes from a large, upwardly
mobile family in North-Eastern Iran. After high school he moved to Tehran to do a BA
in mechanical engineering at a medium-ranked state university. During his studies he
performed well and was directly admitted to the top-ranking Amir Kabir university.
Parviz was very interested in research but could not find a funded PhD position in
Iran. He then wanted to do a PhD in another country but did not leave right away. On
the one hand, he did not feel mature enough to leave Iran and, on the other, it was
challenging and time-consuming for him to find a funded position abroad. Parviz
applied to various universities in both Europe and the US, although he preferred the
US because of the high number of top-ranking universities.
One downside of the US, however, was the high application fees, as he had to pay
for sending his GRE and TOEFL scores as well as paying a 100 US Dollar fee for
every university. In order to afford these costs himself and be financially independent
from his family, Parviz took a job in Tehran. Despite his degree from a top-ranking
Iranian university, Parviz was anxious to save on the application fees and applied
only for medium-ranking universities in the US as they were less risky. Eventually,
after two years, Parviz found a PhD position at a medium-ranking university in the
US. He was the first in his family to go abroad, however, and his parents were not
happy that he was going to the US. For Parviz, too, leaving Iran was very stressful,
as he had a single-entry visa and did not know when he would see his family again.
When I interviewed him five years later, Parviz had still not been able to go back to
Iran to visit them.
During his PhD, Parviz was, however, able to publish several articles and attended
many conferences in the US, where he could do a lot of networking. After graduation
he was able to find a post-doc position at the top-ranking University of California
in Berkeley. When I interviewed him, he had just started his postdoc and said: ‘I am
now in a location and position that I could only dream about before’. Parviz also saw
other Iranians around him adopting the same strategy of moving up universities and
places inside the US.

10.3.3 Stepwise entry
The last type is the stepwise entry, whereby students entered the US by first moving
via another country. There were seven participants (two-fifths of all participants
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who went to the US) who moved to the US via an intermediate country. Four of
them moved through Turkey, two via a European country and one through Canada.
Almost all stepwise student migrants graduated from a top-ranking university in
Iran and eventually enrolled in a similar one in the US. They were not able to move
without a scholarship and either had a scholarship or a funded position in both the
intermediate country and in the US.
Four of the seven students who made a stepwise entry into the US came from
upwardly mobile families in Iran. For them, moving stepwise was a necessary strategy
in order to build up additional forms of capital in an intermediate country, particularly
transnational cultural capital. The story of Mostafa illustrates the trajectories of
these students.
Mostafa comes from a medium-sized town in the province of Azerbaijan. He was born
in a quite conservative family. His father teaches Arabic and Islamic history in high
school and his mother is a housewife. His father was very supportive of his education
and pushed him to study hard for the Concours exam. Mostafa can thus be seen as
coming from an upwardly mobile family with high cultural capital – as his father was
a teacher in the field of humanities – but with a low level of transnational cultural
capital or at least not with an orientation focused on Western countries. Mostafa had
also not attended any extracurricular English classes when he was young. For his BA,
Mostafa was accepted by the top-ranking Sharif University in Tehran. Coming from
a town in Azerbaijan, moving to the capital, Tehran, was a big change for Mostafa.
After graduating from his BA, Mostafa was interested in going to the US but had not
then applied anywhere. He also wanted to avoid having to enlist for military service.
Then one of his friends went to Turkey to study for a Master’s at Koç University and
Mostafa decided to follow suit. There, he started to work with a US-trained professor:
So I went to Turkey and I think that was a good move. My advisor was really powerful in his field and very supportive. He had studied in the US himself and also encouraged me to apply to US universities. And I think his recommendations in my applications for PhD programs were really helpful because professors in the US knew
him and the admissions committee give you admission more easily if they know
who you are working with. So that was the reason why I chose to apply to the US.
Mostafa could make good use of the international linkages which Turkey offered him.
By enrolling in Koç University, he built up an academic and social capital that would
be valuable in the US. He could also significantly improve his English language skills.
Eventually, Mostafa secured acceptance for a funded PhD position at a university in
California. His story indicates that he had not yet built up the right capital to move
to the US directly so he moved stepwise through Turkey in order to increase his rate
of success in applying to the US.
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The other three students who entered the US in a stepwise manner came from
internationally and career-oriented families. For them, moving stepwise was not
the result of an inability to move directly due to a lack of capital; they first moved to
an intermediate country of their own volition. They had a strong proximity preference
and wanted to get used to living abroad before making a giant leap to the US. This
was also the case for Hoomayoon.
Hoomayoon was born in a city in the east of Iran and both his parents work in the
medical profession. His family has a high level of transnational cultural capital.
Hoomayoon attended paid English classes from an early age and three of his four
siblings live in Europe and North America. For his BA, Hoomayoon was accepted at
the top-ranking Sharif University in Tehran. After graduation he considered going
abroad. The US was clearly the best destination for his field of studies but he was
not yet sure if he wanted to go there alone. Like Mostafa, one of Hoomayoon’s close
friends also chose to do an MA at Koç University and Hoomayoon decided to join him
as it would give him more time to decide whether he wanted to move on to Europe
or North America. Moreover, at Koç University, Hoomayoon discovered that it was
easier for Iranian students to get accepted for high-ranking universities in the US:
Hoomayoon: 	I would say that the rate of acceptance of people applying from Koç
University to the US was higher than from Sharif University in Iran.
There some students would not get good funding or they would go to
low-ranking universities. But from Koç almost all of them were accepted
by good universities in the US. And I also got accepted for a university
which is ranked 20th in my major. So you see that I could achieve more
after I went to Turkey, I could apply to better universities.
Judith: 		

And you are making a gesture like you are going up a step…

Hoomayoon:

Yeah, going up step-by-step and also going more to the West.

After finishing his Master’s, Hoomayoon received his acceptance for a PhD at a topranking university in the US. When interviewing Hoomayoon there in 2017, I asked him
to look back on his motivation for his stepwise move. He explained that it was a way to
grow more confident about his intellectual competence and his ability to live abroad:
I would like to gain knowledge step-by-step, although it then probably takes longer for
me to do it. So I think that this [moving stepwise to the US viaTurkey] was also a bit like
that. [Back in Iran] I could not yet see myself in that position. The name of the US was
so big for me, so I thought that if I went there with the knowledge that I current had, I
probably would not manage and would have to quit and return. So I thought ‘Let’s go
to a place that is easier’, also in the sense that I can travel back and forth to Iran easily
and get used to living outside my country. And then get used to living abroad little
by little and publish papers and do research in English. Those things helped me a lot.
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For Hoomayoon, moving stepwise through Turkey was an expression of his proximity
preference. Turkey offered him a testing ground in a place geographically close to
Iran, where he could learn how to live abroad and prepare himself for moving on to
a far-more distant place. As Hoomayoon already had a high level of academic and
transnational cultural capital in Iran, his decision to move stepwise was influenced
more by his desire to do things ‘step-by-step’ and to obtain acceptance from a highranking US university, than by an inability to move to the US directly.
From the stories of Parviz, Mostafa and Hoomayoon it becomes clear that moving
to the US was a process that took a significant amount of time and/or an additional
accumulation of capital in either Iran or Turkey. While Parviz needed to find a job in
Iran to pay his application fees, Mostafa and Hoomayoon worked on their academic,
social and linguistic capital in Turkey in order to obtain acceptance from high-ranking
US universities. All three men also indicated that they needed time to reflect on
the next step on their trajectory. While Parviz took that time in Iran, Mostafa and
Hoomayoon used their time in Turkey to figure out where they wanted to go.

10.4		The importance of US migration policies for Iranians’
future plans
After arriving in the US and starting their studies, what are Iranian participants’
experiences of living in the US? How is their prospective future there influenced by
its migration policies for the highly skilled?
One factor that is important for participants’ experiences in the US and, especially,
for their mobility freedom, is the issue of the single-entry visa. Statistics show that
75 per cent of visas for Iranian students are single-entry, especially for students in
science and engineering (Ditto, 2014). Mobin, Parviz and Hoomayoon also went to
the US on a single-entry visa. This means that if they leave the US they have to apply
for a new visa again, which can take a long time. As mentioned earlier in the chapter,
Parviz did not want to take the risk and thus chose not to leave the US during the
entire duration of his studies, resulting in him not seeing his family for five years.
The introduction of the travel ban by President Trump in January 2017 further
restricted the mobility of those participants already resident in the US. In the first
version of the ban, Iranian students and academics with temporary US visas or Green
Cards staying outside the country could no longer enter and some had to abandon
their studies prematurely. Iranians already staying in the US became reluctant to
leave the country, afraid that they would not be allowed back in. Nor could they
be visited by family and friends from Iran. The ongoing legal battles between
the Trump administration and various courts, universities and NGOs led to three
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different versions of the travel ban and heightened the insecurity that many affected
individuals felt (ICEF, 2017).
In 2018, one year after the introduction of the travel ban, I interviewed Hoomayoon
and asked how it affected him:
So when he got elected and when he proposed that executive order about the travel
ban, at first it was horrific news to me, like, no Iranians can enter the US! And I was,
like, ‘OK, I cannot get out of the US and my family can never get in anymore, forever.
So I am imprisoned here, so just let’s get out of the prison now’. So I was thinking
of going back to Iran. Fortunately, however, things got better because, after three
weeks, the Supreme Court tried to block the ban and we also saw people protesting
in the airports, so that was really a relief for us.
For Hoomayoon the travel ban felt like a real imprisonment. Interestingly enough,
his mobility situation can be considered as involuntary immobility (Carling, 2002)
– that is, if mobility is considered to be the freedom to decide where to travel or
move and the wellbeing that people derive from knowing they are free to be mobile,
regardless of whether the person actually moves or not (De Haas, 2014). The example
of Hoomayoon shows that migrants who have already moved to their preferred
destination can also feel entrapped and experience the condition of involuntary
immobility – a condition which is thus not exclusive to aspiring migrants unable to
move out of their home country.
Hoomayoon’s first reaction to this condition of involuntary immobility was to give
up his PhD and return to Iran to be with his family, even though he did not like the
idea of returning to Iran at all. Later in the interview, he also considered moving on
to another country:
My parents recently applied for a visa to visit me in the US but they were rejected
because of the travel ban. So this is a reason that keeps the option to return to Iran
on the table for me or at least the option to go to a country that is closer to Iran and
allows you to freely come and go. Or a country where your family is free to visit
you. For example, in Canada, the visa requirements are much easier; my sister lives
there as a permanent resident and she can just go to Iran and come back easily. In
the Netherlands, too, Iranians get a visa much more easily and you can travel frequently to Iran because it is so much closer.
Because of the travel ban, Hoomayoon considered moving on to a country that was
either closer to Iran or had more flexible visa arrangements than the US. He thus
strongly expressed a proximity preference and a desire to obtain greater mobility
freedom than he experienced in the US. Hoomayoon’s deliberations confirm the fears
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expressed by US universities that the travel ban leads to a diversion of students and
other high-skilled talents to Canada, Europe and other destinations, causing the US
to lose its leading position in the global race for talent (Florida & Gans, 2017; GMAC,
2019; ICEF, 2020; Kerr, 2019; Klimaviciute, 2017; Lu & Roy, 2017).
For Mobin, the travel ban also shook up his future plans for a while. Although he
had already applied for a Green Card and was planning to stay in the US after
graduation, he also looked into other onward destinations:
For one year I was very frustrated and upset, and I really wasted time and energy
reading about the travel ban; then I lost my focus on my research and stuff. And at
that time, I and many other Iranians were looking at other countries because the
immigration rules might be better in countries like Canada or New Zealand. Then I
realized that, for computer scientists like me, US tech companies are significantly
better than elsewhere. They are way bigger, they employ a lot of people and they
pay much, much more than other countries do. So this was a good reason to stay
and forget about leaving the US after my PhD.
What Mobin’s words show is that, although the travel ban had an unsettling effect
on him, the good job opportunities in the US made him to decide to stay in the end.
It also should be taken in account that the protests and court actions against the
ban led to a third version of it in September 2017 under which Iranian students with
temporary visas were technically allowed to re-enter the US. But although the job
opportunities in the US might induce students to stay, are they also able to take
advantage of them? The next section goes deeper into this question.

10.5 	Iranian participants’ view on post-graduation employment in the US
In Mobin’s migration decision-making, the promising employment prospects for
computer scientists in the US took precedence over the negative effects of the
2017 travel ban. What do the employment opportunities look like for other Iranian
students in the US and how are these affected by migration and labor policies there?
Generally speaking, Iranian PhD graduates in the US have a very high stay rate
of 92 per cent (Finn, 2014), which means that they are likely to have found postgraduation employment allowing them to prolong their residence. This is also related
to the fact that graduates in science and engineering – and especially computer and
electrical engineering – fill the substantial employment gaps in those fields and thus
have higher stay rates than other graduates (GMAC, 2019; Kerr, 2019; Klimaviciute,
2017). As 75 per cent of all Iranian students in the US are enrolled in science and
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engineering, there is thus a high probability that they will find employment and stay
on (Ditto, 2014).
On the other hand, participants in this study mentioned that, in their search for
work, they were also affected by sanctions based on their Iranian nationality. These
sanctions are especially tangible in the US government sector, meaning that it can be
challenging for Iranian graduates who do not yet have a US passport to pass the high
level of security clearance that engineering projects funded by the US government or
the army require. Many US sanctions against Iran have been effective since the 1980s
but new ones were also introduced in the last decade (Ditto, 2014). Moreover, the
2017 travel ban aggravated the situation. Hoomayoon experienced this first-hand
when he applied for a paid internship with the IT company Intel in 2017:
One of my professors referred me to someone who was working at Intel, but when
they figured out that I am Iranian they said: ‘We cannot invite you for an interview
because, even if you get accepted, you won’t be able to pass the security part that
is needed to be hired here’. Because you need something that is called an export
control license and this will not be issued to the citizens of those six countries of the
travel ban, including Iran. It is not that it won’t be issued but it just takes a lot longer
and the company actually loses more money because they have to hire a lawyer for
this, so it’s just not worth it for them. Unless you are, like, a really competitive person
and you have a lot of good skills that they need and they can’t find an American
substitute you, then it’s worth making the effort.
Hoomayoon’s experience shows that the employment prospects of Iranian science
and engineering graduates in the US might have lowered due to increasing sanctions
and other measures based on their nationality. This means that Iranians might
face more competition from other international graduates who are not subject to
sanctions, such as Indians.
On the other hand, President Trump introduced several new policies that made it
more difficult for all international graduates to find employment and continue their
residence in the US. Trump’s policies reflected a strong anti-globalization stance,
whereby the interests of the national workforce were placed above those of (skilled)
immigrants. In April 2017, Trump signed the executive order ‘Buy American and hire
American’ – intended to enlarge the enforcement of US immigration laws – and
introduced measures to limit the number of H-1B visas that allow highly educated
immigrants to work in the US under employer sponsorship. While the issuance of
H-1B visas through an annual lottery was already a competitive process, after 2017
the scrutiny of all applicants was further increased. More applicants then needed to
provide additional evidence, the rejection rate of which doubled between 2016 and
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2019. Another point is that increasing priority is given to applicants with advanced
degrees, above the level of the MA or PhD (ICEF, 2019a; Pierce, 2019).
These H-1B visa reforms thus represent another obstacle for Iranians hoping to secure
employment after graduation, in addition to the sanctions that were already in effect
against Iranians. This had two main consequences for Iranians. Some participants
who struggled or who expected to face difficulties in finding a job after graduation
prolonged their academic career as a strategy through which to obtain residence
in the US, even if they were more interested in switching to industry. Others, like
Hoomayoon, considered moving to other destinations such as Canada and Europe.
Research confirms this: in the face of limited options for employment and permanent
residence in the US, many international students attempt to move on to Canada (Lu
& Roy, 2017).

10.6

Summing up and looking ahead

This chapter has shown that the US traditionally occupies a pre-eminent position
in Iranians’ destination hierarchy because of the country’s high number of topranking universities and promising post-graduation employment opportunities,
especially in science and engineering. Since the 1980s, however, the diplomatic
relationship between the US and Iran has been fraught with conflict, resulting in
heavily fluctuating migration and employment policies for Iranian citizens. How have
these changing policies affected the aspirations and capabilities of Iranian students
to enter and stay in the US? And what does this say about the ability of the US to
attract foreign talent and to keep its leading position in the global race for talent?
The stories of the Iranians reflected in this chapter indicate that the migration policies
of the US were important for their mode of entry. There was only a small group of
students who had high levels of economic and transnational cultural capital and
were able to directly find a funded position in the US. However, for the majority
of students, moving to the US took a considerable amount of time. One third of
the students had to defer their entry because they did not have enough economic
and transnational cultural capital to enter directly. They stayed in Iran for a longer
period after graduation in order to build up the additional capital they needed to
find a funded position in the US. Another third of the students moved to the US in
a stepwise manner. They also took the time to build up additional capital before
entering the US but did so in an intermediate country (often Turkey). For some
students, moving stepwise was necessary to build up additional transnational
cultural capital, while others preferred to become used to living abroad in a country
that was still geographically close to Iran. For both the deferred and the stepwise
student-migrants, the single-entry visa policy also influenced their mode of entry.
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Many students knew that they would obtain a single-entry visa for the US and face
a long period of separation from their home country and family; they thus wanted to
take the time to decide whether or not they were prepared to move there.
What does this tell us about the possible reproduction of inequalities in the
trajectories of Iranian students in the US? In this chapter it has become clear that
the US is a destination that is very selective because it requires high levels of capital
from Iranian students aspiring to study there. Because of Iran’s economic situation,
most students are at least partially dependent on a scholarship or funded position.
They therefore need a high level of academic capital in order to enter the US. The
possession or accumulation of transnational cultural capital also seemed to be
important for having the capability to move to the US. This means that students
from internationally oriented families are better endowed and prepared to move
to the US in a direct fashion, indicating that the social advantage of internationally
oriented families is reproduced in the context of Iranian student mobility to the US.
The example of Hoomayoon showed us that there are also advantaged students
who nevertheless choose to move stepwise of their own volition. Their stepwise
movement stems forth from a proximity preference, which should be considered not
only in relation to the considerable distance between Iran and the US but also to the
restrictive migration policies of the US, which significantly decrease Iranians’ mobility
freedom (de Haas, 2014). Hoomayoon’s narrative points to a development whereby
the top position of the US in many Iranians’ destination hierarchies is increasingly
challenged due to its unwelcoming, restrictive migration policies. This can result in a
direct diversion of students from Iran towards other countries – as the story of Shervin
in Chapter 8 showed – or in the unsettlement of the plans of students already resident
in the US and forcing them to consider moving on to more proximate destinations
such as Europe or destinations with more flexible visa arrangements, like Canada.
The restrictive migration policies of the US and the travel ban installed by President
Trump in 2017 sent out an unwelcome message not only to Iranian students and
those originating from the seven ‘banned’ countries but also to other prospective
international students. Some reports demonstrate a direct link between the travel
ban and international students’ diversion to Canada and Europe (ICEF, 2020; Trines,
2017a). The restrictive migration policies of the US thus drive away talent and might
damage its leading position in the global race for talent. However, as the chapter on
the Netherlands has shown, this situation works in favor of countries that offer more
flexible visa policies (Florida & Gans, 2017; GMAC, 2019; Kerr, 2019).
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11.1 Introduction
In recent decades there has been an unprecedented growth in the number of students
and academics participating in international mobility, rising from 2 million in 1998
to 5.3 million in 2017 (OECD, 2019). On the one hand, international mobility is driven
by students and academics looking for good-quality education at more prestigious
universities abroad. On the other hand, universities and governments encourage
the international mobility of students and researchers through various exchange
programs and funding opportunities. Moreover, countries increasingly compete with
each other to attract international students as prospective high-skilled migrants, a
development often referred to as ‘the global race for talent’. In the 1990s, a growing
number of Western core countries introduced specific migration policies to attract
and retain international students, especially those in the fields of science and
engineering (Tremblay, 2005).
The discourse surrounding the global race for talent suggests that we are moving
towards a global meritocracy, carrying the hidden assumption that everyone with
the right ‘talent’, regardless of their national background or social class, can take
advantage of opportunities connected to the global race for talent. This study has
looked deeper into this question by contrasting the discourse surrounding the global
race for talent with debates on social and geographical inequalities in international
student mobility. From a sociological perspective, it has looked at who is able to go
abroad while, from a geographic perspective, it examined where students are able
to go and how.
For a long time, sociological research has been concerned with the question of
whether education reproduces class differences. While the twenty-first century
saw a large expansion in the access to education in many countries, this did not
always lead to greater social equality. As more social groups can access education
nowadays, families from advantaged backgrounds spend more economic resources
on private forms of education and additional tutoring so their children obtain more
distinguished degrees. Another way in which these families reproduce their class
advantage is through international mobility. Scholars have shown that students who
are internationally mobile more often originate from families with higher levels of
economic, cultural and transnational cultural capital (Waters, 2012; Weenink, 2014).
Transnational cultural capital implies that families have an international outlook and
social networks and often engage in international travel.
The geographical perspective on international student mobility is more concerned
with where students go and how. Statistics indicate that the movement of international
students is quite uneven, as most originate from semi-peripheral countries in Asia and
move to a select number of Western and often English-speaking core destinations,
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mainly the US, the UK, Australia and Canada. A significant part of this mobility is
generated and sustained by the marketing and recruitment efforts of particular
universities in these destinations, as they have become financially dependent on the
tuition fees of (wealthy) international students (Findlay, 2011).
This does not mean that students from countries with a peripheral position in the
world economy are less mobile: the past decade has also seen a remarkable increase
in the number of such international students. Their movements have a different
pattern, however. Students from the periphery generally cannot afford the high
tuition fees and/or obtain the visa required for studying in core countries and are
therefore more likely to go to more affordable destinations closer to home (Perkins &
Neumayer, 2014). In the last few years, students from the periphery have increasingly
opted to study in regional education hubs such as Turkey, Russia and South Africa.
Many students choose to go to these hubs because of their cultural and linguistic
closeness to their home country, as well as for their affordability and the availability
of scholarships and funded positions. For many students, regional education hubs
represent a second-best choice close to home but there are also students who see
the hub as a potential stepping-stone to core destinations (Kondakçı, 2011)
This study is concerned with students from peripheral countries who are keen to
study in core countries but are often not able, or willing, to reach those destinations
directly. It looks both at students who move to their preferred destination directly as
well as those who, at first, choose to study in a regional education hub and attempt
to move stepwise to core destinations. According to Paul (2017), stepwise migration
is a trajectory adopted by labor migrants who initially lack sufficient capital (or
resources) to move to their preferred destination directly. Instead, they move to
intermediate countries from where they try to reach their preferred destination in
various stages, according to a personal destination hierarchy (Paul, 2017).
The study has focused on science and engineering students from the Islamic Republic
of Iran who engage in patterns of stepwise migration in order to reach core countries
such as the US and various European countries. Because of their background in
science and engineering, the students in this research are often able to move through
the global system of higher education by taking advantage of opportunities and
scholarships related to the global race for talent. Moreover, their home country,
Iran, is also facing severe economic and political sanctions by Western countries.
This means that Iranian students are also confronted with a number of economic
constraints and restrictions in their mobility and not all of them are able to move to core
countries directly. In the last decade, an increasing number of Iranians have therefore
opted to study in Turkey, sometimes seeing the country as a prospective stepping-stone
towards others located higher on their destination hierarchy – often the US.
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This study makes a number of important contributions to our knowledge on the
links between international student mobility, social class and inequalities. First
and foremost, it redresses the predominantly Western bias in most scholarship
on international student mobility by focusing on student mobility from and within
(semi-)peripheral regions and paying explicit attention to the role of social class
and broader social and geographical inequalities. Secondly, the study at hand is
one of the few that traces international students’ trajectories over a longer period
of time to see whether inequalities are reproduced in the long term and in different
countries. It follows students’ educational trajectories in Iran from an early age up to
their enrollment in Iranian universities, their move abroad and their post-graduation
career in various destination countries. It thereby links students’ family background
with their educational and migration trajectories to see whether patterns can be
detected that show how social inequalities are reproduced or diminished during
students’ international trajectories.
To explore the occurrence of stepwise migration among international students, I
have used the method of trajectory analysis. I followed the trajectories of 70 Iranian
students and academics for several years and to different countries, conducting
multiple interviews with each of them. This mobile and longitudinal research
methodology is particularly apt for following those engaged in complex migration
processes. I recruited and interviewed participants in three main research sites: Turkey,
the Netherlands and the US. These countries were complemented by a few additional
sites (mostly European countries) to which students moved in a stepwise manner.
Based on students’ trajectories, this study has identified three categories of student
migrant. Direct student migrants (30 per cent of my sample) moved straight from
Iran to a country at the top of their destination hierarchy – usually the US or Western
Europe. Crosswise student migrants (again 30 per cent) moved directly from Iran to
a country that was considered lower on their preference list – such as Turkey – where
they eventually remained. Stepwise student migrants (40 per cent) resided in two or
more countries after their departure from Iran, although the focus in this study has
been on participants who made an incremental move between two countries with
different positions on their destination hierarchy.
To analyze participants’ migration trajectories, this study has made use of the
aspirations-capabilities model of migration (Carling, 2002; Carling & Schewel,
2018; de Haas, 2014). The most innovative aspect of this model is that it distinguishes
between individuals’ aspirations to migrate and their capability to do so. In this way
the model is able to connect individual migration decision-making and capacities
with the macro-structural context that sets parameters to the range of choices
which migrants have. I argue that we should see stepwise migration as a function
of aspirations and capabilities as well. While stepwise migration has primarily been
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seen as a result of migrants’ inability to move directly to their preferred destination,
I argue that some migrants initially aspire to move to a geographically and culturally
proximate destination before making a move to a more distant country. Furthermore,
the (im)mobility of migrants in or from the second destination country can also be the
result of incapability or choice. To explore individual capabilities related to (stepwise)
migration, this study has looked at five different forms of capital (Bourdieu, 1986)
that students build up during their educational and migration trajectories, both in
Iran and abroad: economic, social, cultural, academic and mobility capital.
In order to examine the interplay between Iranian students’ aspirations and their
capabilities for moving abroad, this study has asked the following two research
questions:
• How are the migration trajectories of Iranian students and academics in science
and engineering shaped by opportunities and constraints within the system of
higher education and the (academic) labor market as well as migration policies?
• How are Iranian students’ and academics’ trajectories shaped and reshaped by
the academic, cultural, economic, social and mobility capital they accumulate
before and during the migration process?
These research questions are answered in the following two sections.

11.2	Between opportunity and constraint: following participants’
trajectories along the destination hierarchy
This section provides an answer to the first research question, namely how the
migration trajectories of Iranian students and academics are shaped by opportunities
and constraints within higher education, the (academic) labor market and migration
policies. It does this by taking a closer look at how the trajectories of the Iranian
research participants are shaped by various opportunities and constraints in different
countries on a more structural level. By recounting participants’ trajectories from Iran
to Turkey, the Netherlands and the US, it analyzes how participants’ trajectories were
shaped by the system of higher education and the (academic) labor market and by
the political context and migration policies of these four countries.
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11.2.1 Breeding aspirations in Iran’s emigration environment
Most Iranian participants in this study had a strong aspiration to leave their home
country. They often wanted to leave Iran because of the lack of (funded) research
positions and the shortcomings in research facilities, partly caused by the sanctions
against Iran’s nuclear program. Educationally motivated reasons were often mixed
with political reasons to leave, as the conservative presidency of Ahmadinejad, the
repression of the 2009 Green Movement and the lack of social and religious freedom
made students unwilling to stay in Iran. Other participants left Iran because of the
bad economic environment and lack of job opportunities.
This combination of educational, political and economic factors led to an emigration
environment whereby leaving Iran after graduation became almost normative
and created a culture of migration. This was especially the case for students at
top-ranking Iranian universities who, by virtue of their academic capital, not only
developed the aspiration but also had the capability to study abroad. Although not
all participants had a strong desire to continue with advanced levels of education,
studying abroad was one of the few opportunities they had in the context of the
selective migration policies and is thus an example of the categorical substitution
of the migration policies of core countries (de Haas, 2011).

11.2.2 The influence of the immigration interface on stepwise migration
Not all Iranian participants in this study had the aspirations or capabilities to move
directly from Iran to a country at the top of their destination hierarchy. This is mainly
because the immigration interface, consisting of the migration policies of potential
destinations, becomes more restrictive as one moves up the hierarchy. Iranian
students’ initial destination hierarchy is structured very clearly, with the US in first
position, closely followed by Canada and then Europe. ‘Semi-peripheral’ destinations
outside the core, such as Turkey and Malaysia, usually have a lower position in the
hierarchy.
In this study I have argued that the immigration interface – and particularly the
restrictive migration policies of destinations at the top of the hierarchy – induces
individuals to engage in stepwise migration strategies. This is particularly the case
for Iranian students and academics. While core countries are known for applying
strict migration regulations to individuals from peripheral countries, regulations are
exceptionally restrictive for Iranians due to the strained diplomatic relations between
Iran and most Western countries, particularly the US. Iran’s domestic politics and
antagonistic stance towards the West is thus, to a large extent, responsible for
creating a confined immigration interface for Iranian students, thereby indirectly
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encouraging the occurrence of stepwise migration. Importantly, Iranians’ stepwise
movements can be an expression both of their inability to move directly to particular
destinations, as well as of their unwillingness to move there due to the expected lack
of mobility freedom in those destinations.
Many of the Iranian participants in this study preferred to first move to intermediate,
semi-peripheral countries like Turkey so that they could get used to living abroad
while staying close to their family in Iran. The majority of the participants intended
to use Turkey as a stepping-stone because of its (academic) connections to the core.
While a subset of the participants moved stepwise, a significant number decided to
remain in Turkey after graduation – not solely because they lacked the capital to
move stepwise but also because they preferred to stay in a country geographically
and culturally close to Iran. These students thus express a strong proximity preference
and refute the idea that international students always want to move (on) to popular
core destinations.
The participants who eventually made a stepwise move from Turkey usually had a
strong aspiration and capability to continue their studies in core countries. These
stepwise student migrants brought sufficient academic capital from Iran which they
complemented with additional academic, cultural, economic, social and mobility
capital. The mobility capital which students gained in Turkey was particularly
important because it enabled them to explore potential new study destinations.
In some cases, these trips led participants to alter their destination hierarchy and
choose countries that are closer to Iran and offer more mobility freedom. Thus,
studying in Turkey strengthened participants’ proximity preference.
The type and role of universities was particularly important in stepwise student
migrants’ accumulation of capital. Most enrolled in private top-ranking universities
– like Koç University in Turkey – which are institutions that try to participate in the
global race for talent by emulating and cooperating with universities in the core.
These top-ranking private universities were an important facilitator in Iranian
students’ upward and onward mobility to core countries.

11.2.3 The Netherlands as a new destination closer to home
The Netherlands did not originally occupy a prominent position in Iranians’
destination hierarchy; however, as a new and successful player in the global race
for talent, the country increasingly seeks to attract and retain talented international
students, including those from peripheral countries. One factor that particularly
contributes to the Netherlands’ popularity among Iranian students and academics
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is the wide range of funded PhD positions on offer. This makes moving to the
Netherlands possible even for students with lower levels of (economic) capital.
It is important to note that some Iranian participants initially either saw the
Netherlands as a second-best choice compared to the US or intended to use the
country as a stepping-stone to the US. However, while living in the Netherlands
these students started to appreciate its flexible visa arrangements and relative
geographical proximity to Iran and decided to stay and acquire Dutch citizenship.
This shows that, for the Iranian participants in this study, the Netherlands has become
an attractive alternative destination to the US, particularly because of its flexible
migration policies for the highly skilled.

11.2.4 The US: still the preferred destination?
While the US has traditionally been Iranians’ most preferred study destination,
accessing the country is a complicated matter because of the mobility restrictions
for and sanctions imposed on persons of Iranian nationality. The economic downturn
in Iran has increased not only the number of Iranians seeking to study in the US but
also the necessity to obtain a scholarship or funded position. For the participants in
this study this led to three different entry modes: students with sufficient academic
and economic capital entered the US in a direct manner; students who needed to
build up additional capital in Iran had a deferred entry to the US; and students who
chose to build up additional capital in an intermediate country made a stepwise
entry into the US.
Participants’ ability to stay and find employment in the US is also strongly influenced
by migration policies. The travel ban introduced by US President Trump restricted
the entry of citizens from seven Muslim-majority countries and disproportionality
affected the mobility freedom of Iranian students already resident there. Iranian
graduates are also confronted with new policies to limit the number of high-skilled
immigrants as well as with particular sanctions against Iranians in specific sectors
of the labor market. These developments make many participants contemplate an
onward move to other destinations with more flexible migration policies, such as
Canada and Europe. The strict migration policies of the US are one of the most
important reasons why the US is said to be losing or to have lost its leading position
in the global race for talent, to the benefit of more welcoming destinations like the
Netherlands.
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11.3	Who goes where? The influence of economic, academic
and transnational cultural capital on participants’ study
destinations
The remainder of this chapter provides an answer to the second research question,
namely how the trajectories of Iranian students and academics are shaped by the
academic, cultural, economic, social and mobility capital which they accumulate
before and during the migration process. This second part delves into participants’
individual characteristics and attempts to link them to their capability to move to
particular study destinations. It thus answers the question: Who goes where? What
are the factors that influence which Iranian students go to which destinations? Does
this lead to more inequality between students?
In this study, three types of family background were identified among the participants,
namely internationally oriented, career-oriented and upwardly mobile families.
These profiles are based on the different forms and levels of capital transmitted
by participants’ parents51. One third of the participants grew up in internationally
oriented families who are rich in transnational cultural capital and prepare their
children for a future and life abroad – for instance by sending them to extracurricular
English classes from a young age. These families attach a great deal of value to their
children’s transition into higher education and also have the economic capital to
support their children in their educational progress.
Career-oriented families also attach value to their children’s education but see
it mainly as a tool with which to find a well-paying job after graduation. Careeroriented families are rich in economic capital – which they employ to support
their children’s education – but have a relatively low level of transnational cultural
capital and prefer their children to build up a career in Iran. About one quarter of
participants originate from career-oriented families.
The third and last category is participants from upwardly mobile families, who
make up two-fifths of the sample. These families have a low level of economic
capital and see education as an important channel for their children to move up
in society. Although they do not have many economic resources to support their
children in school, they nevertheless have a positive attitude towards education.
Upwardly mobile families also do not have the means to prepare their children for
an international career and thus transmit very little transnational cultural capital.

11
51 As explained in Chapter 5, the sample of this study is likely not to be representative of all
university students or young people in Iran because Iranian students who went abroad are
often drawn from family backgrounds with higher levels of economic capital.
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So, how do participants’ family backgrounds impact on their trajectories towards
various study destinations such as Turkey, the Netherlands and the US? Does it follow
the premise that a higher level of economic capital increases students’ chances of
moving to the US? Does this mean that participants from upwardly mobile families
are limited in moving to destinations like Turkey?

11.3.1 Direct student migrants
When looking more closely at the family backgrounds and trajectories of the 70
participants in this study, we have confirmation that participants from internationally
oriented families indeed move to the US and the Netherlands more often. What is
more, students from internationally oriented families move to these countries in a
direct fashion and quite soon after graduating from their university in Iran and can
therefore be termed ‘direct student migrants’.52 Such a direct and quick movement
was possible for them because of the transmission of two main forms of capital. First
of all, the economic capital transmitted by their families increased the likelihood
of these students passing the highly competitive Concours exam that coordinates
access to higher education in Iran. This economic capital allowed parents to send
their offspring to private schools and additional tutoring classes in order to prepare
for the Concours. Getting good results in this exam helped these students to enter
top-ranking state universities in Tehran. This, in turn, endowed them with a high level
of academic capital, enabling them to secure acceptance for funded Master’s and
PhD programs in core countries. It was also important for direct student migrants to
obtain funding. Due to Iran’s economic situation and the unfavorable exchange rates,
the economic capital of their families was often not enough to afford the tuition fees
and living costs in the core countries themselves.
Secondly, the transnational cultural capital transmitted by their family was very
important in preparing these students for studying abroad and building up an
international career. Despite the Iranian regime’s antagonism towards Western
languages, many internationally oriented families had sent their children to
extracurricular English classes from a young age. This helped them to quickly pass
the English exams that were required to secure acceptance from universities in other
countries, thus accelerating their move abroad. In this way, internationally oriented
families equipped their children with the transnational cultural capital needed to be
successful in the international arena.

52 Most research participants moved abroad for a Master’s or PhD program. Only a small
minority went abroad after finishing high school.
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11.3.2 Crosswise student migrants
In comparison to participants from internationally oriented families, students from
career-oriented families were less well prepared for moving abroad directly after
graduation. In line with their families’ wishes, they first tried to build up a career in
Iran. The bad economic conditions, lack of job opportunities and low level of salaries
in Iran encouraged these participants to move abroad anyway. The parents of these
participants were able to endow them with a sufficient level of economic capital.
However, when they attempted to continue their education abroad, it became
apparent that they often lacked the academic and transnational cultural capital
needed to be accepted for universities in core countries in a direct fashion. This
meant that participants needed to invest additional time in securing acceptance
for funded MA and PhD programs and on improving their English skills to pass the
required language exams of these universities. Some of the students from careeroriented families eventually moved to the US directly but usually in a deferred way
– i.e. a few years after having graduated in Iran. The majority of the students from
career-oriented families, however, moved to neighboring Turkey and stayed there
after graduating from their studies. These students are therefore termed ‘crosswise
student migrants’.

11.3.3 Stepwise student migrants
The third and final category of participants is those from upwardly mobile families
in Iran. Although their families endowed them with only low levels of economic and
transnational cultural capital, most transmitted a high cultural capital to their
children or at least created an environment that was positive about education. This
seems to have led to a strong orientation towards education as a way to achieve
social mobility. Students from these families were often ambitious and determined
to ‘study their way up’ within Iran’s education system.
A number of these students come from rural areas. They usually did not attend
additional tutoring classes that prepared them for the competitive Concours exam
but spent numerous hours of self-study in order to pass. Many of them were eventually
able to enter top-ranking state universities in Iran as well, which endowed them with
a high level of academic capital. However, it often took these students longer to finish
their studies because they had to take up jobs on the side to cover their expenses.
Moreover, in the context of their family’s lack of transnational cultural capital, these
students were often not prepared to go abroad directly after graduation and needed
to invest more time in improving their English, either during or after graduation. Most
of the students from upwardly mobile families eventually moved to Turkey, where
they were able to enter top-ranking universities that enabled them to build up the
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additional economic, academic, social, cultural and mobility capital. While some
of these students remained in Turkey, others used the country’s good opportunities
for capital accumulation to move to Europe or the US in a stepwise manner. These
students are therefore termed ‘stepwise student migrants’.
In describing the three categories of student in this research, it becomes clear that
their family backgrounds influence their trajectories out of Iran in three different
ways. First of all, the types of capital these students can access shape their trajectory.
The economic and transnational cultural capital that families transmit has an
important role in their trajectories. However, the stepwise student migrants were
also able to accumulate additional capital themselves, independent of their modest
family background, either in Iran or in the stepping-stone country of Turkey. However
– and this brings us to the second factor – it seems that participants’ lack of capital
serves to prolong their trajectory. There was thus a clear link between participants’
family background and the temporal dimension of their trajectory. This is because
some students were not endowed with sufficient transnational cultural capital from
their early childhood and thus needed to invest extra time at a later point in their life
in order to build up this capital themselves. For instance, many crosswise and stepwise
student migrants had to improve their English skills either during or after their studies
in Iran before they could successfully apply to universities in core countries. The
third influential factor related to family background is participants’ route or type
of trajectory out of Iran, whereby the largest difference is found between direct
trajectories to (distant) core countries and stepwise trajectories that lead students
through one or more intermediate countries before reaching the initially preferred
destination. Participants’ routes are also connected to the temporal dimension, as
stepwise trajectories take significantly more time than direct ones.
What does this say about the reproduction of inequalities in student mobility from
Iran? The results of this research confirm that students coming from internationally
oriented families with high economic and transnational cultural capital are
indeed more likely to move to popular study destinations such as the US and
(recently) the Netherlands. Although the difficult economic situation in Iran makes
it impossible for most families to afford tuition fees in core countries themselves,
internationally oriented families help their children to obtain a high level of academic
and transnational cultural capital in Iran, which eventually allows them to obtain
scholarships and funded academic positions in core countries. In that sense,
internationally oriented families reproduce their class advantage by ‘sending’ their
offspring to core countries. It is important to note that most students do not return
to Iran and do not convert their foreign-earned capital into employment at home.
Nevertheless, for internationally oriented families there is a high level of prestige
attached to the fact that their offspring graduated from a university in a core country.
Moreover, their children’s settlement in core countries also enables parents to travel
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to these destinations more easily and frequently. Thus, by transmitting high levels of
economic and transnational cultural capital, internationally oriented families equip
their children to build up a successful (educational) career abroad.
This research also indicates that popular study destinations are not necessarily
inaccessible for students from low-capital family backgrounds. However, these
students’ trajectories take significantly more time and effort. This demonstrates that
in student mobility, too, from peripheral countries like Iran, better-resourced students
can take the ‘fast lane’ towards their preferred destination, while less well resourced
students have to resort to the ’slow lane’ and pass through various intermediate
countries before reaching their preferred destination (Sheller & Urry, 2006). I also
believe that such a steep move up the hierarchy is only possible for a small minority of
students, as the investments they have to make require a level of ambition, discipline
and perseverance that not everyone is naturally endowed with.

11.4	Summing up: a contribution to research on international
student mobility between periphery and core
This study has provided an in-depth analysis of the trajectories of international
students and academics from peripheral countries who, despite the restrictions and
challenges they face, aspire to move to popular study destinations in core countries.
What is the significance of this study for academic knowledge about migration and
mobility – and particularly for our knowledge about social and geographical inequalities
in international student mobility? I argue that this study makes four important
contributions to our understanding of international student mobility and migration.
First of all, this study establishes that social inequalities between Iranian students are
indeed reproduced when they move abroad but finds that social reproduction happens
mostly because of students’ transnational cultural capital and not only because of
economic capital. Transnational cultural capital refers to the international outlook
of students’ family and works in tandem with economic capital to predict students’
chances of moving to a core country. In this research, students with high transnational
cultural and economic capital more often migrate to countries at the top of their
destination hierarchies – mostly Europe and the US – and in a direct fashion.
In addition, this study shows that social and geographical inequalities between
individual students can decrease over time. By following the trajectories of students
and academics over a longer period of time and through different countries, this
study has shown that social inequalities that are already present in students’ home
countries are reproduced when they move abroad, because students with lower levels
of economic and/or transnational cultural capital initially move to intermediate
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countries in the semi-periphery that are more affordable and require fewer travel
costs. Nevertheless, in the end, some of these students are able to build up additional
capital in these intermediate countries and move stepwise to core countries.
Thus, students with lower levels of capital are eventually able to reach the same
destinations as more advantaged students but their trajectories take (much) longer.
This shows that, at the level of destinations, social reproduction can be reversed
over time.
Moreover, this study is one of the few that demonstrates the importance of
scholarships and funded positions in facilitating the international mobility of students
from the periphery. Most funding is available for students in the fields of science
and engineering, as governments of core countries often consider these to be key
fields in their knowledge economy. Due to the difficult economic situation of Iran,
nearly all participants in this study relied on some form of scholarship or had a
funded position abroad; however, for students from less advantaged backgrounds,
obtaining funding was particularly crucial. This makes it likely that governments
and universities involved in the global race for talent also enable less advantaged
students from the periphery to move to core countries; this plays a role in abating
social inequalities between students, although the exact effects are hard to pin down.
Secondly, this study contributes to our knowledge of regional education hubs and
the motivations for international students to move – and often stay – there after
graduation. The Iranian participants in this study preferred to study in Turkey
because of its geographic and cultural proximity to Iran, its flexible visa regime and its
affordable tuition fees. While some participants used Turkey as a stepping-stone to
core countries in the end, the majority of participants remained in Turkey, even after
graduation. This refutes the assumption that students from the periphery generally
want to move to the core and might be an important driving factor behind changing
configurations in the geography of international student mobility. Especially in light
of restrictive migration policies in core countries, growing numbers of students from
the periphery might renounce their plans for distant core countries and instead opt
for easily accessible study destinations closer to home. This is called the ‘proximity
preference’.
Thirdly, this study attempts to theoretically advance the aspirations-capabilities
model (Carling, 2002; de Haas, 2014) by adding stepwise migration as an additional
dimension. The aspirations-capabilities model considers two possible outcomes
based on structural and individual aspirations and capabilities, namely mobility or
immobility. In this study I have shown that stepwise mobility is an alternative outcome
for individuals who aspire to move to their preferred destination but do not have
sufficient capabilities to go there at once. Instead, they move to an intermediary
destination, often a stepping-stone toward the destination at the top of their
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hierarchy. Moreover, migrants who move to an intermediary destination may well
find themselves in circumstances of (in)voluntary mobility or immobility too. Some
migrants are unable to move stepwise from the intermediate destination to their
preferred destination, while others give up their stepwise migration plans voluntarily
and decide to remain in the intermediate country. In this way, this study shows that
the aspirations-capabilities model can be applied at different phases of the stepwise
migration process as well.
In addition, this study has enriched our understanding of stepwise migration processes
by considering it more strongly as a function of both aspirations and capabilities. In
the concept of stepwise migration as developed by Paul (2011, 2015, 2017), stepwise
movements are seen as the result of a lack of capital and thus of migrants’ inability
to move to their preferred country. Paul describes stepwise migrants as individuals
who aspire to move to their preferred country but who are not able to do so directly.
They thus decide to move through different countries in various stages in order to
reach the country at the top of their destination hierarchy. In this study I argue that
migrants can also consciously choose to engage in stepwise migration. This study
has narrated the stories of a number of Iranian student migrants who, in principle,
had the capability to move to a country at the top of their destination hierarchy
but chose not to move there directly. They thus had sufficient economic, academic
and transnational cultural capital to make a direct move but preferred to move in
various stages so they could get used to living abroad and take more time to decide
on their next step.
The trajectories of these students underpin the importance of the proximity
preference in international student mobility. Like the crosswise student migrants
mentioned earlier, stepwise student migrants first moved to Turkey because of its
cultural and geographic proximity to Iran and because of its accessibility in terms of
a flexible visa regime. For them, Turkey provided a perfect stepping-stone because
they did not feel prepared to move to a distant country straight away. Stepwise
student migrants preferred to move to Turkey first in order to get accustomed to
living and studying abroad while still regularly visiting their families and friends back
in Iran. After a few years they then felt more comfortable about making a giant leap
to a distant country with sometimes more stringent visa regulations, particularly the
single-entry visa in the US. Moreover, many students used their time in Turkey to build
up mobility capital so they could make a more informed choice about which country
they would like to go to next.
Finally, this study has provided more insights into the importance of migration
policies for countries’ ability to compete in attracting foreign talent. While analyzing
the migration decision-making processes of the Iranian students and academics in
this research, it becomes clear that the overwhelming majority of participants opted
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for countries that were either geographically close to their home countries and/or
that offered flexible visa policies that allowed regular back-and-forth movement,
countries such as Turkey and the Netherlands. This indicates that students’ proximity
preference, as well as the openness of migration policies, plays a major role in
international student mobility. This might have an effect on the position of particular
countries in the global race for talent. This study has shown how, in the case of the
US, restrictive entry and migration policies have sent out an unwelcome message
to many Iranian students and academics in the past few years. This is not the only
reason why many prospective students refrain from going to the US; another is that
the students who are currently residing in the US contemplate moving once again
to other destinations. While some think about moving on to traditional immigration
countries like Canada, other students contemplate newer destinations like Turkey
and the Netherlands, which lure international students with their open and flexible
migration policies. As this study has shown, these destinations have the additional
advantage that they are accessible for students from different social backgrounds.
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Appendix 1. Interview guide for participants in Turkey
Date interview
Location interview
Duration
Language(s) spoken

English / Turkish / Persian / Dutch

Introduction
- Explain the topic of your research
- Timeframe (following respondents over a longer time): number of interviews; 6-month interval
- Confidentiality and anonymity, possibility to read thesis before publication
- Permission to record the interview
- Stop at any time of the research without consequences

Personal information research participant
Name
Date of birth
Place of birth
Ethnicity
Current university
Type of program
Field
Start date
End date
BA (univ., field, years)
MA (univ., field, years)
PhD (univ., field, years)
Post-doc (univ., field, years)
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A. Migration trajectory
1. How long have you been in Turkey?
2. Why did you choose to go to Turkey ?
3. How did you prepare and inform yourself about Turkey before coming here?
4. What other countries did you consider and why?
5. Can you name the countries that are in your list of top-3 of countries to live and work in?
What position does Turkey have in this list?
6. Did you visit other countries as well?? What were your experiences? Why in the end you did
not go there? Were there (dis)advantages in those countries compared to Turkey?
7.

What was the effect of visiting countries as a tourist or by attending conferences on your
decision for a certain country? How easy was it to get a visa for this?

8. Did you get a scholarship for studying or doing a PhD here and how has that affected your
choice? Could you have studied in Turkey without a scholarship?
9.

Were there many friends or classmates from the same university who also went abroad for
their studies? Where did most of them go? And how did this affect your choices? Did some of
them help you to orientate on a country or university, or to “get in”?

10. Did you know people in Turkey before coming here?
11. What were your ideas about the country before moving here, and were these expectations
true? Did your ideas about the country change since you are living here?
12. Do you have a partner or family (children, parents) in a certain country and how does this
affect your choices for staying, returning or moving onwards?
13. What do you like about Turkey and what do you dislike?
14. Would you consider returning to Iran? Why (not)? Under what circumstances?
15. Are you planning to move onwards at some point? Under what circumstances? To which
possible countries? What role does Turkey play in your plan?
16. How important is the status and quality of the university you attend(ed) in Turkey for moving
onwards?
17. Do you think you could go directly from Iran to your preferred country, or was studying
in Turkey necessary to make that move?

B. Background information (Iran, education, social class)
18. Open question: when and where were your born. How did you school career go?
19. Schools attended; distinction private and public university; choice for academic field (why
did you study this; did you change your topic at some point and why?)
20. In what kind of Concours did you participate, how often, and how did you experience it? Do
you think it is a good system? Were you happy with the result? How did it affect your choice
of going abroad?
21. Can you remember when you had done the Concours and you were waiting for the results?
Was it an exciting time? What were your dreams and plans at that time?
22. Did you move around in Iran, either because your family moved, or because of education?
23. Can you describe what kind of family you come from? Occupation of parents, brothers,
sisters?
24. How did your parents help you in your education? Financially? Extra tutoring? Was it financially
possible in your family for you to study? (f.ex. Related to brothers and sisters)
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25. Does your family place a lot of a value on getting higher education? Do they have high
ambitions for you? Was becoming an academic an logical choice in your family?
26. Do you think that the educational level of your parents influenced your own school or
university career?
27. Did your parents influence the topic of your studies or advise you about that? Did they help
you to enter a certain school or university?
28. Do you feel that you experienced a lot of social mobility in Iran because you were able to
enter a [good] university?
29. Did the amount of money you or your parents have influence where you could study?
30. Did you get any scholarships to study at any point? Was it easy to get it? How did that
influence your choice where to study or what field? Would you have been able to study
without these scholarships?
31. Did you have many classmates, friends or family members in Iran who went abroad to study? How
did that affect your choice for going abroad? Could they help you or give advice about studying
abroad? Was their situation different from yours? Could they move more directly?

C. Career in Iran
32. What were your main reasons for leaving Iran? Was it related to education or were there
also other factors?
33. What were your experiences as a student or researcher in Iran? Did you feel you could make
a career there? Did it motivate you to leave the country?
34. Can you give concrete examples of limited academic opportunities in Iran? For instance,
corruption of situations in which religious behaviour was expected?
35. How did you make a choice for the field of study you are in now? Was it real interest in the
discipline, its status (in Iranian society) or a combination of both?
36. Question for WOMEN: are there many women in your field (in Iran) and how did this affect
your choice and your career? (for instance, being the only woman around men?)
37. Did you work outside academia in Iran; where and when? What attracted you about the
job(s) and what did you dislike?
38. Has it been hard to find a (research) job in Iran? Have you been unemployed for a while?
39. How did you learn English and did you experience any difficulties in that?
40. Can you imagine what your life would look like if you were still in Iran, or had returned to
Iran? Where would you work, what would you do, where would you live?
41. Question for MEN: Did you have to fulfill military duty? Did this motivate
you to leave the country?

D. Career in Turkey
42. How did you make your choice for the university you are currently enrolled in? What were
your expectations about the university? (quality of education, ranking, professors, prestige,
tuition fee)
43. Which channels did you use in order to look for a position? (internet, recruitment agency,
social network, conferences)
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44. How did the application process go? Did you approach a certain professor or did you apply
for a specific job?
45. What do you think about the quality of the Turkish system of education?
46. What are the main differences between academia in Iran and Turkey or in other countries
you went to? Are there differences in the way people work?
47. Do you think learning Turkish is important for building up a career here (both in academia
and outside)? Have you taken any steps in that?
48. What would be the ideal level for you to achieve in Turkish?
49. Are there any problems in getting a residence or work permit? What do you expect to
happen in the future?
50. How do you see your (academic) career in Turkey in the future? Do you think you can stay on
in the job / university you are in now? What are other options you are considering?
51. Do you want to stay in academia, or do you also consider a switch?
52. Do you think it is easier to move through academia than through another kind of job? Did
this influence your choices (for example, did you do a PhD because it was an easy way to move?)
53. Do you think people in your academic field (engineering / natural science, etc)
find easier ways to move than other groups?

E. Position as an Iranian in Turkey
54. Do you have many friends in Turkey? Are they mostly Iranian or Turkish or mixed? Does this
influence your decision to stay / return / move on?
55. As an Iranian national, do you sometimes feel excluded or discriminated? Both in society
and at the university?
56. What do you think is the image of Iranian researchers within the academic community you
are involved in? Positive, negative?
57. Are there certain (research) positions that you cannot attain because you are Iranian?
58. Are there certain countries that you would like to go (for work, visiting conferences,
tourism, etc), but which you cannot due to visa or other restrictions for Iranians?

F. Recommendations
59. What do you think the Turkish government can do to attract and /or select more talented
students and researchers? And what can they do to keep these people here?
60. What can Iran do to keep talented researchers? Would this perhaps motivate you to go
back to Iran?
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Appendix 2. Coding system data analysis
Codes and code categories are ordered alphabetically and not in order of relevance
Code System

No.
segments

No.
documents
(interviews)

Entire Code System

2679

151

Migration strategy

0

0

Migration strategy: work vs study

5

5

Migration strategy: funding/scholarships

21

15

Migration strategy: marriage vs study abroad

2

2

Migration strategy: refugee vs study abroad

17

12

Migration strategy: direct vs stepwise

1

1

Direct vs stepwise: ethnicity / Azeri

1

1

Direct vs stepwise: class background

3

2

2

2

Discrimination against Iranians: security checks

1

1

Discrimination: Muslim / wearing hijab

1

1

Discrimination: sanctions on study / job positions

11

6

Discrimination: visa restrictions

33

21

Discrimination: negative image of Iranians

13

10

Discrimination against Iranians

Gender

15

8

Gender: education vs marriage

1

1

Gender: women and migration

7

4

Gender: parental support for women

2

2

Gender: women’s career in Iran

8

5

Gender: women in engineering

4

3

0

0

Europe: Italy

2

1

Europe: UK

6

1

Europe: Comparison Netherlands - Sweden

2

2

Europe: comparison US-Europe

3

2

Europe: Different academic system

1

1

Europe: comparison Europe - Turkey

1

1

Europe: Switzerland

1

1

Europe: Norway

11

4

Europe
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Europe: Germany

8

5

Europe: comparison Canada - Europe

2

2

Europe: comparison Iran-Europe

3

3

Choice for Europe

6

4

Migration motives: career vs culture/social

14

10

Destination hierarchy

34

28

Career

0

0

Academic level: finding job

4

3

Delay in career due to being foreign

4

3

Engineering field: migration

2

1

“Master out” of PhD

3

1

Positive image of Iranians in academia

2

2

Choice academia vs industry

15

11

Academia: international migration opportunities

2

2

Choice of field

2

2

Two-step migration (study abroad to migrate)

3

3

Expectation of mobility in academia

5

5

Diploma not accepted abroad

1

1

Motivation for doing PhD

8

7

Competition in academia

5

5

Career vs personal time

4

2

Field : migration

7

7

Comparison Europe & US

6

2

Gender and engineering

1

1

Academic level: migration

7

7

Engineering field : jobs

3

3

Networking for jobs

10

7

1

1

Iran: nepotism and corruption

2

2

Iran: Iranian spies in university

1

1

Iran: effect sanctions on economy

8

7

Iran: political changes

9

6

Iran: moving up universities inside Iran

7

5

Iran: continuing with PhD in Iran

17

11

Iran: quality of education

2

2

2

2

Iran

Iran: quality of education: Sharif
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Iran: quality of education: fraud

3

2

Iran: not enough state university seats > Azad

1

1

Iran: quality of university > going abroad

3

3

Iran: quality of education: sanctions

5

5

Iran: quality of education Azad

14

13

21

17

9

8

Iran: position as Azeri

5

4

Iran: parental support education

20

17

Iran: parental support education - gender

5

4

Iran: parents being teachers (cultural capital)

6

4

Iran: NO parental support education

1

1

Iran: parental pressure for education

10

8

Iran: parental support for going abroad

14

13

28

19

Iran: class: becoming independent from parents

2

2

Iran: class background & choice of field

3

3

Iran: class background & migration

21

16

Iran: education lost value due to Azad

4

4

Iran: price of university Iran (public-private)

5

4

Iran: social mobility (also after migration)

15

11

Iran: Rural vs urban

16

11

Iran: primary and secondary school

10

10

Iran: Siblings

12

10

Iran: Sharif University

8

7

Iran: building up capital before leaving Iran
Iran: religion

Iran: class and education

28

24

Iran: choice of field

Sharif: going abroad

17

14

Iran: societal pressure education

9

8

Iran: un(der)employment

7

7

Iran: Return to Iran?

27

25

Return to Iran: scholarship Iranian government

1

1

Return to Iran: academia vs industry

5

5

2

2

Return to Iran: Turkey diploma not accepted/valued

4

3

Return to Iran: family

5

5

Return to Iran: military service

5

4

Return to Iran: low salary academia
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Return to Iran: impossible for Netherlands partner and
kids

2

1

Return to Iran: less freedom

6

6

Return to Iran: finding a job

16

14

5

5

Leaving Iran: paying for certificate to leave Iran

2

1

Leaving Iran: in 1990’s (1st wave)

4

3

Leaving Iran: curiosity for other countries

5

4

Leaving Iran: gender

4

4

Leaving Iran: depressed environment

2

2

Leaving Iran: visa rejected from Iran

5

5

Leaving Iran: ambition

1

1

Leaving Iran: sanctions on technology, etc

4

4

Leaving Iran directly to West: too expensive

5

4

Leaving Iran: un(der)employment

17

12

Leaving Iran: freedom

9

8

Leaving Iran: no government scholarships

6

6

Leaving Iran: fraud and nepotism

7

3

Leaving Iran: isolated position of Iran

7

6

Leaving Iran; military service

26

19

Leaving Iran: religious pressure / obligatory headscarf

17

14

Leaving Iran: culture of migration

20

17

Leaving Iran: type of university / social class background

7

7

Leaving Iran: field

1

1

Leaving Iran: brain drain

15

14

Leaving Iran: directly to West

17

14

Leaving Iran: for education / research

12

11

Leaving Iran: family

6

5

Leaving Iran: two-step migration (stay after studies)

8

7

Leaving Iran: political

31

24

Iran: learning English

16

16

Iran: Concours

18

16

Iran: Concours: pressure of family

1

1

Iran: Concours: gender quota

1

1

Iran: Concours: fairness of system

1

1

Iran: Concours: leave Iran before Concours

2

1

Iran: Concours: Olympiad exemption/ bonus

3

2

Iran: Leaving Iran
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Iran: Concours: preparation

14

14

Iran: Concours: choice of university/city

10

9

Iran: Concours: choice of field

9

9

6

6

0

0

Iran: Academic system
Netherlands
Netherlands: policy recommendations

1

1

Netherlands policy recommend: attract & retain highly
skilled

8

4

Netherlands policy recommend: academic career/
universities

2

2

Netherlands: policy recommend: high skilled vs refugees

9

5

Netherlands policy recommend: ageing pop./attract high
skilled

1

1

Netherlands: policy recommend: 30% rule

2

2

4

3

10

9

Comparison Netherlands & US

37

19

Netherlands: quality of education

4

4

Netherlands quality of education: applied/practical

1

1

Netherlands quality of education: international

1

1

Netherlands quality of education: freedom

1

1

6

4

Netherlands: academic career: gender

4

2

Netherlands: academic career: discrimination of nonDutch

4

4

Netherlands: academic career: competition for funding/
positions

9

8

Netherlands: freedom in organizing work time

1

1

Netherlands: individualistic work culture

3

3

Comparison Netherlands & Iran
Netherlands: Comparison Netherlands & Iran: education /
research

Netherlands academic career

Netherlands: supervision system

5

2

Comparison Netherlands & Canada

6

3

Netherlands: opinion about Netherlands

3

2

Opinion about Netherlands: social system

7

6

Opinion about Netherlands: gender

1

1

Opinion about Netherlands: culture

7

5

Netherlands: Reputation Iranian universities

5

5

Netherlands: find job after graduation

6

6

4

3

Netherlands find job after graduation: high skilled visa
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Netherlands: find job after graduation: CV too academic

1

1

Netherlands find job after graduation: job application
skills/network

3

3

Netherlands find job after graduation: speaking Dutch

8

4

Netherlands find job after graduation: discrimination
non-Dutch

8

5

Netherlands find job after graduation: few Dutch engineers

2

2

Netherlands: find job after graduation: moving up in
company as non-Dutch

3

3

Netherlands: starting company after graduation

6

4

15

12

Netherlands: stay in Netherlands: move abroad for postdoc

2

1

Netherlands: Stay in Netherlands: Citizenship

19

12

Netherlands: Choice for Netherlands

7

4

Choice for Netherlands: language

1

1

Choice for Netherlands: family

3

2

Choice for Netherlands: big companies

3

2

Choice for Netherlands: open to foreigners / welcoming

1

1

Choice for Netherlands: university / research group

4

4

Choice for Netherlands: easy visa

1

1

Choice for Netherlands: citizenship

4

4

Choice for Netherlands: tuition fee

4

4

Choice for Netherlands: international universities

2

2

Choice for Netherlands: relations with Turkey

1

1

Choice for Netherlands: reputation Netherlands in Iran

10

8

Choice for Netherlands: scholarship/salary

0

0

Choice for Netherlands: geographical closeness

4

4

0

0

Netherlands: economic capital

7

5

Netherlands: cultural capital

0

0

Netherlands: Cultural capital (Dutch language)

34

24

Netherlands: Cultural capital (English language)

3

3

8

8

Netherlands: academic capital: conferences

3

3

Netherlands: academic capital: supervisors

Netherlands: Stay in Netherlands?

Netherlands capital

Netherlands: academic capital

16

11

Netherlands: mobility capital

16

12

Netherlands: Social capital

13

12

1

1

Netherlands social capital: Iranian community
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Netherlands: position as Iranian in Netherlands

18

13

Netherlands: position as Iranian: rural vs urban

2

2

Netherlands: position as Iranian: university vs company

2

2

Netherlands: position as Iranian in Netherlands: bad
image refugees

3

2

Stepwise migration

3

3

Stepwise: due to visa / military service

2

1

Stepwise: from Europe to US during 1990s

2

2

Stepwise: comparison direct and stepwise

3

3

Stepwise: from Netherlands

13

9

Stepwise: hardship of moving twice

10

7

Stepwise: Malaysia / Singapore

6

5

Stepwise: getting citizenship to move onwards

3

2

Stepwise: from Turkey

25

18

Stepwise: not wanting to go stepwise (anymore)

13

13

Reverse stepwise

23

7

Reverse stepwise: US to Europe after 1979

4

1

Reverse stepwise: from Netherlands

3

2

Reverse stepwise: comparison academia Turkey & Canada

4

3

Stepwise: Turkey to US / Canada

10

7

Stepwise: Turkey to Europe

7

5

Stepwise: quality of university

7

7

Stepwise: important quotes

29

23

0

0

Comparison Turkey - Europe (education)

2

2

Comparison Turkey - Europe (position as Iranian)

1

1

Comparison Turkey - Europe (career)

1

1

Comparison Turkey - North America (career)

2

1

Comparison Turkey - North America (culture)

5

3

Turkey: academic system

4

4

Comparison Iran - Turkey

1

1

Comparison Iran - Turkey: politics

1

1

Comparison Iran - Turkey: economy

1

1

Comparison Iran - Turkey: culture

7

6

Comparison Iran - Turkey: freedom

8

6

Comparison Iran - Turkey: religion

2

2

Comparison Iran - Turkey : education

15

13

Turkey
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Turkey: experience in Turkey

0

0

Experience in Turkey: hardship

2

2

Experience in Turkey: dislike / negative

4

4

Experience in Turkey: positive

5

5

Turkey: working next to studies

3

2

Turkey: Iranian students in Turkey

14

13

Turkey: finding job after grad

3

3

Turkey: starting own company

9

7

Turkey: finding job in industry

5

4

Turkey: finding job in academia

6

5

Turkey: religion

5

4

Turkey: Political-economic changes

23

19

Turkey: political changes: terrorist attacks

4

4

Turkey: political changes: coup d’etat

2

2

13

10

10

9

Turkey: private vs public universities

6

4

Turkey: Koc University

Turkey: position as Iranian in Turkey
Turkey: Position as Azeri

19

12

Turkey: Koc: like a company

4

3

Turkey: Koc: living in cocoon

1

1

Turkey: Koc. Quit Koc prematurely

7

4

Turkey: Decision making after Turkey

3

3

Turkey: doing PhD in Turkey as a way to stay

4

4

Turkey: staying in Turkey?

7

7

Staying in Turkey: supervisors want student to stay

3

2

Staying in Turkey; impossible due to military service

1

1

Staying in Turkey: academia / language

1

1

Staying in Turkey: politics / terrorist attacks

5

4

Staying in Turkey: gave up initial idea to return to Iran

1

1

Staying in Turkey: not wanting to migrate again

3

3

Staying in Turkey: Azeri vs Persian

8

6

Staying in Turkey: getting Turkey citizenship

8

6

Turkey: apply for universities abroad from Turkey

4

3

Turkey: Choice for Turkey

4

3

Choice for Turkey: scholarship

1

1

Choice for Turkey: time to decide on future

2

2
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Choice for Turkey: easy and accessible

2

2

Choice for Turkey: cheaper than core countries

4

4

Choice for Turkey: friends/family in Turkey

9

9

Choice for Turkey: Turkish media & language (Azeri)

5

4

Choice for Turkey: freedom

3

3

Choice for Turkey: acceptance university

10

9

Choice for Turkey: university / professor

4

4

Choice for Turkey: language

7

7

Choice for Turkey: city

5

5

Choice for Turkey: cultural closeness

8

8

Choice for Turkey: orientation on Turkey in Iran

2

2

Choice for Turkey: close to Iran geographically

16

15

0

0

Turkey capital
Turkey: cultural capital

1

1

Turkey: cultural capital: Persian language / Iran

1

1

Turkey: cultural capital: English language

13

12

Turkey: cultural capital: Turkish language

13

13

Turkey: cultural capital: international environment

6

5

2

2

Turkey: contacts inside and outside university

2

2

Turkey social capital: international students

1

1

Turkey social capital: university staff

4

3

Turkey social capital: Turkish people

4

4

Turkey social capital: fellow Iranian students

9

7

Turkey social capital: supervisors

13

9

Turkey: social capital

Turkey: mobility capital

15

9

Turkey mobility capital: academic conferences

2

2

Turkey mobility capital: visa restrictions

1

1

Turkey mobility capital: go abroad from Turkey

4

2

Turkey mobility capital: orientation countries

4

4

6

5

Turkey economic capital: scholarship state university

3

2

Turkey economic capital: job vs scholarship

1

1

Turkey economic capital: paying visa fees

1

1

Turkey economic capital: scholarship Koc, cooperation
industry

1

1

Turkey economic capital: uncertain funds / politics

3

3

Turkey: economic capital
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Turkey economic capital: no scholarship

6

4

Turkey economic capital: “Turkey” scholarship

1

1

9

5

Turkey academic capital: conference presentations

1

1

Turkey academic capital: fraud

1

1

Turkey academic capital: publications

3

2

Turkey academic capital: positive supervisors

2

2

Turkey academic capital: GPA and courses

2

2

Turkey academic capital: reputation of university

3

3

Turkey academic capital: problem Turkey language

2

2

Turkey academic capital: more career opportunities
Turkey

2

1

Turkey academic capital: good facilities / lab

2

2

Turkey academic capital: presentation skills

1

1

Turkey academic capital: moving up universities

1

1

Turkey academic capital: value of Turkish degree in Iran

1

1

Turkey academic capital: problem supervisors

6

4

0

0

0

0

1

1

US: Citizenship / Green Card

4

4

Choice for US university

1

1

Turkey: academic capital

United States
US: Comparison US - Canada
Comparison US - Canada: visa

2

2

US: direct migration: adapt to US culture

Choice university: top universities out of reach

3

3

US: opinion justice system

2

2

2

2

US: fear of deportation
US: opinion social system

7

7

US: opinion work life balance

3

2

US: opinion culture

1

1

0

0

0

0

4

3

US: economic capital

13

6

US: moving up universities inside US

6

5

US: mobility capital

7

5

US: academic capital

8

7

3

3

US: Capitals
US: cultural capital
US cultural capital: English

US academic capital: publications
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US academic capital: equipment

1

1

US academic capital: supervisors

8

6

5

4

US social capital: Iranian network

5

2

US social capital: academic networks / conferences

5

2

US social capital: help with applying from US-based
friends

1

1

US social capital: American friends

6

5

2

2

US: diversion from US to Europe

8

6

US: diversion from US to Canada

2

2

1

1

US: American dream: better than expected

1

1

US: American dream: only when prepared

1

1

US: American dream / positive about opportunities

1

1

US: American dream / dissapointed

4

4

US: safety / homeless people

2

2

US: Choice for US

3

3

Choice for US: distance from Iran and family

2

2

Choice for US: difficult visa

2

2

Choice for US: freedom

2

2

Choice for US: culturally diverse

1

1

Choice for US: top companies in field

2

1

Choice for US: familiar with American media

1

1

Choice for US: top international universities

3

3

Choice for US: family in US

4

3

Choice for US: cultural closeness

1

1

Choice for US: dream country for Iranians

1

1

Choice for US: applying for universities

7

4

6

5

17

16

3

2

US educational system: ethnic diversity

3

3

US education system: funding

3

2

US education system: treatment international students

3

3

5

3

1

1

US: social capital

US: diversion from US

US: American dream

US: high competition
US competition: comparison US and Europe
US: educational system

US: comparison Iran and US
Comparison Iran - US: justice system
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Comparison Iran - US: politics & media

3

1

Comparison Iran - US: health care

1

1

Comparison Iran - US: education

9

6

13

9

US: historical position of Iranians in US

2

2

US: long-term career of Iranians

1

1

US: abuse of Iranian students by professors

1

1

US: afraid to protest travel ban

1

1

US: passing as an American

1

1

US - Iran relations in media

US: position as Iranian in US

1

1

US: effect single-entry visa

22

13

US: sanctions Iranians

9

5

US: migration plans after US

10

7

US: two step migration Iranians (vs other international
students)

1

1

US: migrate onwards due to travel ban?

1

1

US: migrate onward after US: which countries?

1

1

US: legal options to stay & work after graduation

6

6

US: Preferred place of residence

7

6

US: preferred place of residence: stay in Arizona

1

1

US: preferred place of residence: California

12

9

11

8

29

11

8

5

1

1

12

5

US find job: field of studies

1

1

US find job: San Francisco (Silicon Valley)

1

1

US find job: job opportunities Iranians

2

1

US find job: competition

3

1

US find job: continuing academic career

4

2

US find job: MA vs PhD degree

3

2

US find job: academia vs industry

4

4

1

1

US: importance of networking for jobs

2

2

US: internships during PhD

6

3

US: Sanctions - labor market

2

2

US: President Trump
US: Trump - travel ban
US: racism
US: racism in Arizona
US: find job after grad

US work after grad: academia vs industry
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Netherlands

US

US

US

US

Setareh

Mahtob

Kourosh

Somaye

Germany
- Netherlands

Netherlands

Netherlands

Kavous

Marjan

Fereshte

Turkey Sweden

Turkey

Turkey

GolamReza

Stepwise
Turkey

Turkey

Turkey

Ata

Pseudonym

Turkey
- Netherlands

Turkey

Turkey

Stepwise
country

Stepwise
Turkey

Direct
country

Trajectory
group

Female

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Female

Male

Male

Azeri

Persian

Persian

Persian

Persian

Azeri

Persian

Azeri

Azeri

Gender Ethnicity

Public high

Public high
Public high

Business
manager
Private
medium

Public
medium

Professional

Housewife
high

high

high

high

medium

medium

medium

high

high

Public
medium
Professional

Low
(conservative
Islamic family)

medium

medium

medium

high

high

high

high

medium

High positive

High positive

High positive

High positive

High positive

Medium

High - parents
also want to
move to US

Very high.
Mother also
lived abroad,
speaks good
English

High

High (parents
sent him to
English classes
since age 4).

Low

Medium

Medium positive
High positive

Medium high

High positive

Medium

low

Housewife
low
low

Parents’
Economic Cultural
Transnational
support for
capital
capital
capital
education

Occupation
mother

Private
medium

Professional

Skilled worker

Professional

Shopkeeper

Public high

Public low

Occupation
father

This (partial) framework analysis is anonymized in order to protect the identity of the research participants.

Appendix 3. Impression of framework analysis used for this research
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English summary
This PhD thesis examines how inequalities in international student mobility shape
the trajectories of students from peripheral countries who aspire to move to Western
core destinations. It analyzes the migration trajectories of 70 Iranians in science and
engineering who left Iran to study abroad in Turkey, the Netherlands and the United
States. Using the trajectory analysis method, I followed students’ migration journeys
over long time periods and to different countries and assessed the extent to which social
inequalities between students are reproduced during their trajectories out of Iran.
Out of 70 interviewees, two-fifths engaged in stepwise migration between three or
more countries. Stepwise migration is a conscious strategy used by students who
either lack sufficient capital to move directly to Western core destinations or who
do not feel ready to do so due to geographic distance and restrictive visa policies.
Stepwise student migrants first move to intermediate countries with lower capital
requirements and flexible visa policies that enable the accumulation of the additional
capital needed for migrating onwards.
This study makes three main contributions to our knowledge on international
student mobility. First, it shows how inequalities between international students are
reproduced during their trajectories. Earlier research has demonstrated that the
capital transmitted within students’ families is responsible for the reproduction of
inequalities in international student mobility. This study shows that this reproduction
is attenuated due to the availability of scholarships and funded positions – which
is partly the result of countries’ participation in the global race for talent. Because
of this, students with less advantaged family backgrounds can also reach popular
study destinations, although their trajectories are longer and more gradual because
they have to build up capital independently at a later stage of their trajectory. The
research identifies three groups of Iranian students who differ in family background
and the type and temporality of their trajectory:
a)	Direct student migrants come from families with high economic and transnational
cultural capital. This transnational cultural capital helps students to be wellprepared for an international career, and allows them to migrate to the US and
the Netherlands in a direct and straightforward manner.
b) 	Crosswise student migrants come from families with high economic capital but
low cultural and transnational cultural capital; they therefore need more time
to prepare their move abroad. They often move to Turkey and do not migrate
further after graduation.
c)	
Stepwise student migrants come from families with low economic and
transnational cultural capital. They often first move to Turkey, where they
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build up the additional academic, economic, cultural and mobility capital that
facilitates their stepwise migration to the US and Europe.
Secondly, this study reveals a proximity preference that has so far been overlooked
in studies on international student mobility. This proximity preference challenges
the assumption that prospective international students from peripheral countries
generally want to move to Western core destinations, such as the US. Instead, 84
per cent of the Iranians in this research opted for regional education hubs such as
Turkey or relatively new destinations such as the Netherlands, despite their family
background. As such, a student’s decision to move to proximate destinations is
not only related to his or her (in)capabilities but is also based on their own choice.
This study indicates that Iranian students show a preference for Turkey and the
Netherlands for four reasons:
1.	Cultural proximity – Iranians unable or unwilling to move to popular destinations
directly prefer to use Turkey as a stepping-stone because of its cultural proximity
to Iran.
2. 	Geographic proximity – Iranians prefer to move to proximate destinations such as
Turkey and the Netherlands because this offers the possibility to regularly travel
back-and-forth to Iran for limited costs.
3. 	Accessibility – Iranians often prefer to move to countries that offer flexible visa
and migration policies, thus allowing regular visits to Iran.
4.	Stepping-stones – Because of their proximity to Iran and lower migration costs,
destinations such as Turkey offer ideal stepping-stones for younger Iranians who
do not have the means or do not feel prepared to move to distant destinations
immediately.
Finally, the proximity preference found among Iranian participants in this study
indicates that Western core destinations with restrictive migration policies, such as
the US, may lose their leading position in the global race for talent, as many students
from the periphery increasingly opt for easy-to-access destinations that grant them
a greater sense of mobility freedom.

APPENDICES

Nederlandse samenvatting (Dutch summary)
Dit proefschrift onderzoekt hoe ongelijkheden in internationale studentenmobiliteit
de migratietrajecten beïnvloeden van studenten uit de periferie die de ambitie
hebben om naar Westerse landen te migreren. In dit onderzoek is een analyse
gemaakt van de migratietrajecten van 70 Iraanse bètastudenten en -wetenschappers
die Iran hebben verlaten om te gaan studeren in Turkije, Nederland en de VS.
Door gebruik te maken van de methode ‘trajectanalyse’ heb ik de trajecten van
de studenten gevolgd over langere tijd en naar verschillende landen, om zo vast te
stellen in hoeverre sociale ongelijkheden tussen studenten worden gereproduceerd
na hun vertrek uit Iran.
Van de 70 geïnterviewden is twee vijfde op stapsgewijze manier gemigreerd tussen
drie of meer landen. Stapsgewijze migratie is een bewuste strategie, gebruikt
door studenten die of niet over voldoende hulpbronnen beschikten om direct naar
westerse landen te migreren, of nog niet bereid waren dit te doen vanwege streng
visumbeleid en geografische afstand. Deze ‘stapsgewijze studenten’ migreerden
eerst naar tussenliggende landen die gemakkelijk te bereiken waren. Hier bouwden
zij aanvullende hulpbronnen op die nodig waren om door te migreren.
Dit onderzoek levert op drie manieren een belangrijke bijdrage aan onze kennis
over internationale studentenmobiliteit. Ten eerste laat het zien hoe ongelijkheden
tussen internationale studenten worden gereproduceerd. Eerder onderzoek heeft
aangetoond dat de hulpbronnen die binnen de gezinnen van studenten worden
overgedragen in sterke mate bijdragen aan de reproductie van ongelijkheden
in internationale studentenmobiliteit. Dit onderzoek maakt duidelijk dat deze
sociale reproductie wordt afgezwakt door de beschikbaarheid van studiebeurzen
en betaalde academische posities. Deels is dit een gevolg van het feit dat landen
in toenemende mate met elkaar concurreren in de wereldwijde oorlog om
talent. Mede hierdoor kunnen studenten van minder goede komaf ook populaire
studiebestemmingen bereiken, al is hun traject wel langer en geleidelijk omdat ze
de hulpbronnen die ze niet van huis hebben meegekregen zelf op een later moment
moeten opbouwen. Dit onderzoek onderscheidt drie groepen Iraanse studenten
op basis van verschillen in hun gezinsachtergrond en het type en de duur van hun
migratietraject:
a) Directe studenten zijn opgegroeid in gezinnen met veel economisch en transnationaal cultureel kapitaal. Dit transnationaal cultureel kapitaal helpt studenten
om goed voorbereid te zijn op een internationale carrière, en dit stelde hen in
staat om op een directe en vlotte manier te migreren naar Nederland of de VS;
b) Kruisgewijze studenten komen uit gezinnen met veel economisch kapitaal maar
weinig cultureel en transnationaal cultureel kapitaal. Zij hebben daarom meer tijd
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nodig om hun migratie naar het buitenland voor te bereiden. Deze kruisgewijze
studenten gaan vaak naar Turkije en migreren niet verder na hun afstuderen;
c) Stapsgewijze studenten zijn opgegroeid in gezinnen met weinig economisch en
transnationaal cultureel kapitaal maar zijn vaardig in het zelfstandig opbouwen
van meer hulpbronnen tijdens hun latere migratietraject. Ze migreren vaak eerst
naar Turkije, waar ze aanvullend academisch, economisch, cultureel en mobiliteitskapitaal opbouwen. Dit stelt hen in staat om stapsgewijs te migreren naar
Europa en de VS.
Ten tweede wijst dit onderzoek op een nabijheidsvoorkeur die tot dusverre
onderbelicht is gebleven in studies over internationale studentenmobiliteit. Deze
nabijheidsvoorkeur betwist de aanname dat internationale studenten uit de periferie
over het algemeen in Westerse landen zoals de VS willen studeren. Zo blijkt dat
84% van de Iraanse studenten in dit onderzoek, ongeacht hun sociale komaf, de
voorkeur hadden voor regionale onderwijsknooppunten zoals Turkije of relatief
nieuwe bestemmingen zoals Nederland. Dit betekent dat zij een bewuste voorkeur
hebben voor nabije bestemmingen, en dat dit niet per se samenhangt met hun
migratiecapaciteiten. Dit onderzoek toont aan dat er vier redenen zijn waarom
Iraanse studenten een voorkeur hebben voor Turkije of Nederland:
1. Culturele nabijheid – Iraniërs die niet in staat zijn of die niet direct willen migreren
naar Westerse bestemmingen gebruiken Turkije graag als een opstap vanwege
de culturele nabijheid met Iran;
2. Geografische nabijheid – Iraniërs geven voorkeur aan nabijgelegen landen zoals
Turkije en Nederland omdat deze landen hun de mogelijkheid geven om regelmatig en voor weinig geld heen en weer te reizen naar Iran;
3. Toegankelijkheid – Iraniërs hebben vaak de voorkeur voor landen met een flexibel
visum- en migratiebeleid zodat zij hun thuisland makkelijk kunnen bezoeken.
4. Opstaplanden – Dankzij hun nabijheid en lagere migratiekosten zijn bestemmingen zoals Turkije ideale opstaplanden voor jongere Iraniërs die niet de mogelijkheden hebben of zich nog niet klaar voelen om direct naar verafgelegen
bestemmingen te migreren.
Tot slot, de nabijheidsvoorkeur onder Iraanse studenten in dit onderzoek toont aan
dat populaire westerse bestemmingen met een streng migratiebeleid, zoals de VS,
geleidelijk hun dominante positie in de wereldwijde oorlog om talent dreigen te
verliezen, omdat studenten uit de periferie steeds vaker kiezen voor toegankelijke
studiebestemmingen die hun een grotere mate van bewegingsvrijheid geven.
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